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cybersecurity of computer networks and industrial control systems.

The contributions presented in this book are mainly the extended versions of selected papers
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valuable reference for researchers in the security and safety of systems.
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Abstract: This study focuses on the problem of attack quantification in distribution automation
systems (DASs) and proposes a quantitative model of attacks based on the common vulnerability
scoring system (CVSS) and attack trees (ATs) to conduct a quantitative and systematic evaluation of
attacks on a DAS. In the DAS security architecture, AT nodes are traversed and used to represent
the attack path. The CVSS is used to quantify the attack sequence, which is the leaf node in an AT.
This paper proposes a method to calculate each attack path probability and find the maximum attack
path probability in DASs based on attacker behavior. The AT model is suitable for DAS hierarchical
features in architecture. The experimental results show that the proposed model can reduce the
influence of subjective factors on attack quantification, improve the probability of predicting attacks
on the DASs, generate attack paths, better identify attack characteristics, and determine the attack
path and quantification probability. The quantitative results of the model’s evaluation can find the
most vulnerable component of a DAS and provide an important reference for developing targeted
defensive measures in DASs.

Keywords: industrial control safety; attack quantification; common vulnerability scoring system;
attack tree; distribution automation system

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivations

The expansion of the construction scale of distribution automation systems (DASs) and the
increasing demand for their application have increased the risk of cyber and physical attacks on these
systems. On 7 March 2019, Venezuela’s power grid system experienced deliberate destruction [1].
Large-scale blackouts occurred in most parts of Venezuela, including its capital, Caracas, which
experienced blackouts for more than 24 h. At one point, 20 of Venezuela’s 23 states experienced
blackouts, which seriously affected their infrastructure. In 2015, a sophisticated cyberattack targeted
Ukraine’s power grid and caused power outages over a wide area [2]. This highlights the importance
of investment in securing power distribution grids against intruders [3]. Similarly, the overall safety of
Chinese DASs must be improved, given the increasing demand for distribution network security [4].
At present, attack quantification in DASs at home and abroad remains in its infancy. DASs have high
complexity and poor flexibility and lack a mature method for the quantitative evaluation of attacks
on them [5–7]. Thus, ensuring DAS security has become a key challenge in the industry. To avoid
disasters, defensive measures can be applied in advance through a reasonable quantitative evaluation
of attacks and an evaluation of the probability of an attack on each part of a DAS [8]. Simultaneously,
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these attack quantification results can also provide an important reference for security technicians to
implement the DAS defense system.

Quantification of the probability of an attack on a DAS directly affects the in-depth analysis of
the system’s security. Wang et al. [9] proposed a multilevel analysis and modeling method for a
power system’s communication network. Their case study showed that this method can be used to
evaluate the static and dynamic relationships among power networks. Kateb et al. [10] developed an
optimal structure tree method for risk assessment in a wide-area power system that can minimize the
spread of network attacks. The authors in [9,10] provided a well-optimized evaluation of a specific
power network. However, these evaluation neither reflected the attacker’s behavior in terms of
quantification of the probability of an attack nor provided suggestions for the protection of specific
parts of the power system. The authors in [11] and the authors in [12] presented an attack assessment
framework based on Bayes attributes—a stochastic game model and a fast modeling method for input
data, respectively—which included network connection relationship and vulnerability information.
However, the proposed methods were found to be inefficient when applied in DASs due to DAS
architecture complexity and expansibility, and they could not generate attack path. The authors in [13]
proposed a method for modeling network attacks with a multilevel-layered attack tree (MLL-AT),
presented a description language based on the MLL-AT for attacks, and quantified the leaf nodes.
This attack tree (AT) was found to be able to accurately model the attacks, especially multilevel
network attacks, and can be used to assess system risks. However, the research is mainly based on
cyberattacks, and there is no physical attacks involved. Besides, this method lacks a complete attack
process identification method, and its ability to analyze attack paths is insufficient.

1.2. Main Contributions

To summarize, although a number of studies have developed measures to quantify system risks
or attacks, they insufficiently describe attack behavior or attack paths. These measures are affected by
subjective factors, which are unsuitable for attack quantification of distribution automation systems.
To solve these problems, we propose a modeling method for quantifying attacks on DASs based on
common vulnerability scoring system (CVSS) and ATs form the perspective of the attacker’s behavior.
The proposed node attack probability quantification algorithm combined with the CVSS has favorable
expansibility. This algorithm can improve the probability of predicting attacks on DASs, generate
attack paths, and discover the latest protection component.

To our knowledge, this study is the first to use the AT to quantify the probability of attacks in
DASs, which is systematic and quantitative evaluation of attacks in DASs. The main contributions are
as follows.

• First, a DAS security architecture is developed on the basis of the functional characteristics and
security protection requirements of DASs. This architecture provides an intuitive view of the
security components of a DAS, which can help system designers have a clear understanding of
the path to possible cyber-attacks and physical-attacks.

• Second, a DAS attack quantification model was established by forming a set of complete attack
processes and paths based on attacker behavior, which can help DAS security practitioners to find
the system components that should be defended, helping penetration testers to deploy targeted
and focused attacks.

• Third, a quantification algorithm for attack probability based on an AT and the CVSS was proposed.
This algorithm reduces the influence of the subjective factors in the process for quantifying attacks
in traditional approaches and improves the accuracy of attack prediction. The efficacy of the
model was evaluated by introducing the environmental characteristics of the DAS.

The experimental results show that the proposed model can predict the risk of attack that the DAS
faces. The results of the model’s evaluation verify feasibility, effectiveness of the proposed scheme and
provide an important reference for the development of targeted defensive measures for DASs.
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The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives a detailed design of the DAS
security architecture. The quantitative model of attacks on DAS based on CVSS and ATs is described
in Section 3. The experimental results are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Design of the DAS Security Architecture

DASs have the characteristics of a large number of terminals, high complexity architecture, poor
flexibility, and require strict protection against both network attacks and physical attacks [14]. A DAS
security architecture was developed on the basis of the functional characteristics and security protection
requirements of DASs. It is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Distribution automation system (DAS) security architecture.

(1) The production control region directly manages the distribution automation system’s main
station and controls the automatic power distribution scheduling of the entire distribution network.
It is at the core of the DAS’s distribution scheduling and production services. It includes the main
station’s server, the main station’s monitoring computing station, the main station’s transport unit
controller, and other equipment, which are vulnerable to phishing, distributed denial-of-service attacks,
and physical attacks [15].

(2) The communication mode of the application part of the management information region is
based mainly on public network communication. It is connected to the production control region by an
isolation device to realize a large amount of data storage and thus is very sensitive to Web data security.

(3) The secure access zone includes wireless network, some acquisition servers, and the front-end
device that transmits commands and collects terminal data so that the DAS can realize intelligent
power distribution and optimized operation. As the link between the core of the distribution network
and the terminal information exchange, this zone faces many security risks. An attacker can use the
terminal as a springboard to invade or attack through the wireless network.
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(4) At the furthermost edge of the DAS is the power distribution terminal. It can communicate
with the main station through an optical fiber. Although this part of the equipment is a great distance
away from the core equipment for power distribution, it is the smallest unit and supplies power to the
distribution automation system. It is the point of the system that is most vulnerable to attacks.

3. DAS Attack Quantification Algorithm

In order to face the different security attacks that can occur in the DAS security architecture,
an attack probability quantification model based on an AT for the DAS framework is proposed.
Each leaf node of the AT represents an attack on a certain component of the DAS security architecture.
The maximum probability of each attack path in ATs will be calculated on the basis of the CVSS in
terms of three measurement factors— base, time, and environment.

3.1. DAS AT Model

The AT was first proposed by Schneier [16]. In the structure of an AT, the root node represents the
target of the attack [17]. The characteristics of system security are described on the basis of the AT.
These descriptions redefine the data on attacks by identifying whether the DAS security or survival
criteria are satisfied, and the data are regarded as the root nodes of the tree. In Figure 2, a node
represents the means of implementing an attack, and the relationship among the nodes may be the
logical OR, that is, the attack target can be reached when one of the two nodes E1 and E2 satisfies
the attack conditions; AND, that is, the attack target can be reached when nodes E1 and E2 satisfy
the attack conditions simultaneously; or Order AND, that is, when the attack target is reached after
nodes E1 and E2 satisfy the attack conditions [18]. The AT has the advantages of simple structure,
easy to understand presentation method, and easy to focus the analysis process on measurable targets.
It can be combined with the obvious features of DAS in terms of architecture and simplify the DASs of
system security features.

Figure 2. Node representations in the attack tree (AT).

The DAS AT model must consider the environment and the DAS security architecture. Figure 3
shows the main stages of the DAS AT model. The nodes of all leaves will first be quantified when
the ATs are established. Then, the probability of a successful attack in all paths of the system will be
calculated by modeling the DAS AT. The attack path sequence is obtained through calculation, and the
path with the maximum attack probability is the optimal attack path.

The use of software vulnerabilities is a well-known way to attack a network. Our attack
probability quantification algorithm is based on the CVSS. The attack probability value of the Common
Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) vulnerabilities at each node of the DAS is calculated using the
CVSS method. Furthermore, combined with the method of attacking the tree, each path the attack
probability of the DAS is calculated to evaluate the probability of each attack.

4
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Figure 3. The main stages of the DAS AT Model.

3.2. CVSS

The CVSS is a standard for calculating the risk level of each CVE vulnerability. It was developed
by the National Infrastructure American Council and is maintained by the Forum of Incident Response
and Security Teams [19]. Manufacturers can adopt this system for free. On the basis of the CVSS, we can
score a system’s weaknesses and determine which weaknesses have priority for repair. The CVSS
provides an open framework for evaluating the characteristics and impact of system vulnerabilities for
information security industry–related practitioners. The CVSS quantifies CVE vulnerabilities using
scores (0–10) of severity, and strict attack indexes can be formulated, including attack vector, attack
complexity, authentication, availability, integrity, and confidentiality indexes [20].

As shown in Figure 4, the CVSS consists of three basic score indicators, namely the base score,
the temporal score, and the environmental score. The base score includes exploitability metrics and
impact metrics, which have their own calculation formulas. The temporal and environmental scores
can be expanded. Moreover, a vector string and a CVSS score, which represent the calculation process
and the result, respectively, are generated.

The CVSS is supported by the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) of the United States.
All CVE vulnerabilities in the NVD contain the basic value of the CVSS [21]. The quantification of
the DAS attack probability is closely related to the evaluation indexes of vulnerabilities for all parts
of a DAS and plays an important auxiliary role in the quantification of an attack process in the DAS.
Thus, the probability of attack that the DAS faces is quantified on the basis of the CVSS.

Figure 4. Score calculation in the common vulnerability scoring system (CVSS).

Table 1 lists the relevant variables for calculating the CVSS base score [22]. In accordance with
these variables, the base score represents the inherent characteristics of the vulnerability itself and the
possible impact of these characteristics. The scoring situation can determine the attack probability that
the vulnerability represents.
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Table 1. Base score calculation-related metrics.

Relevant Metrics Possible Metric Values Quantified Scores

Attack vector (AV) Network (N)/Adjacent (A)/Local (L)/Physical (P) 0.85/0.62/0.55/0.2
Attack complexity (AC) Low (L)/High (H) 0.77/0.44
Privilege required (PR) Non (N)/Low (L)/High (H) 0.85/0.62/0.27

User interaction (UI) Non (N)/Requirement (R) 0.85/0.62
Scope of influence (S) Unchanged (U)/Changed (C) Depends on ESS, ISC

Confidentiality (C) Non (N)/Low (L)/High (H) 0/0.22/0.56
Integrity (I) Non (N)/Low (L)/High (H) 0/0.22/0.56

Availability (A) Non (N)/Low (L)/High (H) 0/0.22/0.56

For example, the scoring rubric for Attack Vector (AV) is divided into four possible metric methods.
Figure 5 shows the division of measurement methods [22]. The score increases in the direction of the
arrow in the figure. For example, the metrics of Network (N) and Adjacent (A) are the vulnerable
components via the network stack, and the metrics of Local (L) and Physical (P) require physical access
to the target. Network (N) can be exploited from across a routed network, which makes it easier to
implement network attacks, so the measurement value is higher. However, the metric of Adjacent (A)
is only exploitable across a limited logical or physical network distance.

Figure 5. The scoring rubric for the Attack Vector metric.

3.3. Attack Probability Quantification Algorithm Based on the AT

To quantify the attack probability of the entire DAS, we must first determine the attack probability
of each key module (leaf node) in the DAS. Second, all of the potential attack paths in the AT need to
be traversed to count the probability of each path and determine the most probable attack path. On the
basis of the CVSS characteristics, the vulnerability attack probability Pattack of a leaf node is defined as

Base Score + Temp Score + Envi Score
10.0 ∗ (1 + n)

, (1)

where Temp Score and Envi Score denote the temporal and environmental scores, respectively, which can
be expanded by a vulnerability to a user’s environment. However, base score is a mandatory option,
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but scoring the Temporal and Environmental metrics is optional. n denotes the number of temporal
scores and environmental scores. The Base Score consists of the exploitability sub score (ESS) and the
impact sub score (ISC). ESS and ISC are related to the scope of influence in the factors (scope). The Base
Score value is calculated using Algorithm 1 [22].

Algorithm 1. Calculate the value of the Base Score.

Input: ESS (Exploitability Sub Score); ISC (Impact Sub Score)
Output: Base Score
(1) procedure: Base Score, Roundup()
(2) If ISC <= 0 then

(3) Base Score = 0
(4) else if ScopeUnchanged then

(5) Base Score = Roundup (Minimum [(ESS + ISC), 10])
(6) else

(7) Base Score = Roundup (Minimum [1.08 × (ESS + ISC), 10])
(8) end if

(9) end procedure

The ISC, which is determined by the confidentiality, integrity, and availability indexes, is calculated
using Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2. Calculate the value of impact sub score (ISC).

Input: ImpactConf ; ImpactInteg; ImpactAvail
Output: ISC
(1) procedure: ISC
(2) ISCtmp = 1 − [(1 − ImpactConf) × (1 − ImpactInteg) × (1 − ImpactAvail)]
(3) if ScopeUnchanged then

(4) ISC = 6.42 × ISCtmp
(5) else if Scopechanged then

(6) ISC = 7.52 × [ISCtmp − 0.029] − 3.25 × [ISCtmp − 0.02]15

(7) end if

(8) end procedure

The relationships between ESS and Attack Vector (AV), ESS and Attack Complexity (AC), ESS and
Privileges Required (PR), and ESS and user interaction (UI) are expressed as

ESS = 8.22×AV ×AC× PR×UI. (2)

After calculating the attack probability of a single node, the formula for calculating the probability
of a successful attack at the parent node is based on two nodes, namely the AND and OR nodes.

(1) For the AND or Order AND node, the attack probability of the current parent node G is the
product of the attack probability at the child nodes.

Pattack(G) =
n∏

i=1

Pattack(Gi) (3)

(2) For the OR node, the attack probability of the parent node G is the maximum attack probability
of the child nodes.

Pattack(G) = max
{
P(G1), P(G2), . . . , P(Gn)

}
(4)

7
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A traversal from a leaf node to a root node represents a possible attack path within the DAS. Based
on the calculation of the attack probability at the AND and OR nodes, the target node that attacks a
certain attack path Sj = {Gi| i = 1, 2, . . . , n} is set as G, and the probability of a successful attack is

Pattack
(
Sj
)
=

n∏

i=1

Pattack(Gi) (5)

When Pattack
(
Sj
)

is high, both the probability of a successful attack and the risk factor of the system
will also be high. Thus, a defense can be firmly mounted. The maximum attack probability of the
entire system can be expressed as

Pattackmax(S) = max
{
P(S1), P(S2), . . . , P

(
Sj
)}

(6)

4. Experimental Evaluation

To verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the attack probability quantification algorithm,
an attacker model was established through the quantification algorithm, and an experimental
environment was built. The comparison was performed using a quantification algorithm from
the literature.

4.1. Construction of the Experimental Environment

An attacker’s abilities, state, and DAS-related information should be determined before
quantitative modeling. These data are used as a bridge between the attacker behavior and a system
attack probability analysis. An attacker can launch an attack from anywhere inside or outside the
system. On the basis of an attacker’s worst possible attack behavior [23,24], we adopt the following
assumptions: (1) attackers are knowledgeable about the DAS and have up-to-date DAS vulnerability
information, (2) attackers can deliberately and effectively attack using social engineering, (3) the
minimum expected attack income gains are obtained before an attacker attacks, and (4) effective attacks
frequently have a few atomic attack steps.

In this group of experiments, the AT is built to destroy the safe operation of the DAS. The DAS AT
and attack paths were established as shown in Figure 6 on the basis of attackers’ behavior and all the
vulnerability and possible attacks of various components of the actual system in Section 2. Each leaf
node of the AT represents an attack on a certain component of the DAS security architecture. After the
leaf node attack probability has been calculated, the leaf node that is set back from a leaf node traversal
to the root node generates a complete attack path. A root node indicates that the attack has reached G.
On the basis of the different types of attacks, intrusions into the DAS can be divided into G1 (a network
attack through the distribution terminals and the information management region) and G2 (an attack
through the physical equipment in the production control region). The system is captured and loss is
caused when any attack on G1 and G2 occurs.

Table 2 presents the definitions for all nodes in the DAS AT shown in Figure 5 together with
the DAS security architecture. For example, in the attack path E5 > H3 > H1 > G1, H3 denotes an
attack after acquiring a puppet machine and is an OR node, which requires one of the leaf nodes to be
attacked (e.g., E2, E3, E4, or E5). After a remote network attack, E5 implants a virus-controlled puppet
(H3), thereby making it reach G1 through an Internet attack (H1) and invade G to achieve a complete
attack. Path E6 > H2 > G1 > G indicates that leaf node E6 reaches G1 through H2 (an internal local
area network (LAN)) to crack the internal wireless network password and obtain traffic information,
thus breaking into the DAS to achieve intrusion.

8
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Figure 6. The DAS AT and attack path.

Table 2. Definitions for all nodes in the DAS AT.

Nodes Definitions

G Damaging/intruding into the DAS, endangering security
G1 Reaching G through a network attack
G2 Reaching G through an attack on physical equipment
H1 Reaching G1 through an Internet attack
H2 Reaching G1 through internal and related business network attacks
H3 Attack after acquiring a puppet machine
H4 Acquiring sensitive information from the internal database
E1 Implanting a Trojan horse into the control server
E2 Obtaining server data through phishing mail/web pages
E3 Intruding through a distributed denial-of-service attack
E4 Obtaining data by invading a web service of the DAS on the Internet
E5 Intruding through remote network vulnerabilities
E6 Cracking an internal wireless network password to obtain traffic information
E7 Scanning internal network port, service, and other asset information
E8 Acquiring root access to the database
E9 Attempting remote code execution through SMB vulnerabilities

E10 Entering into the distribution automation system through social engineering
E11 Breaking the BIOS through a u-disk to bypass a password requirement

4.2. Analysis of the Experimental Results

The CVE vulnerability numbers were established on the basis of the attack characteristics of
each leaf node {Ei| i = 1, 2, . . . , n} and a DAS enterprise vulnerability evaluation in order to reflect
the generality of the system components in the experiment involving a DAS while avoiding an
attack-oriented experiment involving a hacker. System component vulnerabilities are not fully
exploitable vulnerabilities in current DASs but rather represent vulnerabilities with different vendor
components of the same type. For example, we choose the vulnerability number CVE-2018-0247 that is
same type of vulnerability of Cisco Wireless LAN Controller for E6. The vulnerability attack probability
of each leaf node was calculated by combining Equations (2) and (3) with Algorithms 1 and 2. Table 3
summarizes the DAS components and the vector string and Pattack results.

For example, E1 denotes the embedding of a Trojan horse into the control server. This activity
occurs in the distribution encryption authentication device. The corresponding vulnerability number
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is CVE-2017-5873, and its vector string is AV:L/AC:L/PR:H/UI:N/S:U/C:H/I:H/A:H. AV is local (0.55),
AC is low (0.77), PR is high (0.27), UI is unnecessary (0.85), the scope of influence (S) is unchanged,
confidentiality (C) is high (0.56), integrity (I) is high (0.56), and availability (A) is high (0.56). Based
on Algorithm 2, in the case of ScopeUnchanged, ISCtmp is correlated with AC, AV, and PR; that is,
1 − (1 − 0.55) × (1 − 0.77) × (1 − 0.27) = 0.924445, and the ISC is 6.42 × ISCtmp = 5.9. Based on Equation
(3), the ESS is 8.22×AV ×AC× PR×UI = 0.8. Furthermore, in combination with Algorithm 1, the Base
Score is 6.7. Based on Equation (2), Pattack is 0.67. Table 3 shows that the probability of a successful
attack on the distributed encryption authentication device at this node using its vulnerability number
(CVE-2017-1287) is more than 60%.

As shown in Table 4, the AT contains seven attack paths, namely S1 = (E1, E2), S2 = (E1, E3),
S3 = (E1, E4), S4 = (E1, E5), S5 = (E6), S6 = (E7, E8, E9), and S7 = (E10, E11).

Table 3. Results on the attack probability of the DAS nodes.

Leaf Nodes Vulnerability No. DAS Components Vector String Pattack

Figure 6E1 CVE-2017-1287 Distributed encryption
authentication device AV:N/AC:L/PR:L/UI:R/S:C/C:L/I:L/A:N 0.67

E2 CVE-2017-5873 Management information region
terminal AV:L/AC:L/PR:H/UI:N/S:U/C:H/I:H/A:H 0.54

E3 CVE-2018-1137 Front-end device AV:N/AC:L/PR:L/UI:N/S:U/C:N/I:H/A:H 0.81

E4 CVE-2017-5873 Management information region
terminals AV:N/AC:L/PR:H/UI:R/S:C/C:L/I:L/A:N 0.48

E5 CVE-2018-9935 Distributed terminal AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:R/S:U/C:H/I:H/A:H 0.88

E6 CVE-2018-0247 Wireless network in the security
access region AV:A/AC:L/PR:N/UI:N/S:C/C:N/I:L/A:N 0.47

E7 CVE-2015-6314 Production control region server AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:N/S:U/C:H/I:H/A:H 0.98

E8 CVE-2015-596 Acquisition server in the security
access region AV:L/AC:L/PR:N/UI:N/S:U/C:H/I:N/A:N 0.62

E9 CVE-2018-3269 Production control region server AV:N/AC:L/PR:L/UI:N/S:U/C:N/I:N/A:L 0.53

E10 CVE-2017-2839 Monitoring computing station in
the main station AV:N/AC:H/PR:N/UI:N/S:U/C:N/I:N/A:H 0.59

E11 CVE-2009-0243 Transport unit controller in the
main station AV:L/AC:L/UI:N/C:C/I:C/A:C 0.72

On the basis of the leaf node attack probability (Table 3), the probability on each attack path can
be calculated by combining Equations (4)–(7). Each serial number represents an attack path sequence.
Table 4 displays the results of the calculation of the attack path sequence probabilities. S6 represents
E7, E8, and E9. In Figure 2, the node is Order AND. Based on Equation (4), Pattack(H4) is the product of
E7, E8, and E9; that is, 0.98 × 0.62 × 0.53 = 0.322. Based on Equation (6), the maximum probability
of Pattack(G) is the attack probability of S4; that is, 0.5896. These results show that the maximum
probability of a successful attack on the existing DAS is greater than 50%.

Table 4. Results of the calculation of the attack path probability.

Serial No. Attack Paths Attack Probability

S1 E1, E2, G1, G 0.3618
S2 E1, E3, G1, G 0.5427
S3 E1, E4, G1, G 0.3216
S4 E1, E5, G1, G 0.5896
S5 E6, G1, G 0.47
S6 E7, E8, E9, G1, G 0.322
S7 E10, E11, G2, G 0.4248

The Bayes method [11] was compared with the proposed attack probability quantification method
to verify the latter’s accuracy. The Bayes method aims to quantitatively evaluate the vulnerability of
computer networks using a Bayes attribute attack graph and the CVSS. Figure 7 shows the results
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of the comparison. The two methods for evaluating attack sequence probability exhibit different
performance with respect to highlighting risky paths. Figure 7 shows that the proposed AT model
obtains a higher attack probability than the Bayes method when evaluating paths S2 and S4. In an
actual DAS architecture displayed in Figure 1, the attack probability on paths S2 and S4 is the highest,
which represents E1 Distributed encryption, E3 Front-end device, and E5 Distributed terminal in DASs.
The probability result of the attack sequences obtained by the two methods are slightly different, and
both S2 and S4 are the attack paths with the highest risk probability, which also verifies the reliability
and validity of the proposed method. On the other hand, the proposed AT model probability is higher
than the Bayes method probability 4.02%—6.11% in conditions S2 and S4. From Figure 7, the proposed
method probability of attack is higher than the Bayes method, and the experimental result is conducive
to security practitioner to pay more attention to the protection of dangerous parts of DASs.

Figure 7. Comparison of the attack path probability for the DAS cases.

Due to the adoption of AT to construct DAS security architecture and attack paths, the advantage
of this method is that it has more accurate probability calculation ability for network attacks and also
more suitable for DASs with complex hierarchical network structure. The DAS attack quantification
model is established by forming a set of complete attack processes and paths based on attacker behavior,
which can help DAS security practitioners to find the system components that should be defended and
help penetration testers to deploy targeted and focused attacks.

Compared with the Bayes method, the AT has the advantages of simple structure, and it is easy to
focus the analysis process on measurable targets. It can be combined with the obvious features of DAS
in terms of architecture and simplify the DASs of system security features. The logical “OR” and the
logical “AND” characteristics of AT are very beneficial to construct such a complex DAS. At the same
time, combining the characteristics of AT and DASs based on attacker behavior generated all the attack
paths. Taken together, the proposed method is more effective than the Bayes method.

This finding reflects that an attack will succeed if the attackers have an abundance of information
on the system. When combined with the actual security situation of the DAS, the experimental result
predicts the danger of these paths and helps us to determine the components that must be defended
considering that these components provide the DAS with effective defense solutions. Therefore,
the proposed method is more effective than the Bayes method.

Figure 8 shows the proportions of all attack paths for the DAS. The DAS attack risks of each attack
path in the system are emphasized, and the most dangerous part of the system is identified. Table 4 and
Figure 8 show that the most profitable attack sequences for attackers are S2 and S4 in this experiment,
and the corresponding attack methods are distributed denial-of-service attacks and website intrusions.
Therefore, the DAS security practitioners should spend more time focusing on defending against these
associated attacks and system vulnerabilities. For example, defense measures for the network traffic at
the web end and the main station’s server could be applied.
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Figure 8. Proportions of the attack path probability for the DAS cases.

The evaluation methods [9–13] are based on a vulnerability analysis of traditional computer nodes
and cannot quantify the attack probability of DASs. The proposed attack probability quantification
algorithm and attack path calculation method can describe the vulnerability of the target system
component of the DAS. To improve the accuracy of the quantification based on Algorithms 1 and 2, a set
of complete attack processes and paths was constructed. The attack path with the maximum probability
(Table 4) was determined to help security personnel find the attack path and DAS components with
the most defense.

5. Conclusions

DASs are important to national infrastructures, which have experienced increasingly serious
threats to information security. The safe and reliable operation of a DAS is directly related to the
national economy and people’s livelihood. In this study, a quantitative and systematic evaluation of
DAS attacks was performed by analyzing the literature on attack quantification and the characteristics
of the DAS environment. A modeling method for quantifying DAS attacks based on the CVSS and an
AT was presented, and its feasibility was verified through experiments.

To our best knowledge, this work is the first to quantify attack value by ATs in DASs. The AT
model is very suitable for DASs hierarchical features in architecture. The experimental results show
that the proposed model can reduce the influence of subjective factors on attack quantification, improve
the probability of predicting attacks on the DASs, generate attack paths, better characterize attack
characteristics, and determine the attack path and quantification probability. The quantitative results
of the model’s evaluation can find the most vulnerable component of a DAS and provide an important
reference for developing targeted defensive measures in DASs.
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Abstract: Nowadays, systems around the world face many cyber attacks every day. These attacks consist
of numerous steps that may occur over an extended period of time. We can learn from them and use this
knowledge to create tools to predict and prevent the attacks. In this paper, we introduce a way to sort
cyber attacks in stages, which can help with the detection of each stage of cyber attacks. In this way, we
can detect the earlier stages of the attack. We propose a solution using Bayesian network algorithms to
predict how the attacks proceed. We can use this information for more effective defense against cyber
threats.

Keywords: cyber attack; attack prediction; attack projection; early-stage detection; Bayesian network

1. Introduction

Due to the constant development of cyber threats, various defense solutions need to be continuously
improved. In addition to developing prevention systems, it is also necessary to focus on detection systems that
help to obtain information about threats and attacks. The detection of malicious actions is one of the most critical
cybersecurity issues. Intrusion detection refers to the detection of specific patterns or anomaly observations.
Nowadays, however, we need to preventively anticipate upcoming harmful activities so that we can react to
them and prevent an attack in time before it causes some damage.

Attack prediction study is not as prevalent as detection. Therefore, it is necessary to explore this area
of interest because it is beneficial for the entire field of cybersecurity. To predict attacks, it is necessary to
examine how they proceed and what steps are being taken. These data can be used to continually improve
the systems to detect each phase of the attack. In this way, it is possible to detect the earlier stages of the
attacks and predict how they proceed.

Early detection and prediction of cybersecurity incidents, such as attacks, is a challenging task.
The threat landscape is continuously evolving, and even with the usage of intrusion detection systems,
advanced attackers can spend more than 100 days in a system before being discovered [1]. After the
detection of a security incident, we need to determine how the attack will proceed. This is essential because
if we can stop the attacker in time, they cannot do as much damage.

It is important to learn from existing attacks so that we can develop tools to find out if such attacks
have been repeated. Attack modeling is an intrusion-based methodology that allows one to focus on the
different stages of an attack. It is aimed at focusing on different stages of attacks. By identifying attacks
at different stages and by implementing tools to disarm the attacks at their various stages, one can take
preventive measures to ensure that similar attacks will be detected. It is important to have a layered model
to ensure that if one of the defense systems is bypassed, there is another defense line to protect one’s
organization’s assets. That is why we need to establish a multi-layered model of cyber attacks.
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In recent years, it has not been sufficient to only be alerted of a security incident. Prevention of the
attack altogether has become a necessity. The highest priority in computer security is to prevent an attack
and stop the attacker from doing damage. If the path of an attack can be predicted, one has the ability
to avoid attacks at every phase. By looking at a survey of the technology, from the host to the network
level, one will have an opportunity to study tools or solutions that can be used in protecting against these
threats. There are numerous existing prevention methods that are able to stop attacks in progress.

Recognizing an attack’s steps is the goal of many cybersecurity analysts. The authors in [2] categorized
prediction methods into three categories. An overview can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1. Overview of prediction categories.

Category Description Previous Surveys

Attack projection What is an adversary Yang et al. [3]
going to do next?

Attack intention recognition What is the ultimate Ahmed and Zaman [4]
goal of an adversary?

Attack/intrusion prediction What type of attack will Abdlhamed et al. [5]
occur, when, and where?

Network security situation forecasting How is the overall Leau and Manickam [6]
situation going to evolve?

The research is focused on early-stage detection and it is based on attack prediction, especially attack
projection. This area focuses on the prognosis of the future steps of the attack. The projection of the future
stages of an active cyber attack is essential in the context of Cyber Situational Awareness. The attacks
often occur over an extended period of time. They involve a lot of steps and use multiple techniques
for reconnaissance, exploitation, and obfuscation activities to achieve the attacker’s goal. Therefore, it
is not sufficient to just detect new or ongoing threats. The projection of future attack steps is deduced
from already detected malicious activities. The estimates of current attack tactics may be used to assess
imminent threats to critical assets [3].

This paper is based on the previous research of [7] and further develops research conducted by
Ramaki et al. [8]. Based on the above-mentioned considerations, we state the following research sub-goals:

1. To propose a multi-stage model suitable for attack projection and early-stage detection, and
2. to design a model for early-stage detection of a cyber attack.

This paper is divided into seven sections. In Section 2, which is focused on related work and existing
methods, the analysis of the current approaches of cyber attack prediction is provided. Section 3 presents
the drawbacks of existing models and describes the suitable cyber attack model in detail. Subsequently,
in Section 4, we propose the approach for early-stage detection of cyber attacks. This includes all of the
necessary steps for data processing, alert aggregation, and causal relationship discovery. This section also
covers the definition of Bayesian networks. After that, the model for the construction of the Bayesian
network and prediction of cyber security alerts is proposed. Section 5 focuses on preprocessing and
analysis of the data collection, including the creation of cyber alerts. The example cases of methods
for aggregation, causal relationship discovery, and Bayesian network construction are shown. Section 6
presents and discusses the results of the presented methods. Concurrently, it describes groups of alerts
and some of the attack paths. In the last section, the conclusion is provided.
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2. Related Works

A large number of cyber attack prediction methods use discrete models and graph models, such as
attack graphs, Bayesian networks, or Markov models.

In 1998, an attack graph was introduced by Swiler and Phillips [9]. It is a graphical representation of
an attack scenario, and it has happened to be a popular method for formal description of attacks. It has
become a foundation for other approaches, e.g., methods using Bayesian networks, Markov models, and
game-theoretical methods. Their goal was to create a tool for qualitative and quantitative assessment of
vulnerabilities. The approach was a great success because it examined a network security state from the
system perspective.

Cao et al. [10,11] proposed another variant of the attack graph—the factor graph. It is a probabilistic
model that consists of random variables and factor functions. In this paper, it is compared to Bayesian
networks and Markov random fields. They used the factor graph to predict attacks with an accuracy of
75% over a dataset of actual security incidents (several years of reports).

The RTECA (Real-Time Episode Correlation Algorithm) was proposed in 2014 by Ramaki et al. [12]. It can
be used to detect and predict multi-step attack scenarios. They explain the theoretical and functional implications
of the creation of such a tool. Although they propose leveraging the attack graph, the authors have widely used
causal correlations in their method.

The authors in [13] developed a method for correlating the intrusion alerts. It produces correlation
graphs, which they use for creating attack strategy graphs. They presented techniques for automatically
learning attack strategies from alerts raised by intrusion detection systems. These methods extracted
attributes relevant to determining an attack strategy, which is represented as a directed acyclic graph,
which they called an attack strategy graph. The nodes are known attacks, and the edges between them
represent the order of attacks and relationships between them. They also developed a method for easier
computer and network forensic analysis. It measures the similarity between sequences of alerts based
on their strategies. Their research showed that the proposed methods can successfully extract invariant
strategies from alert sequences and can also determine the likeness of those sequences. It can be widely
used in identifying attacks that could have been missed by detection systems.

In [14], Li et al. presented another approach based on attack graphs. They described the generation of
attack graphs constructed on a data mining approach. The algorithm they proposed uses association rule
mining to get multi-step attack scenarios from Intrusion detection system (IDS) alert database. After that,
the attack graph is created. The method is also used for calculating the predictability of the attack scenario.
It is used for ranking the real-time detection and can help with intrusion prediction.

Liu and Peng [15] developed a game-theoretic framework used for attack prediction. The proposed
method can quantitatively predict the probability of attack actions. It can also predict the strategic behavior
of the attacker. Thus, it can optimize the precision of correlation-based prediction. This paper presents the
first complex framework for motive-based modeling and inference of attackers’ intents. In conclusion, the
goal of this method is modeling and inference of attack intents, objectives, and strategies.

Wu et al. [16] used another attack prediction method using Bayesian networks. These methods are
related to approaches based on attack graphs because a Bayesian network is built from an attack graph.
The distinct characteristic of Bayesian networks is the conditional variables and probabilities that are
considered in the model.

A Bayesian network is a probabilistic graphical model that describes the variables and the
relationships between them. The network is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), where nodes represent the
discrete or continuous random variables and edges depict the relationships between them. Each variable
has a finite set of mutually exclusive states. The variable and direct edge form a DAG. To each variable A
with parents B1, B2, ..., Bn, there is attached a conditional probability table P(A|B1, B2, ..., Bn) [2].
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Ishida et al. [17] proposed forecast techniques for fluctuation of attacks. They used Bayesian inference
for calculating the probability of increase or decrease of the attacks. Two algorithms were considered in
this paper—focusing on the attack cycle and the fluctuation range of the number of events. Because the
event counts of some attacks change frequently, the proposed algorithms based on Bayesian inference
were used for predicting the probability, since it can calculate event counts directly. Subsequently, they
implemented the forecasting system and tested it on real IDS events.

A real-time alert correlation and prediction framework was introduced by Ramaki et al. [8].
The system includes an online and offline mode. In online mode, the attacker’s next move is predicted by
the Bayesian attack graph. In the offline mode, the Bayesian attack graph is constructed of low-level alerts.
The authors used the DARPA 2000 dataset for research. The prediction accuracy was found to increase
with the duration of the scenario for the attack. Thus, accuracy ranged from 92.3% when processing the
first attack step to 99.2% when processing the fifth attack step.

Okutan et al. [18] used signals unrelated to the target network in their Bayesian-network-based attack
prediction process. The signals include mention of Twitter attacks or the total number of Hackmageddon
attacks [19]. As was shown in the results, the prediction accuracy differed from 63% to 99%, making it a
promising method.

Since probabilistic graphical models are very powerful modeling and reasoning tools, Tabia et al. [20]
proposed an efficient approach based on Bayesian networks. It allows the modeling of local influence
relationships. It is dedicated to two main problems in alert correlation. Firstly, an approach based on
Bayesian multi-nets was designed, which considered the local influence relationships to improve the
prediction. The second problem occurs when multiple intrusion detection systems are in use in the
network. In this case, too many of the raised alerts are redundant. Therefore, they proposed an approach
for handling IDSs’ reliability to reduce the number of false alerts. They based this approach on Pearl’s
virtual evidence [21].

Another widely used approach to predicting attacks is using Markov models. These methods were
implemented along with approaches focused on attack graphs and Bayesian networks at the end of 2000.
Farhadi et al. [22] proposed a complex system for alert correlation and prediction. Sequential pattern
mining was used to collect the attack scenarios, which were then represented using the hidden Markov
model, which was used to identify the attack strategy. Markov models perform well in the presence of
unobservable states and transitions. They are not reliant on the possession of complete knowledge. This
allowed a successful attack prediction, even though some of the attack stages were undetected or absent.

Using hidden Markov models, Sendi et al. [23] proposed a real-time intrusion prediction system.
Multi-step attacks were the main interest in this paper. An empirical review showed how their method
could anticipate multi-step attacks, which is especially useful in preventing the attacker from taking
control of a huge number of hosts in the computer network.

In 2013, Shin et al. [24] introduced a probabilistic approach for the network-based intrusion detection
system APAN, which uses a Markov chain for modeling unusual events in the network traffic to predict
intrusion. Unlike other Markov-based methods, this method detects network anomalies and does not aim
to predict the next step of an attack as different model-checking approaches do.

Holgado et al. [25] proposed a novel method based on a hidden Markov model for multi-step
attack prediction using IDS alerts. They considered hidden states as a particular type of attack. At first,
the preliminary training phase based on IDS alert information needs to be done. These observations
are acquired by pairing the IDS alert information with a previously built database. Unsupervised and
supervised methods for learning are performed in the training model. The prediction module can compute
the best state sequence using the Viterbi and forward–background algorithms. The success of this method
was shown in the successful detection of the distributed denial of service (DDoS) stages, which is a big
problem in detection systems nowadays.
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Table 2 shows the approaches in the cyber attack prediction methods. The first proposed method
that has become popular involves prediction using an attack graph. It is the most transparent and
easy-to-understand model for attack step representation. It has become beneficial in predicting the next
steps in an attack. One of the lesser-known approaches is game theory. Nevertheless, it can be very useful
in detecting DDoS attacks, which are very hard to predict. More commonly used methods include machine
learning models. The first of them, the Bayesian network, has excellent accuracy results. However, it is
tough to create this model from actual network traffic because the attackers can create loops in security
alert data during attack implementation. Less intuitive approaches, but with great results, are the Markov
chains and the hidden Markov model. These can be handy in predicting multi-step attacks.

Table 2. Summary of cyber attack prediction methods.

Paper Approach/Model Advantages and Limitations

Swiler and Phillips [9] Attack graph The first proposed methods
Cao et al. [10,11] Attack graph 75% accuracy, factor graph
Ramaki et al. [12] Attack graph 95% accuracy
Ning et al. [13] Attack graph Using correlation graphs
Li et al. [14] Attack graph Only partial graphs
Liu and Peng [15] Game theory Detection of nontrivial cyber attacks (e.g., DDoS)
Wu et al. [16] Bayesian network Only model extensions
Ishida et al. [17] Bayesian network 70% accuracy, prediction of fluctuation of attacks
Ramaki et al. [8] Bayesian attack graph 92.3–99.2% accuracy, real-time
Okutan et al. [18] Bayesian network 63–99% accuracy, non-conventional signals
Tabia et al. [20] Bayesian network Reducing false alarms
Farhadi et al. [22] Hidden Markov model 81.33–98.3% accuracy, data mining,

illustrative example of a real-time attack projection
Sendi et al. [23] Hidden Markov model Prediction of the next step in a multi-step attack
Shin et al. [24] Markov chain Improving intrusion detection by predictions
Holgado et al. [25] Hidden Markov model Multi-step attack prediction,

real-time, able to predict DDoS

On the other hand, Markov chains and the hidden Markov model need specific information. Due to
the lack of information provided from the specific type of dataset, it is not possible to determine the values
of the observation probability matrix. It is not certain what the probability of an attack is based on an
observable alert. Therefore, we have decided to use a Bayesian network to create a method for cyber attack
prediction.

3. The Proposed Cyber Attack Model

Cyber attack modeling is an important issue for securing any network and can help save money,
time, and other resources. There exist several techniques that are used to model and analyze cyber attacks.
The important part of understanding how every cyber attack works is to comprehend the steps that an
attacker makes in order to reach their target. The goal of these approaches is to understand cyber attack
characteristics to provide better security for a system. To defeat cyber attacks, it is also important to
comprehend the attacker’s objectives and their means. Understanding the characteristics of attacks is
paramount in creating a good security strategy. Attack modeling is important in gaining a perspective on
how can a cyber attack be stopped in a coordinated manner.

We considered using one of the following three models for analysis and use in our paper—the kill
chain model [26], the model presented in [27], and the Diamond model [28]. The cyber kill chain model
defines the path of a cyber attack. In this seven-layered model, each layer is critical for the evaluation of the
attack. There are seven stages of the traditional kill chain model—reconnaissance, weaponization, delivery,
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exploitation, installation, command and control, and acting on the objective. This model is based on the
assumption that attackers will seek to penetrate the computer system in a sequential and progressive way.

A sample anatomy of a cyber attack was also presented by Bou Harb et al. in their paper about cyber
scanning [27]. The anatomy of the attack consists of the following steps—cyber scanning, enumeration,
intrusion attempt, elevation of privilege, performing a malicious task, deploying malware/a backdoor,
deleting forensic evidence, and exiting.

The Diamond model is one of the models for intrusion analysis. In this model, an attacker targets
a victim on two main occasions, rather than using a sequence of continuous steps like the kill chain.
This model consists of four elements—adversary, infrastructure, capability, and the victim [28].

Based on the analysis of the presented models, it was concluded that none of them met the
requirements. The first two models contain stages that cannot be detected by IDSs. Since the Diamond
model is not focused on attack steps, it is also not relevant to this research. That is why a new model
needs to be developed. We introduce a hybrid model that includes four stages. This model can be seen in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Proposed cyber attack model.

3.1. Scan

Cyber scanning is the first step in any sophisticated attack. This step is needed so the attacker can
obtain information about their target, e.g., harvesting email addresses and login credentials or finding
network vulnerabilities, etc. There are a variety of existing methods that an attacker can use to achieve this
goal. There are two types of scanning techniques—passive and active.

An attempt to gain information about a target system or computer network that can be collected
without actively engaging with the system is called passive scanning [29]. This can be performed by
looking up the information about employees on a company’s website. These can be email addresses,
personal social media accounts, or phone numbers. LinkedIn and other social media networks can store
the information of employees. This can help an attacker to identify their potential goal. In addition,
social media accounts of employees can provide information about technologies used by a company.
After finding out enough information about a victim, the possibility of success using social engineering
techniques increases. Passive scanning is the most difficult thing to detect from the perspective of intrusion
detection systems.
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Active scanning is an attack in which an attacker engages a targeted network to gain information
about vulnerabilities in it [29]. If an attacker is using an automated tool for network scanning, the IDS
is likely to detect it and raise an alert. Performing active scanning is very valuable for determining any
vulnerabilities that can be used. Network probing can be detected by correlating logs over a period of
time. Therefore, it can be determined who may be targeting the system. This paper is focused on network
scanning captured by Snort IDS. It can easily detect this type of stage. For example, if an attacker is using
the NMAP tool to obtain information about a computer system (open ports or type of operating system),
Snort can recognize a large number of various types of incoming packets and, therefore, identify the type
of scan. It will raise a network-scan type of alert after recognizing this stage.

3.2. Delivery

Delivery is a critical part of every cyber attack model because it is responsible for an effective cyber
attack. In most cyber attacks, it is necessary to have some kind of user cooperation, like downloading and
executing malicious files or visiting malicious web pages on the internet. This stage presents a high risk
for the attacker because delivery leaves evidence. Multiple delivery methods can be used, such as email
attachments, phishing attacks, drive-by download, USB/removal media, or DNS cache poisoning [30].

Snort can detect malicious code by recognizing the transmission of executable code or suspicious
strings in network traffic.

3.3. Attempt

Intrusion detection means discovering that some entity—an attacker—has attempted to gain—or
has already gained—unauthorized access to the computer system. An intrusion attempt has a potential
for a deliberate unauthorized attempt to enter a computer, system, or network to access information and
manipulate information or render a system unreliable or unusable [31]. Intrusion attempts are experienced
by victims, servers, networks, systems, and computers. These attempts can be discovered by intrusion
detection systems. In the best case, it can be a false alarm because detection systems can sometimes raise
false positive alerts. In order to determine if this was the case, it is needed to look at the details of the
alert. If the attempt came from an infected system in the local network, it could provide information about
this system; for example, the IP address that caused the alert. It can be later checked for any malicious
activity. The last possibility is that there was an attempt to attack from an outside local network, but it
was blocked. There is no way to determine if the attacker did not obtain any information. Detection of
intrusion attempts can be helpful in defending a network, for example, by blacklisting IP addresses or
updating firewall configurations.

3.4. Deploying Malware/Malicious Tasks

This stage contains the last four stages in the kill chain model [26]. In this phase, the malware is
successfully installed on a computer system, or an attacker has obtained rights on the targeted device
and is performing some malicious action. It starts with exploitation, which is initiated by installing the
malware inside the target computer. The malware or the attacker has the required access rights. If the
malware is an executable file or the malicious activity is based on code injection or an insider threat,
then the installation is not required. After the malware is installed, it will start communication with the
command and control server, which can be an attacker’s device, server, or even social media network web
server. If the attacker has gained access to a targeted computer system, he/she performs some malicious
task; for example, stealing private and intellectual data from the network.
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4. The Proposed Model for Early-Stage Detection of Cyber Attacks

This paper focuses on early-stage detection of cyber-attacks and, at the same time, the prediction of the
subsequent stages of the attack. These attacks consist of multiple stages and may occur over an extended
period of time. In this paper, we study how probabilistic inference can be used to analyze attack scenarios
based on the information of the relations between alerts. This section describes a machine learning
approach using a Bayesian network to predict cyber attacks’ next steps. Algorithms for aggregation, causal
relationship discovery, and Bayesian network construction will be introduced in this section.

4.1. Alert Aggregation

The first step in alert processing is aggregation, since intrusion detection systems are susceptible to
alert flooding, meaning that they generate a huge number of alerts. Therefore, it is often hard to cope with
a big amount of data. This issue can be solved by aggregating all of the alerts. Every aggregated event
consists of:

• alert message,
• source IP address,
• destination IP address,
• source port,
• destination port,
• alert counter,
• start timestamp,
• end timestamp.

It is difficult to obtain a bigger picture in a large number of probes. Aggregation reduces the number
of redundant alerts generated. This simplifies alert analysis and further processing. Possibly, this will
not affect the information obtained in reduced alerts because only alerts that have the same important
attributes are merged. Therefore, thousands of generated alerts are aggregated into a hyper-alert. Alerts
were aggregated into one based on multiple attributes. All of the subsequent properties have to be met in
two alerts for them to be merged into one:

• Time window—alerts have to be in the same time window, which was set to 10 min;
• Alert message and type—both alerts need to have the same message and, therefore, the same type;
• IP addresses—source and destination IP addresses have to be the same in both alerts.

The output of aggregation is stored in a multi-dictionary object: agr_alerts_all. The alerts are added
to this data structure based on finding the key, which contains an alert message, source IP address, and
destination IP address of the alert. The pseudo-code of the algorithm (Algorithm 1) can be seen below.
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Algorithm 1 Aggregation of alerts.
Input A (all alerts generated by Snort)
Output agr_alerts_all

1: procedure AGGREGATION

2: for each alert a in A do

3: if a not in agr_alerts_all then

4: agr_alerts_all.add(a)
5: else

6: for each alert agr in agr_alerts_all with same message, IP as a do

7: if a and agr in same time window then

8: agr.ports.add(asrcport, adstport)
9: agr.count ← agr.count + 1

10: else

11: agr_alerts_all[agr].add(a)
12: end if

13: end for

14: end if

15: end for

16: end procedure

4.2. Causal Relationship Discovery

In a causal Bayesian network, each arc is interpreted as a direct causal influence between a parent
node and a child node relative to the other nodes in the network [32]. Therefore, after aggregation, the
relationships between hyper-alerts are created. A directed edge between hyper-alerts A and B depicts that
B occurred after A, and the event in A influences the event in B. This paper assumes that the attacker will
not return to earlier stages and, thus, will not repeat certain steps. If the attacker was allowed to go back, it
would not be possible to determine the probability deterministically. This would mean that there would
be no final number of vertices where the attack could end. Therefore, it is expected that the attacker will
end somewhere and, thus, will not perform the same stages over and over. Accordingly, a directed edge
between A and B (A -> B) is constructed if the following criteria are met:

1. Time window—hyper-alerts A and B have to be within the same time window, which was set to 10
min;

2. Order—B occurred after A;
3. Stages—B is in a lower phase of attack than A;
4. IP addresses:

• The source and destination IP addresses in A and B are the same, or
• The destination IP address in A is the same as the source IP address in B.

After discovering all causal relationships between the hyper-alerts, the conditional probabilities
need to be determined. The probability of A -> B or the probability of B under the condition of A will
be denoted with the notation P(B|A). However, before that, a correlation matrix showing the frequency
of occurrences of the relationship A -> B needs to be created. The given matrix is stored in a pandas
DataFrame object—correlated_alerts.
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Algorithm 2 Causal relationship discovery.
Input agr_alerts_all
Output correlated_alerts

procedure CORRELATION

for each alert a in agr_alerts_all do

for each alert b in agr_alerts_all do

if amessage != bmessage and aphase != bphase then

if a and b in same time window then

if asrcIP, adstIP == bsrcIP, bdstIP then

if a before b and aphase < bphase then

correlated_alerts[a][b] ← correlated_alerts[a][b] + 1
else if b before a and bphase < aphase then

correlated_alerts[b][a] ← correlated_alerts[b][a] + 1
end if

else if adstIP == bsrcIP and a before b and aphase < bphase then

correlated_alerts[a][b] ← correlated_alerts[a][b] + 1
else if bdstIP == asrcIP and b before a and bphase < aphase then

correlated_alerts[b][a] ← correlated_alerts[b][a] + 1
end if

end if

end if

end for

end for

end procedure

Subsequently, two variables representing causal relationships are defined: Cor(A,B), which refers to the
number of all causal relationships between alerts A -> B, hence the value in matrix: correlated_alerts[A][B],
and Cor(A,*), which represents the number of all causal relationships between A and all of the other
hyper-alerts, which is the sum of the row A in the correlated_alerts matrix. Now, the conditional
probabilities P(B|A) can be computed as:

P(B|A) =
Cor(A, B)
Cor(A, ∗) . (1)

We work with table causal_relationships, which shows the results of the causal relationship discovery
algorithm (Algorithm 2). It contains the following columns:

• Message of alert A,
• Index of alert A,
• Message of alert B,
• Index of alert B,
• Cor(A,B),
• Cor(A,*), and
• P(B|A).

All the data that we need for the construction of the network are in this table.
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4.3. Bayesian Network

Bayesian networks form an important part of artificial intelligence by combining areas of probability
theory and graph theory to solve uncertainty and complexity problems. They are one of the graphical
probabilistic models, allowing a compact representation of the probability distribution of the simultaneous
occurrence of monitored events [33]. The advantage of Bayesian networks is their relative intuitiveness
for humans, since it is easier to understand the direct relationships between events and local probability
distributions than the resulting probability distributions of occurrence of multiple events simultaneously.
Their name is based on the Bayesian statistics on which they are based, which are based on the so-called
Bayes’ theorem expressing the change of previous assumptions in the light of new facts.

A Bayesian network (or causal network) is represented as a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Each
node in this graph is a variable that has certain states. The directed edges in this graph represent
relationships between variables—if there is a directed edge between two variables, then one is dependent
on another [34]. If there is no connection between the two nodes, it does not mean that they are completely
independent, because they can be connected through other nodes. However, they may become dependent
or independent depending on the evidence that is established at other nodes. Nodes and connections
build the structure of the Bayesian network, and we call it the structural specification.

This model consists of several parameters. The first one is the prior probability of parent nodes, which
are not dependent on any states. Every child node has a conditional probability table (CPT) that states the
prior knowledge between the node and its parent. An element of the CPT is defined by [35]:

CPTij = P(childstate = j|parentstate = i) (2)

Some variables may have specific values that were observed. Let Y be the set of observed variables
and Y0 the corresponding set of values. Let X be the set of variables that are interesting for us. Inference is
the process of computing the posterior probability P(X|Y = Y0). The posterior probability P(X|Y = Y0) is
defined by [36]:

P(X|Y = Y0) =
P(X, Y = Y0)

P(Y = Y0)
(3)

In this paper, we will only consider a finite set U = {X1, ..., Xn} of discrete random variables where
each variable Xi may take on values 0 or 1. In our case, these random variables will be aggregated
alerts—hyper-alerts. We define each node of the causal network to have a binary state, i.e., 1 or 0. The
value of 1 represents the alert in the node being raised, while the value of 0 indicates that it was not. Since
the variables are discrete, the conditional probability tables contain the probabilities that a variable will
contain one of all possible values for each combination of their parents’ values.

4.4. Bayesian Network Construction

For Bayesian network generation, the causal relationships and conditional probabilities between
hyper-alerts are needed. Therefore, the data from the previous subsection that are captured in the
causal_relationships table will be used. The procedure for creating the Bayesian network is shown
below. The method for creating the Bayesian network takes three input parameters: (I) agr_alerts_all,
(II) correlated_alerts, and (III) causal_relationships. The output of this process is the Bayesian network of
the hyper-alerts. The steps for Bayesian network construction are as follows:

1. Step 1: For each causal relationship between hyper-alerts xi and xj in the correlated_alerts table,
a directed edge xi -> xj is generated.
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2. Step 2: Each node in the Bayesian network has a conditional probability table (CPT). This table
displays the probability of the node given the values of its parent nodes. After all the edges are added
to the network in Step 1, a method for generating the conditional probability table of each node was
used. This method was introduced by [8]:

P(xj|Pa(xj)) =

⎧⎨
⎩

0, ∀xi ∈ Pa(xj), xi = f alse

P(
⋃

xi=true
ti) = 1 − ∏xi=true(1 − P(ti)), otherwise (4)

In this function, xi indicates values of the variables in the parent nodes Pa(xj) of xj. The variable ti
denotes the transition that changes the state of the network from xi to xj, where xi ∈ Pa(xj). Using this
formula, each field in the conditional probability table in the vertex xj is calculated based on the values in
the parent nodes. It follows from this procedure that if all of the parent nodes have a value of 0 and, thus,
no such alerts have occurred, the child node cannot occur either, and the value in the appropriate field will
be 0. As a result of this procedure, the Bayesian network with conditional probability tables conditioned
on different states of parents in each node has been constructed.

4.5. Alert Prediction

Based on the created Bayesian network, we can further calculate the probability of occurrence of
a certain alert under the condition of other alerts using Bayesian inference. After an intrusion system
generates one or more alerts, the so-called posterior probability, which is the probability of occurrence of
every other state, can be computed. In this paper, only the probabilities of the alerts that belong to the
third (Attempt) or fourth stage (Malicious) of the proposed model will be computed. Therefore, the most
probable endings of the attack can be determined. With this knowledge, the system administrator can
make precautions so they can mitigate the risk of a successful cyber attack that would otherwise cause
bigger damage.

5. Data Preprocessing and Data Analysis

5.1. Datataset

For this paper, we work with the Intrusion Detection Evaluation Dataset (CICIDS2017) [37]. It includes
benign and the most common attacks, which match the real-world data in ( pcap format). It also includes
the results of the network traffic analysis using the CICFlowMeter with labeled flows based on the
timestamp, source, and destination IPs, source and destination ports, protocols, and attack. The data
capturing period started at 9 a.m., Monday, 3 July 2017, and ended at 5 p.m. on Friday, 7 July 2017, for a
total of five days. Monday only included regular traffic. The implemented attacks include Brute Force
FTP, Brute Force SSH, DoS, Heartbleed, Web Attack, Infiltration, Botnet, and DDoS. They were executed in
both the morning and afternoon on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday [38]. We can see all of the
implemented attacks for each day of data collection in Table 3.
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Table 3. Overview of the activities in the dataset by day.

Day Activity

Monday Benign (Normal human activities)
Tuesday Brute Force FTP (FTP-Patator)

Brute Force SSH (SSH-patator)
NAT Process on Firewall

Wednesday DoS/DDoS
DoS Slowloris
DoS Slowhttptest
DoS Hulk
DoS GoldenEye
NAT Process on Firewal
Heartbleed Port 444

Thursday Web Attack—Brute Force
Web Attack—XSS
Web Attack—SQL Injection
NAT Process on Firewall
Infiltration—Dropbox download
Meta exploit Win Vista
Infiltration—Cool disk—MAC

Friday Botnet ARES
Port Scan
NAT Process on Firewall
DDoS LOIT

This dataset was processed by the Snort intrusion detection system [39], which raised multiple alerts that
matched the described attacks. As will be described later in this work, the alerts were aggregated based on
the exact criteria into one hyper-alert. They were afterwards correlated—relationships between Hyper-alerts
were established based on some properties. After these methods, a directed weighted graph was made, where
vertices are hyper-alerts and the weighted edges are relations between them. This graph will be used as a base
graph for the cyber attack prediction method using the discrete model—the Bayesian network.

The alerts generated from Thursday’s traffic are used as a demonstration of a specific case. This day
included multiple web attacks, such as cross-site scripting and SQL injection. Then, in the afternoon, an
infiltration was performed. We can see the detailed description in Table 4.

5.2. Alert Preprocessing

For alert processing, the intrusion detection system Snort [40] was used. It analyzes the
above-mentioned dataset based on two sets of alert rules. It takes a .pcap file as an input and resolves it
based on the rules defined by the user in the configuration file. The first rule set was created by Hansson
[41]. The company Proofpoint provides the second open rule set [42]. Rules from the first rule set are
marked as “NF” and rules from the second rule set are marked as “ET”. Once an attack or an abnormal
situation is identified, an alert will be raised.

Snort [39] is an open-source network intrusion detection system that is capable of performing
real-time traffic analysis and packet logging on IP networks. It can perform protocol analysis and
content searching/matching, and can be used to detect a variety of attacks and probes, such as buffer
overflows, stealth port scans, Common Gateway Interface (CGI) attacks, SMB probes, OS fingerprinting
attempts, and much more.
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Table 4. Description of Thursday’s activities in the Intrusion Detection Evaluation Dataset (CICIDS2017).

Type of Attack Time Interval Notes

Web Attack —Brute Force 9:20 a.m.–10 a.m. Attacker: Kali, 205.174.165.73,
Victim: WebServer Ubuntu, 205.174.165.68

ine Web Attack—XSS 10:15 p.m.–10:35 a.m. Attacker: Kali, 205.174.165.73,
Victim: WebServer Ubuntu, 205.174.165.68

ine Web Attack—SQL Injection 10:40 a.m.–10:42 a.m. Attacker: Kali, 205.174.165.73,
Victim: WebServer Ubuntu, 205.174.165.68

ine Infiltration—Dropbox download 14:19 p.m–14:21 p.m., Attacker: Kali, 205.174.165.73
14:33-14:35 p.m. Victim: Windows Vista, 192.168.10.8

ine Infiltration—Cool disk—MAC 14:53 p.m.–15:00 p.m. Attacker: Kali, 205.174.165.73
Victim: MAC, 192.168.10.25

ine Infiltration—Dropbox download 15:04 p.m.–15:45 p.m.
(the first step) Attacker: Kali, 205.174.165.73,

Victim: Windows Vista, 192.168.10.8
(the second step) Attacker: Vista, 192.168.10.8,

Victim: All other clients

As mentioned above, the .pcap files from the CICIDS2017 dataset were analyzed by the Snort intrusion
detection system. An output that contains raised alerts was generated into a .csv (comma-separated values)
file. Data from this file were inserted into pandas DataFrame objects. Existing intrusion detection systems
sometimes generate many false alerts. Therefore, we looked at the benign activity in the network from
Monday. Data from each day that contained cyber attacks were filtered with benign activity from Monday’s
data. Thus, they would contain false positives. That being the case, only suspicious, non-normal cyber
alerts were analyzed further. Based on the proposed model, which contains four stages, alerts from the
intrusion detection system were assigned into various stages. Raised alerts were sorted based on their
types to the proposed stages.

5.3. Alert Generation and Preprocessing

After using the Snort intrusion detection system to analyze these data, the input file in .csv format
was created. Next, the data from this file were imported into Python, into the pandas DataFrame data
structure. The data were filtered with alerts from Monday so they would not contain any false alerts or
false positives. After that, 35 types of alerts remained. As we can see in Table 5, their numbers were very
high.

5.4. Alert Aggregation

Therefore, aggregation must be performed on the data. This will significantly reduce the number
of redundant alerts so that they can be further processed. As mentioned, an AgrAlert class object was
created for each alert. The time window for aggregation was set to 10 min. The set of rules determined if the
alerts would be merged into one. Two alerts had to be in the same time window and have the same message
and the same pair of IP addresses. All of the assembled alerts were stored in the agr_alerts_all
variable. After this procedure, only 203 hyper-alerts remained for further processing. A preview of them
can be seen in Table 6.

5.5. Causal Relationship Discovery

A very important step in creating the Bayesian network is to determine the relationships between
hyper-alerts. Therefore, an adjacency matrix correlated_alerts with frequencies on the edges was
calculated based on a set of rules mentioned in the previous section. The value on the edge depicts how
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many times one alert occurred after another. A graph was later constructed from this matrix. Number one
was added to the field in the matrix, and thus, a directed edge was created between the two alerts if the
criteria between two alerts were fulfilled. They must have occurred in the same time window, which was
set to an hour and a half. There were four rules that needed to be fulfilled. The first one was that the order
had to be maintained. The second one said that the pair of IP addresses was the same or the destination
IP address of the first alert was the same as the source IP address of the second one. The other two rules
are based on the design of the attack model. The edge A -> B—hence, the edge from A to B—was only
created if A and B were not in the same phase, and on top of that, the phase of A had to be in a lower
phase than the alert B. In consequence, all of the cycles were removed, and a graph with a tree structure
could be created. The table of the correlated_alerts can be seen in Table 7. In this table, we omitted
the columns with only zero values (no correlation). The alerts in the columns are marked as follows:
A3 - GPL NETBIOS SMB-DS IPCshare access; A12 - NF - Echo Reply Payload - Bigger than 100 bytes;
A24 - NF - Bad TLD domain - click DNS query - Check domains; and A34 - NF - Echo Request Payload-
Bigger than 100 bytes.

Table 5. Numbers of alerts after preprocessing.

Message Count

NF—SCAN NMAP -sS 1024 Window 128,830
ET TROJAN Windows Microsoft Windows DOS prompt command Error not recognized 27,023
ET WEB_SERVER Script tag in URI Possible Cross Site Scripting Attempt 353
NF—SCAN nmap fingerprint attempt 346
NF—SCAN nmap XMAS 284
ET SCAN NMAP OS Detection Probe 254
NF—Echo Request Payload - Bigger than 100 bytes 254
NF—SCAN NMAP OS Detection Probe 254
NF—Bad TLD domain - click DNS query - Check domains 156
ET SCAN Suspicious inbound to MSSQL port 1433 110
ET SCAN Suspicious inbound to mySQL port 3306 108
ET SCAN Suspicious inbound to Oracle SQL port 1521 108
ET SCAN Suspicious inbound to PostgreSQL port 5432 107
NF—SCAN Nmap Scripting Engine User-Agent Detected (Nmap Scripting Engine) 96
ET SCAN Possible Nmap User-Agent Observed 96
ET SCAN Nmap Scripting Engine User-Agent Detected (Nmap Scripting Engine) 96
NF—Echo Reply Payload - Bigger than 100 bytes 88
GPL NETBIOS SMB-DS IPC$ share access 75
ET SCAN Potential VNC Scan 5800-5820 28
NF—SCAN Potential VNC Scan 5800-5820 28
ET SCAN Potential VNC Scan 5900-5920 28
ET WEB_SERVER Possible SQL Injection Attempt UNION SELECT 8
ET WEB_SERVER Possible SQL Injection Attempt SELECT FROM 6
ET POLICY Dropbox.com Offsite File Backup in Use 6
ET WEB_SERVER SELECT USER SQL Injection Attempt in URI 5
GPL ICMP_INFO PING *NIX 5
ET SCAN Behavioral Unusual Port 135 traffic Potential Scan or Infection 4
ET TROJAN Windows dir Microsoft Windows DOS prompt command exit OUTBOUND 3
ET WEB_SERVER Possible MySQL SQLi Attempt Information Schema Access 3
ET WEB_SERVER SQL Errors in HTTP 200 Response (error in your SQL syntax) 3
ET SCAN Behavioral Unusually fast Terminal Server Traffic Potential Scan or Infection (Inbound) 2
ET CURRENT_EVENTS Possible Phishing Redirect Dec 13 2016 2
ET POLICY SSLv3 outbound connection from client vulnerable to POODLE attack 2
ET SCAN Behavioral Unusually fast Terminal Server Traffic Potential Scan or Infection (Outbound) 2
NF—Possible Website defacement - Hacked by - Generic rule - Inbound 1
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For the construction of Bayesian network, conditional probabilities between adjacent vertices needed
to be calculated. Therefore, two variables were computed—Cor(A,*), which is the number of all alerts
originating in A, and Cor(A,B), ergo, the number of times that alert B occurred after alert A. Next,
the table of causal_relationships was created, containing all the information that will be used in
Bayesian network creation.

Table 6. Aggregated alerts.

Message IP Source IP Destination

ET CURRENT_EVENTS Possible Phishing Redirect Dec 13 2016 104.23.129.81 192.168.10.17
ET CURRENT_EVENTS Possible Phishing Redirect Dec 13 2016 104.23.129.81 192.168.10.9
ET POLICY Dropbox.com Offsite File Backup in Use 162.125.4.5 192.168.10.8
ET POLICY Dropbox.com Offsite File Backup in Use 162.125.4.5 192.168.10.8
ET POLICY Dropbox.com Offsite File Backup in Use 162.125.18.133 192.168.10.9
...
NF—SCAN nmap fingerprint attempt 192.168.10.8 192.168.10.12
NF—SCAN nmap fingerprint attempt 192.168.10.8 192.168.10.15
NF—SCAN nmap fingerprint attempt 192.168.10.8 192.168.10.50
NF—SCAN nmap fingerprint attempt 192.168.10.8 192.168.10.16
NF—SCAN nmap fingerprint attempt 192.168.10.8 192.168.10.14

Table 7. Table of correlated alerts.

Alert A3 A12 A24 A34

A0—NF SCAN NMAP -sS 1024 Window 12 20 2 26
A1—ET SCAN Suspicious inbound to mySQL port 3306 10 16 2 24
A2—ET SCAN Possible Nmap User-Agent Observed 2 0 0 0
A6—ET SCAN Potential VNC Scan 5800-5820 6 12 2 18
A7—NF SCAN nmap XMAS 12 0 2 2
A8—ET SCAN Nmap Scripting Engine User-Agent Detected (Nmap) 2 0 0 0
A10—ET SCAN NMAP OS Detection Probe 12 0 2 2
A12—NF Echo Reply Payload - Bigger than 100 bytes 44 0 0 0
A13—NF SCAN nmap fingerprint attempt 12 0 0 2
A15—NF SCAN NMAP OS Detection Probe 12 0 2 2
A16—ET POLICY SSLv3 outbound connection vulnerable to POODLE attack 0 0 2 0
A19—ET SCAN Suspicious inbound to PostgreSQL port 5432 10 16 2 24
A21—ET SCAN Suspicious inbound to Oracle SQL port 1521 10 16 2 24
A26—ET SCAN Potential VNC Scan 5900-5920 6 12 2 18
A28—NF SCAN Potential VNC Scan 5800-5820 6 12 2 18
A31—ET SCAN Suspicious inbound to MSSQL port 1433 10 16 2 24
A33—NF SCAN Nmap Scripting Engine User-Agent Detected (Nmap) 2 0 0 0
A34—NF Echo Request Payload - Bigger than 100 bytes 12 0 2 0

5.6. Bayesian Network Construction

Since all of the information for making the Bayesian network was obtained, all that is left is to calculate
conditional probability tables (CPTs) for each vertex in the graph. The created graph is illustrated in
Figure 2. This graph will become the Bayesian network by adding the CPTs. The legend to the graph
is shown in Table 8, joining numbers in the graph with alerts (equivalent to ID) and their messages and
stages. Stages are numbered as follows: 1—SCAN, 2—DELIVERY, 3—ATTEMPT, 4a—DEPLOY MALWARE,
4b—MALICIOUS TASK.

All of these alerts were assigned to these stages before. The keyword in the alert message is used to
categorize a rule for intrusion detection. For example, most of the alerts that belong to the “Scan” phase
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contain the keyword “SCAN” in the beginning; therefore, they can be categorized mostly automatically.
The alerts that could not be categorized automatically were assigned into stages manually.

Unfortunately, the table shows that no alerts belong to stages 3 (ATTEMPT) and 4a (DEPLOY
MALWARE). The fourth phase is present only in 4b (MALICIOUS TASK) because there are no malware
execution or distribution actions in this dataset. Due to its nature, there are no attack attempts on the
Bayesian network. This is because this dataset was created by collecting and joining simple attacks.
Therefore, there is no complex sample of an attack on it. Another reason is that Snort very often detected
only an attempt phase, which was not related to other alerts. Therefore, a separate vertex without
relationships with others was not added to the graph.

Figure 2. The graph that was created.

Table 8. Description of alerts.

ID Message Phase

A0 NF SCAN NMAP -sS 1024 Window 1
A1 ET SCAN Suspicious inbound to mySQL port 3306 1
A2 ET SCAN Possible Nmap User-Agent Observed 1
A3 GPL NETBIOS SMB-DS IPC$ share access 4b
A6 ET SCAN Potential VNC Scan 5800-5820 1
A7 NF SCAN nmap XMAS 1
A8 ET SCAN Nmap Scripting Engine User-Agent Detected (Nmap Scripting Engine) 1
A10 ET SCAN NMAP OS Detection Probe 1
A12 NF Echo Reply Payload - Bigger than 100 bytes 2
A13 NF SCAN nmap fingerprint attempt 1
A15 NF SCAN NMAP OS Detection Probe 1
A16 ET POLICY SSLv3 outbound connection from client vulnerable to POODLE attack 1
A19 ET SCAN Suspicious inbound to PostgreSQL port 5432 1
A21 ET SCAN Suspicious inbound to Oracle SQL port 1521 1
A24 NF Bad TLD domain - click DNS query - Check domains 4b
A26 ET SCAN Potential VNC Scan 5900-5920 1
A28 NF SCAN Potential VNC Scan 5800-5820 1
A31 ET SCAN Suspicious inbound to MSSQL port 1433 1
A33 NF SCAN Nmap Scripting Engine User-Agent Detected (Nmap Scripting Engine) 1
A34 NF - Echo Request Payload - Bigger than 100 bytes 2

The computational complexity of creating a Bayesian network is very high. Therefore, the algorithm will
store the network’s information, such as vertices and conditional probability tables, in the file. The output file
is in BIF format, which is a structure that the pgmpy library can work with. We advanced through the vertices
in topological order. Topological sorting is a linear ordering of its nodes such that for all directed paths from x to
y (x!=y), x comes before y in the ordering. Only the acyclic graph has a topological ordering.

6. Results and Discussion

In this section, the process of the evaluation of the individual methods will be presented. At first, the
idea of this paper came from the research made by Ramaki et al. [8]. However, several problems occurred
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when we tried to follow the steps they took in their approach. The issues within that paper are presented
in this section, as well as the modified approach that was developed in order to avoid those problems.

The authors in the mentioned paper tried to create a Bayesian network to predict cyber attack steps.
After preprocessing our data from Snort, a similar method of aggregation was used to reduce the number
of alerts. Next, the algorithm for causal relationship discovery was evaluated. It was also inspired by the
method in the mentioned paper.

At this point, in their proposed method, a problem arose. The occurrence of cycles in the resulting
graph was not mentioned in the given paper. However, we succeeded in solving this problem because the
two conditions were stated in the causal relationship discovery phase. The attacker can only move across
the stages of the cyber attack.

The creation of these conditions was based on the presented model of attack steps. The first condition
resulted in eliminating the double-sided edges between the vertices. For example, many vertices from
the SCAN phase would be interconnected. The rule said that there should be no edge between two
hyper-alerts belonging to the same phase. The second rule resulted in the overall elimination of cycles.
The rule was defined so that an oriented edge can only go from an alert that is in a lower phase to an alert
in the higher phase. As a result, there are no cycles or bidirectional edges in the resulting graph and the
Bayesian network.

After applying the rules, a Bayesian network was created. The following sections display an example
of usage of the methods presented in the previous section. The data from Thursday were used to introduce
the results of the individual implemented methods. This approach aims to create a Bayesian network
designed to predict cyber attacks. The data from this day are described in detail. After that, the aggregation,
causal relationship discovery, and Bayesian network construction methods are shown, along with other
auxiliary methods.

After the Bayesian network was constructed and written into a file, the last step of the algorithm
followed. The Python library pgmpy was used to load the network from the file with BIF format. After
that, the Bayesian inference could finally be calculated, and the probabilities of attack steps could be
computed. Our Bayesian network tells us how likely it is that an alert from the final stages will occur if
the occurrence of an alert from the first phase, i.e., the scanning phase, has been detected. The results are
presented in Table 9. In our case, there are two alerts in the Bayesian network belonging to the final phase.
These two belong to phase number 4b, which symbolizes some malicious tasks.

The first of these alerts that we can see in the graph under ID - A3 is GPL NETBIOS SMB-DS IPC$
share access. This alert symbolizes the establishment of a connection using the samba protocol. It is meant to
detect share access from outside the network. In this case, for example, it may be an EternalBlue infection.
This exploit uses a vulnerability in Microsoft’s implementation of the SMB (Server Message Block) protocol
for remote code execution. However, this type of network activity is often a false positive case. It can be
a null session attack on samba functionality, which enables anonymous access to hidden administrative
shares on a system. On the other hand, it may be legitimate network traffic; for example, traffic to a domain
controller. This alert emerges if the rule defined in the Snort detection system is fulfilled.
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Table 9. The probability of reaching the final stage provided that specific stages occur.

Late Stage Condition Probability Late Stage Condition Probability

A3 A13 0.9998 A24 A13 0.6989
A1 0.9995 A1 0.7059
A6 0.9995 A6 0.7081
A26 0.9995 A26 0.7081
A0 0.9996 A0 0.7049
A31 0.9995 A31 0.7059
A19 0.9996 A19 0.7059
A28 0.9995 A28 0.7081
A21 0.9995 A21 0.7059
A7 0.9997 A7 0.7189
A10 0.9997 A10 0.7189
A15 0.9997 A15 0.7189
A8 1.0000 A8 0.6985
A2 1.0000 A2 0.6985
A33 1.0000 A33 0.6985
A16 0.9992 A16 1.0000

The second alert that belongs to the final phase is NF - Bad TLD domain - click DNS query - Check
domains. It can be recognized under ID - A24 in the graph. This means that the device has accessed
a domain whose TLD is marked as malicious. A top-level domain can be lablled as bad when there were
some indications that it was tied to spam or malware dissemination. Websites using the new top-level
domains, such as .men, .work, or .click, are some of the riskiest. The rule that was made for this detection
is presented next.

The mentioned alerts and all others emerged from the rules defined in Snort IDS. As was mentioned
before, two sets of rules were used—NF and ET.

Next, the types of paths in the graph will be described based on a certain grouping of alerts. Based on
the groups of alerts from the first phase according to the type of attack, paths were created in the graph.
Their probabilities were calculated using the Bayesian network. Three groups of alerts belonging to the
SCAN phase were created.

6.1. SCAN Suspicious Inbound to SQL

The first group of alerts contains all of the SQL-related alerts. All of them cohere with SQL port scans.
The alerts belonging to this group are:

• A1—msg: “ET SCAN Suspicious inbound to mySQL port 3306”,
• A19—msg: “ET SCAN Suspicious inbound to PostgreSQL port 5432”,
• A21—msg: “ET SCAN Suspicious inbound to Oracle SQL port 1521”,
• A31—msg: “ET SCAN Suspicious inbound to MSSQL port 1433”.

All of the alerts can proceed into both of the second-stage alerts. Alerts in this phase show that a
payload of at least 100 bytes has been transmitted into and out of the network:

• A12—msg: “NF - Echo Reply Payload - Bigger than 100 bytes”, and
• A34—msg: “NF - Echo Request Payload - Bigger than 100 bytes”.

From this point, the attack can end in either one of the final stages. If the attack’s path contained an
alert with number 12, it will certainly end in an alert with number 3. If the path went through alert 34,
the attack can end in any of the final stages:
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• A3—msg: “GPL NETBIOS SMB-DS IPC$ share access”, and
• A24—msg: “NF - Bad TLD domain - click DNS query - Check domains”.

Table 10 shows the probabilities of occurrence of final stages based on some of the paths in the graph
that contain the first and the second stages.

Table 10. Probabilities of paths including alerts from the group SCAN Suspicious inbound to SQL.

Observed Alerts
Final Stage Alert Probability

The First Stage The Second Stage

A1 A12 A3 1.0000
A1 A34 A3 0.9998
A1 A12 A24 0.7105

After summarizing the results of these calculations, we get clear paths and ends of probable attacks.
In the first phase, the SQL service (ports 3306,5432,1521,1433) is scanned from the external network.
Subsequently, the payload (>100 bytes) is downloaded or sent. Next, the malicious activity has been
executed—access from the external network to the samba protocol or demand for a bad TLD domain (e.g.,
.tk, .fit, or .rest [43]).

6.2. SCAN 1

The second group contains alerts that did not connect to all of the subsequent stages. All of the alerts
only continued into one of the second-stage alerts. The contents of this group include:

• A7—msg: “NF—SCAN nmap XMAS”,
• A10—msg: “ET—SCAN NMAP OS Detection Probe”, and
• A15—msg: “NF—SCAN NMAP OS Detection Probe”.

As mentioned, all of the alerts can only go to a second-stage alert with ID A34. This alert was described
in the previous group. The message of this variable is ’NF - Echo Request Payload - Bigger than 100 bytes’.

From this point, the attack can proceed and end in any of the final stages. Both of them have also
been described in the previous group’s definition. An example of the attack path that contains the first and
the second stage and ends in the fourth stage can be seen in Table 11.

Table 11. Probabilities of paths including alerts from the group SCAN 1.

Observed Alerts
Final Stage Alert Probability

The First Stage The Second Stage

A7 A34 A3 0.9999
A7 A12 A24 0.7249

From these findings, it is possible to deduce the path by which an attacker can lead to their malicious
activity. The first phase is scanning of some device. It can either be an NMAP scan that sets the FIN,
PSH, and URG flags in the packet, or an NMAP scan that tries to detect the target operating system.
After this, packets with payloads bigger than 100 bytes are downloaded or sent. The attack can end in
two ways—connection to the samba protocol from an external network or requesting one of the bad
TLD domains.
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6.3. SCAN 2

This group of alerts are connected to every one of the subsequent stages. It contains NMAP scans or
VNC scans. This group includes:

• A0—msg: “NF - SCAN NMAP -sS 1024 Window”,
• A6—msg: “ET SCAN Potential VNC Scan 5800–5820”,
• A13—msg: “NF - SCAN nmap fingerprint attempt”,
• A26—msg: “ET SCAN Potential VNC Scan 5900–5920”, and
• A28—msg: “NF - SCAN Potential VNC Scan 5800–5820”.

As was described before, the attack from this group of alerts can proceed in more than one path. The
second stage is the same as that in the SCAN Suspicious inbound to the SQL group. The attack can end in
both of the mentioned final stages that were described before. An example of an attack that starts with
scanning of the designated ports can be seen in Table 12.

Table 12. Probabilities of paths including alerts from the group SCAN 2.

Observed Alerts
Final Stage Alert Probability

The First Stage The Second Stage

A0 A12 A3 1.0000
A0 A34 A3 0.9998
A0 A12 A24 0.7098

From these data, it was concluded that the attack could proceed as follows. The goal of the first phase
of the attack was to scan a wide range of ports to find some open vulnerability. It could be scanning all of
the designated ports (0–1024) so the attacker can find out what services run on the device and if any of
them are vulnerable. The attacker can also be scanning Virtual Network Computing (VNC) ports, which
belong to a graphical desktop sharing system. The second phase of the attack is once again sending or
downloading big payloads of data, which is suspicious. The attack could end in any of the final stages.
The more probable result is that the attacker found an open, vulnerable Server Message Block (SMB) port
and tried to exploit this vulnerability.

Since the dataset was not complex and did not contain a wide range of data, further studies are
needed in order to test this approach. A larger dataset with an emphasis on attack stages is needed so the
proposed methods can be further verified. In this evaluation, we presented some of the attack paths that
are likely to happen in real traffic. From the data that were collected, it was discovered that many of the
attackers use malicious domains to execute an attack. It was also concluded that some of the ports, like
SMB ports, that are considered vulnerable are very often the target of an attack.

7. Conclusions

Prompt response to security incidents means minimizing the damage caused by the security incidents
to the organization. The main goal of the organization is maximum preparation for handling security
incidents, as well as their prevention through proactive activities. The transition from reactive activities to
proactive activities is currently a challenge in cybersecurity research.

The attack—or the steps of the attackers—can be divided into several stages. Consequently, one of
the ways to move from reactive activities to proactive activities is to identify the initial stages of the attack.
To be able to make such an identification, it is necessary to predict the next steps of the attacker, which is
called the projection of attacks in the current research.
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Within this paper, we focused on the projection of attacks, and for this purpose, we defined four
stages of attacks. The aim of the paper was the prediction of the final stages (the third and fourth stages),
provided that we knew the first two stages of the attack. For this purpose, we chose Bayesian networks.

The aim was to design a model that, based on the projection of the attack, would identify the
early stages of the attack. The proposed model includes not only the aggregation of alerts, but also
their correlation. We used the proposed attack model for the prediction itself. As research has shown,
the paper [8] on which our research is based and was the inspiration for the use of the Bayesian network
does not take into account the situation where an attacker can return within a particular stage. The situation
creates a cyclic graph, which creates a problem, since the Bayesian network assumes an acyclic graph as
the input. For this reason, it was necessary to add a condition to the model under which the attacker does
not return within the individual stages.

We tested the proposed model on the publicly available Intrusion Detection Evaluation Dataset
CICIDS2017. In the paper, we showed the real application of the proposed model on a prepared dataset,
including the creation of alerts, their aggregation and correlation, and the subsequent detection of early
stages based on the attack projection.

This research can be expanded in the future. There are several challenges for future work. One of
them is the processing and prediction of events, even if there are cycles in the attack graph. This case is
problematic because many computational models that take into account acyclic graphs cannot be used.
Therefore, it could be appropriate to try another method. For example, using attack graph modeling or a
hidden Markov model would be successful. The second challenge that this research presents is creating
a complex and comprehensive dataset. Nowadays, to the best of our knowledge, no suitable datasets
have been created that emphasize the attacks. Therefore, it is important to work with a dataset that would
contain attacks that cover all detectable stages of an attack.
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Abstract: Early detection of the security incidents and correct forecasting of the attack development is
the basis for the efficient and timely response to cyber threats. The development of the attack depends
on future steps available to the attackers, their goals, and their motivation—that is, the attacker
“profile” that defines the malefactor behaviour in the system. Usually, the “attacker profile” is a set of
attacker’s attributes—both inner such as motives and skills, and external such as existing financial
support and tools used. The definition of the attacker’s profile allows determining the type of the
malefactor and the complexity of the countermeasures, and may significantly simplify the attacker
attribution process when investigating security incidents. The goal of the paper is to analyze existing
techniques of the attacker’s behaviour, the attacker’ profile specifications, and their application for
the forecasting of the attack future steps. The implemented analysis allowed outlining the main
advantages and limitations of the approaches to attack forecasting and attacker’s profile constructing,
existing challenges, and prospects in the area. The approach for attack forecasting implementation is
suggested that specifies further research steps and is the basis for the development of an attacker
behaviour forecasting technique.

Keywords: cyber attack; attacker; attacker profile; attacker behaviour; metrics; features; attributes;
intelligent data analysis; attack forecasting; comparative review

1. Introduction

The attacker model plays an important role in the tasks of the attack modelling, forecasting, and
risk analysis. Existing approaches consider different attacker’s characteristics when modelling attacks.
Some of them use high level goals of the malefactor [1]—hackers, spies, terrorists, corporate raiders,
professional criminals, vandals, and voyeurs.

Others approaches analyze the location of the attacker—internal or external [2]—and the complexity
of the vulnerabilities they exploit [3]—script kiddies, hackers, and botnet owners.

In [2], the classification of attackers based on several attributes is suggested. The analyzed
parameters include the quantity of the malefactors, their motives, and their goals, which allows authors
to define three types of attackers—individuals, organized groups, and intelligence agency.

Federal Service for Technical and Expert Control (FSTEC) of Russian Federation classifies attacker
according to its skills and location in the system—internal attacker with low skills, internal attacker
with medium skills, internal attacker with high skills, external attacker with low skills, external attacker
with medium skills, and external attacker with high skills.

Various approaches are used to further clarify the type of attacker carrying out an ongoing attack.
These approaches include the following:
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1. Techniques based on attack graph analysis.
2. Techniques based on hidden Markov model.
3. Techniques based on fuzzy inference.
4. Techniques based on attributing cyber attacks using intelligent data mining techniques including

neural networks, statistics, and so on.

However, it is possible to highlight several limitations of these techniques. One of them is the lack
of a unified and validated approach to the attacker model description. According to these approaches,
different attackers’ attributes result in different attackers’ profiles, and these approaches as a rule do
not consider the latest paradigm shifts and novel attack vectors that appear owing to the development
of the Internet of Things (IoT), cyber-physical systems, software defined networking (SDN), 5G mobile
networks, and so on. Another significant problem in the attacker profiling process is the lack of
consistent labeled datasets for model training.

There are currently a number of surveys in the area of attack forecasting and prediction.
For example, in 2016, Gheyas and Abdallah [4] surveyed the detection and prediction of insider
threats. In [5], the authors investigated the attack projection, prediction, and forecasting methods in
cyber security. They distinguish between attack projection that relates to the next adversary steps [6];
attack intention recognition, which deals with detection of the final malefactor goal [7]; attack/intrusion
prediction, which relates to the definition of which type of attack will take place, as well as when and
where it will arise [8]; and, finally, network situation forecasting, which is connected with assessment
of possible cyber security risks and their evolution. The authors outlined four different classes of the
approaches based on the type of mathematical model used—discrete models (attack graphs, Bayesian
networks, Markov Models), continuous models (time series analysis, Grey models), machine learning
techniques and data mining techniques, and other approaches (similarity based, among others). They
also focused on the problem of the source data used for predictions as different approaches operate on
different levels of abstraction and require different types of data. They showed that the following types
of input data can be used: (1) raw data, such as network traffic and system logs; and (2) abstract data,
such as alerts from intrusion detection/protection systems and/or numerical representation of network
security state. The authors discussed the advantages and limitations of each approach and showed
the current status of each approach, that is, proof of concept or live tool. However, these surveys did
not address the issues of the attacker profile definition or attacker attribution and its influence on the
attack forecasting process.

Another interesting review of attacker models and profiles for cyber-physical systems (CPSs) is
provided in [9]. The authors focused on the related work on the following: (1) attacks against CPS
and ad-hoc attacker models, (2) profiling attackers for CPS, and (3) generic attacker models for CPS.
They reviewed works that discuss attackers who target or leverage the physical layer in their attacks
(mechanical, electrical interactions). The authors gave the main definitions concerning the attacker
and attacker’s profile. For example, they define an attacker as a person(s) aimed to achieve some
malicious goal in the system, and an attacker profile as a template listing possible actions, motivations,
or capabilities of the attacker. They note that an attacker model (together with compatible system
models) should represent all possible interactions between the attacker and the system. Besides, they
also include the constraints for the attacker model such as finite computational resources and no access
to shared keys.

The authors reviewed 19 related works and came to the following conclusions:

1. Seven works explicitly use different attacker profiles, seventeen define dimensions, and the vast
majority use actions to characterize the attacker. Just two works define a system model and
perform risk analysis without explicitly considering an attacker model. This shows the trend of
defining an attacker model to perform security analysis of CPS and, at the same time, there exist
various ways to model the attacker.
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2. All the papers share the same actions or the same intuitions on the attackers, but they apply those
actions to different definitions of attacker models.

3. Different works propose different attacker profiles. The boundaries between the different attacker
profiles are not well defined, thus it is hard to classify a specific attacker as one specific profile.
The authors outline the following six types of attackers based on related research: (1) a basic
user [10,11] (also known as script kiddie, unstructured hacker, hobbyist, or cracker) uses already
established and potentially automated techniques to attack a system, and has average access
to hardware, software, and Internet connectivity; (2) an insider [11–14] (disgruntled employees
or social engineering victims) can cause damage to the target depending on the employment
position or the system privileges he/she owns (e.g., user, supervisor, administrator)—this type is
of high importance for systems that are mainly protected through air-gaps between the system
network and the outside world (often used in CPS); (3) a hacktivist [10–12] aims to promote a
political agenda, often related to freedom of information (e.g., Anonymous); (4) a terrorist [11–13],
also known as cyber-terrorist, is a politically motivated attacker who uses information technology
to cause severe disruption or widespread fear [15,16]; (5) a cybercriminal [10–14] (sometimes
called black hat hacker or structured hacker) is an attacker with extensive security knowledge and
skills, he/she takes advantage of known vulnerabilities, and potentially has the knowledge and
intention of finding new zero-day vulnerabilities, his/her goals can range from blackmailing to
espionage (industrial, foreign) or sabotage; (6) a nation-state [10–13] is an attacker sponsored by a
nation/state, and his/her targets are usually public infrastructure systems, mass transit, power or
water systems, and general intelligence.

4. Finally, the authors outlined nine common parameters that are used to generate metrics. Examples
of metrics are as follows:

a. tools (resources) available, also known as attacklets, or actions in the abstract definition of
the attacker model—these define which types of tools are available to the attacker;

b. camouflage or preference to stay hidden—expresses the aim and/or the ability of the attacker
to not be tracked down after or while performing an attack;

c. distance to the CPS—an attacker can be located in another country, within WiFi range, or
possibly have direct access to the system.

The authors also introduced the multilevel framework of metrics that is aimed to correlate low
level events with high level events in order to determine the attacker profile. The limitation of the
approach is that it does not establish techniques and methods linking low level events with high level
events. For example, the financial support metric (which can take values of low, medium, or high)
expresses what budget the attacker has in order to perform an attack. However, it is not clear how the
budget can be calculated on the basis of the security events registered in the system.

To conclude, modern monitoring tools and data analysis systems give new possibilities in the area
of the attacker’s profile construction and prediction based on the traces that the attacker leaves in the
system. We argue that an approach to attack forecasting that uses relations between features in the raw
security related data, attacker attributes that represent his/her behaviour, and attack development is
promising for timely and efficiently counteracting cyberattacks. In this paper we start with reviewing
studies that take into account such relations as soon as it is not considered in detail in the aforementioned
surveys. We analyze the latest research in this area, existing challenges, and possible solutions, and
conclude with a general description of the approach that can be used for forecasting attacker’s goals.

Thus, the main contribution of this paper is as follows:

• Comparative analysis and classification of existing techniques for attackers’ behaviour forecasting
and used characteristics of attackers.

• Existing challenges and solutions in the considered area.
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• A common approach to attack forecasting task implementation that specifies further research
steps and is the basis for the development of an attacker behaviour forecasting technique.

The paper is structured as follows. The comparative analysis of the existing approaches to the
attacker’s profile specification, the characteristics used to describe the attacker’s profile, and the attack
forecasting using it are given in Section 2. Section 3 outlines existing challenges and solutions in the
considered area. Besides, a common approach to attack forecasting implementation that specifies
further research steps is given in Section 3, and is the basis for the development of the attacker
behaviour forecasting technique. The paper ends with the conclusion and future work prospects.

2. The Comparative Analysis of the Approaches to the Attacker’s Profile Specification and
Attack Forecasting

The review of the existing approaches to the attacker’s profile definition and attack forecasting
showed that it is possible to highlight two general approaches:

(1) the results of the attack prediction depend strongly on the attacker’s model, and it is required to
define the attacker’s model explicitly;

(2) the attack forecasting is based on data analysis without explicit attacker’s model specification, and
the attacker’s behaviour is constructed implicitly on the basis of the sequence of the security events.

The first group of approaches consists of the techniques based on attack graph analysis [17–28],
hidden Markov model [29–34], and fuzzy logic [35–37].

The second group of approaches consists of techniques that implement attack attribution using
machine learning techniques including neural networks, statistics, and some others [38–41].

In the subsections below, these approaches are given more in detail. The summarized information
on these techniques, their advantages, and their limitations is given in Table 1.

It should be noted that different researchers use not only different techniques to specify the
attacker’s profile, but different concepts and terms to describe attacker’s behaviour, for example,
“threat model”, “attacker’s profile”, and “attacker’s behaviour”.
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2.1. Attacker Behaviour Prediction Based on Attack Graphs

The construction and application of attack graphs for attack modeling and prediction is one of
the most widely used approaches. First proposed in [17], this concept was developed in many other
research papers [18–28]. In the general case, an attack graph is a set of linked nodes that represents
the attacker’s aims and actions. The construction of the attack graph is usually based on analysis
of the network topology, vulnerability analysis, and software and hardware configuration analysis,
and as the result, it shows dependencies between vulnerabilities and the overall security state of the
target network.

In major cases, the attacker’s model is defined via two important characteristics—his/her skills
and location. For example, in the literature [19,21,27], these attributes are used to implement attack
reachability analysis depending on the location (internal or external) and skills of the attacker (low,
medium, or high). In fact, the level of the attacker’s skills defines a list of vulnerabilities that could
be exploited by the given attacker. In [27], the attacker’s skills are correlated with meanings of
“attacker skills” or “knowledge required” parameters of the attack patterns defined in Common
Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification (https://capec.mitre.org/) database and weaknesses
from Common Weakness Enumeration (https://cwe.mitre.org/) database. This allows authors to link
existing vulnerabilities to high-level malefactor activity such as “host discovery”, “active operating
system (OS) fingerprinting”, and so on.

Wang et al. 2008 [26] assigned to each malefactor action a score that reflected the probability
of its implementation. This score implicitly defines the attacker’s skills, and in the approach, it was
determined on the basis of the expert’s knowledge regarding the vulnerability being exploited. Kheir
et al. [20] enhanced the attack graph model by adding the service-dependency graph, which presents
a network model for the relationships between users and services, showing how they perform their
activities using the available services in order to increase the efficiency of the attack modeling.

In [25], the authors introduced the concept of the uncertainty-aware attack graph, which is used
to handle the uncertainty of attack probability. This uncertainty appears owing to the measuring
probability of vulnerability exploitation. In fact, it is difficult to find the precise probabilities for all
attack graph nodes, and the authors suggest assigning the node probability in the form of interval
values or constraints. However, both probability intervals and constraints are set by the experts.
For example, the constrain may be described as follows [25]: “The probability of attack on workstation
is greater than the probability of attack on webserver plus 0.05”.

The experiments showed that the introduction of the uncertainty to the attack graph modeling
and forecasting, on one hand, adds extra flexibility to the security administrator and may significantly
reduce the attack graph, resulting in its better comprehensiveness. On the other hand, the definition
of the probabilities and constraints is a complicated process and requires great expertise of the
security administrator.

A set of European research projects devoted to the attacker’s behaviour prediction as well as
risk assessment utilized the approach based on analysis of the attack graphs, including TREsPASS
(https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/318003) (Technology-supported Risk Estimation by Predictive
Assessment of Socio-technical Security) and MASSIF (MAnagement of Security information and events
in Service InFrastructures) [47].

The TREsPASS project is interesting in that, when constructing an attack graph, the authors
consider not only software exploits and configuration weaknesses, but also physical entities that could
be used to gain access to the information resources. As the result, they developed the special attack
navigator map tool, which allows uniting computer network entities and physical objects of the critical
infrastructure, highlighting the fact that the attack may be implemented on both the networking level
and the level of the physical objects. The forecasting of the malefactor actions considers the attacker’s
profiles presented in [48]. These profiles, known as threat agents, are based on eight attributes: intent,
access, outcome, limits, resource, skill level, objective, and visibility.
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To summarize, it is possible to say that attack graphs show every possible path that an attacker
can use to gain further privileges—the path to be selected is determined by the attacker’s skills as well
as goals and motivation. In the general case, the attack graph complexity is O(scn2), for n machines in
the attack graph, where s is the average number of exploits per machine and c is the average number
of security conditions per machine. The survey of the graph-based techniques showed that the used
attacker’s model utilizes, in major cases, only two dimensions of the attacker’s model—skills that
could be defined explicitly or implicitly, and his/her location. Obviously, understanding the attacker’s
motivation and goal could significantly reduce the complexity of the attack graph and, as a result,
increase the efficiency of the attack forecasting.

2.2. Attacker Behaviour Prediction Based on Hidden Markov Model

The Markov-based methods are very close to the attack tree models. In general, they are constructed
on the basis of system states, and transitions between them, caused by events. Each transition is
characterized by a probability that is independent of the past, and depends only on the two states
involved—the behaviour of a process at a given point in time depends only on the state of the process
at a previous point in time. The hidden Markov models (HMMs) for modeling normal behaviour to
detect cyber attacks were first proposed in [29]. The authors used them to describe normal behaviour
of the users as a sequence of the events and then applied them to detect insider threat. Since then,
a significant amount of research has been done to enhance the HMM and its learning algorithm for
detecting and predicting cyber attacks [30,31,33,34]. They vary in structure of HMM, used datasets,
and particular tasks solved.

For example, in [30], the authors used HMMs to model and predict attack propagation based on
data from different types of honeypots. In the research, they used data from the following families of
honeypots:

• Glastopf (https://github.com/mushorg/glastopf)—a honeypot that emulates vulnerabilities that
are relevant to web applications;

• Kippo (https://github.com/desaster/kippo)—a medium-interaction SSH honeypot;
• Honeytrap (https://www.honeynet.org/projects/active/honeytrap/)—a low-interaction honeypot

that aims at collecting malware in an automated way;
• Dinoaea (https://www.div0.sg/single-post/dionaea-malware-honeypot)—malware capturing a

honeypot that emulates several well-known protocols.

Thus, the authors managed to link different types of events in one model that is able to reveal
trends in attack implementation and is able to detect abnormal attack sequences.

In [31], the authors applied a set of HMMs named as the fusion hidden Markov model.
They construct k HMMs on k different low-correlated partitions of data and make a prediction
using a nonlinear weight function. The latter is implemented by a neural network that is trained on
the predictions of HMMs to the next state output. The application of k HMMs defines rather strict
requirements to the HMMs; they have to be diverse and low correlated. To fulfill this requirement,
the authors use a dissimilarity function to divide data into k different subsets, such that each subset
contains a particular temporal pattern of the data. The input data are the real attack logs collected
by the Cowrie honeypot [32], which is a medium-interaction SSH and telnet honeypot. The authors
divided them into 19 groups corresponding to different activities, and these groups were modeled as
states of the HMMs.

In [33], the continuous time Markov chain is used to make a prediction of the attack propagation.
It is clearly seen that this group of approaches does not use the attacker’s model explicitly.

The result of the prediction by the HMM strongly depends on the input dataset and the distribution of
the events. The prediction of the attack goal is done on the basis of the most probable transition for the
current system state, that is, the most frequently met sequence of the events. The skills of the attackers
as well as motivation, available tools, and financial support are not considered.
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In [34], the authors specify the attacker behaviour based on their goals, intention, and level of
expertise, and outlined eight profiles of the attackers such as criminal groups, insiders, terrorists,
hackers, phishers, nations, spyware/malware authors, and bot-net operators. However, the definition
of the HMM presented in their approach did not consider the attacker’s profile. The HMM is described
as follows:

λ = (A, B, π, N),

where N corresponds to five different types of malicious behaviour (scanning, enumeration, access
attempt, malware attempt, exploitation by denial of service), where

π is the state probabilities,
A is the transition probabilities, and
B is the observation probabilities.
Interestingly, the authors used the attacker’s profiles for generating different training sets

containing five types of malicious behaviour.

2.3. Attacker Behaviour Pattern Discovery Using Fuzzy Inference

The benefits of the fuzzy logic approaches consist in their ability to operate with uncertainty.
We consider several works devoted to the intrusion detection based on fuzzy logic [45,49–51]. In major
cases, fuzzy logic is applied to produce some averaged description of the parameters used to describe
either normal or malicious activities. For example, in [50], the fuzzification process is applied to the
metrics describing TCP service channel between two IP end-points—count, uniqueness, and variance.
The authors defined five fuzzy sets for each metric: LOW, MEDIUM-LOW, MEDIUM, MEDIUM-HIGH,
and HIGH, and defined the fuzzy set distributions using historical data. The authors applied fuzzy
rules constructed as a combination of these parameters to determine the type of malicious activity,
such as port scanning. In [51], fuzzy rules are constructed based on the results obtained by association
rule mining. In [45], the authors applied leader-based k-means clustering to preprocess data before
application of the fuzzification process. Thus, the existing approaches differ in preprocessing steps and
data attributes to construct fuzzy rules for classifying the types of the malicious activities.

In [37], the authors solve the problem of constructing profiles of the normal user behaviour based
on the analysis of the log events such as keyboard keys’ sequences, characteristic data sequences
retrieved from pointing device, chosen options, requested network resources, and so on. They apply
fuzzy logic to the qualitative attributes of these events to describe a set of fuzzy profiles and identify
masqueraded attacks.

In [46], an approach to combining attack graphs and fuzzy logic to predict attacker’s behaviour
was suggested. The attack graph is constructed in a traditional manner as a sequence of possible
malefactor steps. Four parameters characterizing the attacker are assigned to each step: “the required
knowledge for performing the attack action; (ii) the required access for conducting the attack action
(the attack step may need physical access or it can be performed remotely); (iii) the required user
interaction level for successful preformation of the attack (such as social engineering attacks against
employees or the attacks targeting human-machine interface operators); and (iv) the required skill for
conducting the attack” [46]. These parameters take the following values: low importance, moderate
importance, importance, high importance, and very high importance. The fuzzy sets are described by
triangular function. The complexity of the attack step depends on the values of these four variables.
Apart of the assessment of the complexity of each attack step, the authors rate the alternatives existing
for each attack step. This rating reflects the attractiveness of each step for the attacker and is evaluated
on the basis of the expert’s assessments. It is also a fuzzy variable that takes the following values: very
low, moderate, high, and very high. To make a prediction of the attack deployment, the authors apply
the Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) approach, which is a
multi-criteria decision making method suggested for fuzzy environment [52]. It allows the analyst to
compare alternatives described by fuzzy variables. The general scheme of the approach is given in
Figure 1 [46].
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Figure 1. The overall scheme of the approach based on the combination of the attack graph and
fuzzy logic.

Pricop and Mihalache [35] apply a fuzzy approach to model the impact of cyber attacks. Like in [46],
the authors describe the attacker’s profile as a combination of the following three parameters:
knowledge, technical resources, and motivation—that is, a function of three inputs and one output.
They define six types of attackers, as follows: script kiddie, hacker, disgruntled employee, terrorists,
industrial spy, and cyber warrior. The script kiddie is an inexperienced and unskilled attacker that
uses known exploits, and whose motivation is usually to get reputation, while the cyber warrior has
the highest levels of knowledge, resources, and motivation. The cyber warrior is the most dangerous
type of attacker, targeting the critical infrastructure.

The variables describing the attacker profile are linguistic variables that take values from fuzzy
sets—very small, small, medium, big, and very big—which are presented by triangular curves.
The highest score is assigned to the industrial spy; the cyber warrior, terrorist, and disgruntled
employee have a medium score; the hacker’s score is small; and the script kiddie has a very small score.

The attacker’s profile, that is, the score [35], is used then to estimate the attack success rate.
The impact of the attack is also a fuzzy function of four linguistic variables: the attacker profile (score),
protection level, vulnerabilities, and restore cost. In the approach, these variables are described by
a membership function of triangular form, defined for three fuzzy values—small, medium, and big.
The attack success rate allows the analyst to understand how these parameters influence the overall
security state of the information system.

In [36], the authors try to link attack steps to produce the attacker’s profile. They developed a
fuzzy inference system that takes as input the following linguistic variables: scanning/reconnaissance,
enumeration, exploit by access attempt, exploit by denial of service, exploit by malware attempt,
and output the attacker category. The possible attacker’s categories are as follows: сriminals,
insiders, terrorists, hackers, phishers, nations, spyware/malware authors, bot-net operators,
and amateur/script kids.

The linguistic variables used to determine the attacker’s category may take the following fuzzy
values: none, low, and high, which are described by a triangular form.

Thus, it is possible to conclude that there are two broad groups of approaches based on fuzzy
logic to predict the attacker’s behaviour.

The first group of techniques uses fuzzy inference to detect the type of the malicious activity,
and the fuzzy rules describe generalized (fuzzy) dependencies between security event attributes. It is
worth noticing that, in major cases, the authors apply fuzzy inference to detect attacks that have rather
specific characteristics, such DoS attacks and port scanning. It could be explained that the most widely
used data sets are NSL-KDD CUP 1999 and CAIDA UCSD “DDoS Attack 2007”. These datasets do
not contain complicated long-term attacks. They also do not consider attacks targeting IoT-based
infrastructures, cyber-physical systems, “smart” homes, and so on.

The second group of techniques mostly focuses on risk assessment and uses the attacker’s profile
explicitly as an input variable that defines the success rate of the attack. The advantage of the application
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of fuzzy logic is the ability to describe such fuzzy parameters as the motivation or knowledge of the
malefactor. However, the major limitation of this group is the inability to link low level events to the
attributes used to characterize the malefactor profile. The possible solution is to implement consequent
mapping of low level events to middle level activities, and then determine the high level attributes of
the attacker such as skills, resources, and motivation.

2.4. Attributing Cyber Attacks

In [38], the concept of attack attributing is used, that is, the determination of attack author, based
on behavioural indicators. Behavioural indicators are combinations of actions and other indicators
of malicious activity. These indicators can be atomic and computed. Atomic indicators are discrete
pieces of data that cannot be broken down into their components without losing their forensic value.
Atomic indicators include IP addresses, email addresses, domain names, and small pieces of text.
Computed indicators are similarly discrete pieces of data, but they involve some element of computation.
An example is a ‘hash’, a unique signature derived from input data, for instance, a password or a
program. Hashes of programs running on their network’s computers may match hashes of programs
known to be malicious.

In some cases, behavioural indicators point to a specific adversary who has employed similar
behaviours in the past. It might be repeated social engineering attempts of a specific style via email
against low-level employees to gain a foothold in the network, followed by unauthorized remote
desktop connections to other computers on the network delivering specific malware.

The authors outline that, though details are critical for attacker attributing, they will be useful
only in the case of correct synthesis of information flows from the technical to the operational and
strategic layers.

In [39], the authors build a cyber attacker model profile (CAMP) that can be used to characterize and
predict cyber attacks. The authors define two types of variables used—dependable and independent.
They denote the frequency and distribution of attacks as well as money earned from cybercrime
as dependable variables (DVs), while unemployment rate, level of education, and corruption are
independent variables. The authors constructed the attack prediction model linking both types
of variables and showed how much variation in the DVs they can explain for given values of
independent variables.

In [40], the attribution of honeypot data is considered. The authors define an attacker via a
unique tuple (source IP address, operating system, user–agent (protocol), {cookies}). They assumed
that the knowledge of the operating system, user agent, and set of cookies allows more accurate
classification than the source IP address only. Honeypot data (HD) are used to calculate skill, resources,
motivation, and intention. Further, they integrate skill (S) and resources (R) into the capability rating,
and motivation (M) and intention (I) into the threat rating. Their combination is used to calculate the
total threat score. S, R, M, and I are determined by weighted accumulation of all affecting features fi:

V =
∑n

i=1
ai fi,

where n is the total number of features fi;
ai is the weight for the i-th feature,

∑n
i=1 ai = 1.

The features fi are derived from the considered observed HD features vi and get values of{
0, . . . ,γ

} ∈ Q. The maximal value of S, R, M, and I is γ. The dimension and boundaries for vi vary
between the parameter and sensor resolution. The part of sample feature set provided by the authors
is represented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Part of sample feature set for attackers’ classification suggested in [40].

Origin Temporal

Port IP address User
agent URL Domain E-mail User

ID OS Inter-Arrival Time

Protocol Service Autonomous
system Country Standard

deviation Average

For example, to calculate R, the assumption can be made that fast inter-arrival times are related to a
higher degree of automation (higher attackers’ resources). The motivation attribute can be estimated by
the time and effort an attacker invests into a particular attack. Quantifying an attacker’s intention is the
most complex task. The authors define intention as the degree or potential of attacker’s maliciousness.

The authors use the following classes of attackers [40]: guest (G), external employee (E), internal
employee (I), activists (A), state-sponsored (N), ethical hacker (W), criminals (O), cracker (C), and
hobby hacker (H).

The values for different classes are calculated using V ∈ {S,R,I,M}, which are ordered as Vci < Vcj
. . . < Vcn, ∀ c ∈ C, and then transformed to

{
0, . . . ,γ

} ∈ Q, by assigning 1 to the first class and iterating
over all classes while incrementing the value by 1 for each less-than operator. Then, all values are
normalized with γ = 10. In Figure 2, the heat map proposed by the authors to represent attackers’
classes is provided (the capitalized abbreviation marks the appropriate class).
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Figure 2. Attackers’ classes [40].

Though the method is introduced for IT-Security in Industry 4.0, nonetheless, the specific features
of CPS are not considered.

In [41], the authors propose the method for predicting the behaviour of cyberattacks using
recurrent neural networks (RNNs). They use the dataset obtained from the 2017 Collegiate Penetration
Testing Competition (CPTC) to obtain long-short-term-memory (LSTM) models. The dataset includes
Suricata alerts obtained, while ten student teams attempted to penetrate the virtualized network and
exploit vulnerabilities. The authors trained two sets of models: the first set determines the team that
caused the alert, and the second predicts the second alert. The used features are as follows: destination
port, alert signature, alert category, alert severity, proto, source port, and host. The authors achieved
accuracy of 55% for teams classification and 80% for the next alerts prediction.

Finally, while the last works on the attacker behaviour forecasting using machine learning make
attempts to overcome the challenge of linking raw data with valuable attacker metrics, the feature set
is still not specified, the set of metrics that forms the attacker profile is not unified, the techniques of
metrics calculation on the basis of the extracted features should be enhanced, and the training dataset
problem still exists.
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3. Challenges, Possible Solutions, and Common Approaches

The analysis conducted allowed us to conclude on the main challenges existing in attack goal
forecasting to this moment:

1. Lack of uniformity in the classification of attackers, distinguished metrics, and attributes, as well
as the definition of the same classes and metrics.

2. The gap between the raw data (such as network traffic and events logs), attacker profile, and
forecasting of the attacker behaviour, as well as the methods for the determination of relationships
between them.

3. Lack of datasets suitable for research of the relationships between attacker steps and his/her goals.
4. Absence of the research that demonstrates if there is an influence of the attacker profiling and

attributing on the attack forecasting.

The lack of uniformity indicates insufficient elaboration of the problem under research. Besides,
it prevents efficient countermeasure selection for different classes of attackers, understanding of current
research state, comparative quantitative analysis of the various developed techniques, and elaboration
of the existing results. An attempt to overcome this challenge was made in [9]. However, the authors
do not describe how to link low level events with high level events, that is, they did not proposed a
solution to the second problem.

Considering the second challenge, an attempt to link low level events with security metrics was
made in the Structured Threat Information Expression (STIX) project [53]. Structured Threat Information
Expression (STIX) is a structured language for specification of various threats and automated analysis.
The idea behind the development of this language is to link low level events with high level concepts.
The following components of the language are specified [54]: observables; indicators (observation
patterns and their meanings); incidents (attack actions instances); adversary tactics, techniques, and
procedures (methods that are used by an attacker, including attack patterns, malware, exploits, and so
on); exploit targets (e.g., vulnerabilities, weaknesses, and configurations); courses of action (response
actions to prevent an attack); campaigns (sets of incidents and/or TTPs with a single goal); threat actors
(attacker identification); and reports.

For each component, the set of properties is specified. For example, for threat actors,
the following properties are used: name, description, aliases, roles, goals, sophistication, resource_level,
primary_motivation, secondary_motivations, and personal_motivations.

All properties are of a nominal type (i.e., values are selected from a list). Thus, for threat actor
labels, the possible values are as follows: activist, competitor, crime-syndicate, criminal, hacker,
insider-accidental, insider-disgruntled, nation-state, sensationalist, spy, and terrorist. While for the
threat actor sophistication (captures the skill level of a threat actor; ranges from “none”, which describes
a complete novice, to “strategic”, which describes an attacker who is able to influence supply chains to
introduce vulnerabilities), the values are as follows: none, minimal, intermediate, advanced, expert,
innovator, and strategic. In this project, however, how to determine the values of these properties
automatically from the raw data is not also described. It should be actively used by the security
companies in order to reveal and then automate the process of linking low events and high level attack
concepts; however, there is not much activity in this field.

The second challenge is connected with the third challenge, that is, the absence of datasets for
analysis aimed at revealing existing interrelations and features characterizing attackers and their goals.
The following approaches are used to overcome it:

• Use existing datasets with specific attacks’ data.
• Use honeypots to generate real data.
• Use normal data and add data on attacks intentionally (use attack generators).
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The first approach is used for the detection of specific types of attacks based on training using
the datasets. However, the most used datasets are deprecated and do not represent the last trends in
attacks or paradigm of the modern information systems.

According to the second approach, in [30], the authors used the honeypot technology. The detailed
description of attack features logged and dataset description, when using the honeypot technology, is
provided in [55]. The analysis is based on the following assumption: the data are grouped by session
ID for considering that the attacker attempts to implement some malicious scenario in one session,
that is, different session IDs are independent of individual attacker characteristics. This allows the
authors to group event sequences to create a training sample by sessions. However, this approach
does not consider an opportunity to use several sessions to implement a complex multistep attack by a
single attacker.

The researchers usually create their own datasets and use them [56]. Unfortunately, however, in
most of these approaches, all these data are not annotated by attackers, that is, their skills, knowledge,
and other characteristics that form their profiles. In fact, datasets contain only attacks of different types,
and there are no labeled datasets characterizing attackers’ skills. This is explained by the fact that
the techniques used to detect attacks analyze the event sequences, their frequencies, and attributes.
Until there is no research proving that the application of the attacker attribution may enhance the
efficiency of the attack detection, there will be no datasets linking raw security events with attacker’s
profile concepts such as attacker motivation, goal, and so on. However, having such a dataset maybe
extremely useful in detecting targeted and distributed in time attacks. Unfortunately, the absence of
datasets is a common problem that can be solved with their targeted generation.

Thus, we argue that there is a need in the research that demonstrates if there is an influence of
the attacker profiling and attributing on the attack forecasting. Thus, the fourth challenge is one of
our future research directions. However, it is necessary to overcome the first three challenges first.
In particular, we are planning start with the generation of the specific dataset. We consider that the
approach presented in [57] is the promising one to generate datasets for attack attribution. It is based
on mixed traffic generation, including attacks and normal traffic.

To conclude, we propose the following approach to the attacker behaviour forecasting:

1. First of all, we suppose to outline possible raw data sources. There are two types of sources:
structured data and unspecified data. In [58], we outlined the following open sources of structured
data considering objects of information security assessments: vulnerability databases, attack
patterns databases, weaknesses databases, software and hardware databases, and so on. For
accurate attack forecasting in real time, it is required to add another type of source data, network
traffic, and event logs (which is unspecified). From the analyzed events datasets, the most
interesting is the one provided in [56]. The dataset should contain data on various attacks with
different goals implemented by attackers of different classes. From our point of view, the most
complete classification from those reviewed was proposed in [40]. It incorporates the following
classes: guest, external employee, internal employee, activists, state-sponsored, ethical hacker,
criminals, cracker, and hobby hacker.

2. Extract features from the events dataset that can characterize different classes of attackers with
different goals. While there are rather detailed sets of features from the network traffic (such
as source IP address, operating system, user–agent (protocol), and {cookies} in [40]), the events
features should be researched in more detail. In [41], the following set is proposed: destination
port, alert signature, alert category, alert severity, proto, source port, and host. We can use this as
the basis for future research.

3. Then, we suppose to outline and classify high level metrics that form the attacker profile, on the
basis of the following metrics, proposed in [59]: attacker skill level, attacker knowledge, tools
complexity, attack steps complexity, steps success rate, trace coverage rate, and so on.

4. Then, we propose to find out structural and semantic relations between data sources, objects of
the attacker behaviour forecasting subject area, and metrics (from features extracted from the raw
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data to high level metrics of attackers and attacks). To implement these, we plan to extend an
ontology provided in [59] and determine transitional metrics.

5. Then, we propose to use the outlined characteristics and relationships to do the following:

a. develop algorithms for metrics calculation;
b. train a neuro-fuzzy network for attackers’ behaviour forecasting.

We state that steps 1–4 are the necessary basis for step 5, while overcoming challenges 1–4 is the
basis for the successful implementation of our research task.

Thus, at this stage, we developed the common approach to forecasting attacker goals and
considered the future work scope on the basis of comparative analysis of the related research and
existing challenges in the area.

4. Conclusions

In the paper, we reviewed the research in the area of attacker behaviour forecasting. Compared
with the close survey described in [4], our research is focused on issues of the attacker profile definition
or attacker attribution and its influence on the attack forecasting process. In [9], an interesting study
that highlights main challenges in the area of attacker behaviour forecasting is provided and the
multilevel system of metrics is introduced. Our goal in this research, however, is to determine how to
link low level events with high level events. Besides, compared with the aforementioned papers, the
main goal of the research outlined in the paper is the novel approach development. Though the main
goal of the research outlined in the paper is not devoted only to the state-of-the-art, it is necessary for
novel approach development. In the scope of our research, we considered four classes of approaches to
the attacker behaviour forecasting, including attack graph based approach, HMM, fuzzy inference, and
approaches based on intelligent data processing. The analysis shows that there is a lack of formalization
and systematic representation of the attacker profile and of the definition of his/her characteristics that
can be used for his/her specification. From our point of view, the most promising are approaches based
on intelligent data analysis, as soon as they allow linking raw data and metrics describing an attacker.

The conducted analysis allowed us to outline the key challenges in the area. On the basis of these
challenges and our task, we have selected the approach to the task implementation. The proposed
approach specifies our further research steps and is the basis for the technique of attacker behaviour
and goals forecasting under development.

The approach incorporates the following steps: (1) outline raw data sources, both structured and
unspecified; (2) extract features from the events dataset that characterize different classes of attackers
with different goals; (3) outline and classify high level metrics that form attacker profile; (4) find out
structural and semantic relations between data sources, objects of the attacker behaviour forecasting
subject area, and metrics (from features extracted from the raw data to high level metrics of attackers
and attacks); and (5) use the outlined characteristics and relationships to develop algorithms for metrics
calculation, and to train neuro-fuzzy network for attackers’ behaviour forecasting. Compared with the
other approaches, summarized in this paper, our approach is focused on the accurate determination of
relations among raw data and attacker behaviour characteristics. Each step of the proposed approach
will be discussed in detail in the following research. Moreover, in the scope of our future research, we
will analyze if there is the influence of the attacker profiling and attributing on the attack forecasting.
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Abstract: The rapid move to digitalization and usage of online information systems brings new and
evolving threats that organizations must protect themselves from and respond to. Monitoring an
organization’s network for malicious activity has become a standard practice together with event and
log collection from network hosts. Security operation centers deal with a growing number of alerts
raised by intrusion detection systems that process the collected data and monitor networks. The alerts
must be processed so that the relevant stakeholders can make informed decisions when responding to
situations. Correlation of alerts into more expressive intrusion scenarios is an important tool in reducing
false-positive and noisy alerts. In this paper, we propose correlation rules for identifying multi-stage
attacks. Another contribution of this paper is a methodology for inferring from an alert the values needed
to evaluate the attack in terms of the attacker’s skill level. We present our results on the CSE-CIC-IDS2018
data set.

Keywords: alert correlation; attack evaluation; attacker skill level

1. Introduction

The increasing number of systems connected to the Internet presents a new set of risks for
organizations as they become an interesting target not only for opportunistic attacks but targeted
multi-stage attacks as well. Multi-stage attacks consist of several steps and are executed in logical
follow-up steps.

Security operation centers monitor the activity within an organization’s network for various threats
and employ a wide range of tools to provide situational awareness to responsible asset owners. Large
organizations especially grapple with a lot of legitimate network traffic, and they experience a massive
number of alerts that are generated by intrusion detection systems. In such an environment, it is difficult
for the analysts to filter out the noise and to discover logical relations between the alert and construct
attack scenarios on a higher abstract level that the asset owners will be able to process.

One of the most common practices is to correlate events from intrusion detection systems into an
attack path, a so-called multi-stage attack. These attacks are further prioritized, and the aim is to minimize
the number of attacks that analysts must investigate. In threat and risk analysis, risks associated with
vulnerabilities that are considered difficult to exploit are often given low priority for treatment. Therefore,
analysts should be monitoring such risks and checking for any attacks targeting such vulnerabilities. They
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should have a comprehensive framework available so that they are able to evaluate how difficult a detected
attack is to execute and treat it with the appropriate priority.

Information about attacks can be forwarded to risk management, and the appropriate
countermeasures should be given a higher priority. To foster the feedback between operations and
security monitoring, there should be a common understanding of the terms difficulty of an attack and
difficulty of vulnerability exploitation.

Our objective in this research is to propose a set of correlation rules that will connect alerts from
intrusion detection systems into more meaningful attack paths that reflect multi-stage attacks. Furthermore,
a contribution of this paper is also a revised methodology first presented in [1]. It provides a common
framework for inferring values needed for the evaluation of an attacker’s skill level needed to exploit a
vulnerability and an attacker’s skill level needed or demonstrated that leads to a particular alert being
raised by an intrusion detection system. It creates a relationship between what kinds of properties
are evaluated for a vulnerability and how alerts can be evaluated with regard to such properties.
The contribution of this paper is that we can determine the skill level needed to execute multi-stage
attacks, especially the enhanced determination of how to establish the appropriate metric values on which
the skill level evaluation is based.

To formalize the scope of this paper, our research objectives were:

• Define alert correlation rules to identify multi-stage attacks.
• Revise the framework for evaluating an attacker’s skill level with regard to alerts.

This paper is organized into five sections. In Section 2, we discuss the related works on attacker
profiles and the behaviors of attackers. Section 3 presents the rules used for alert correlation and a revised
method for evaluating the skill level needed to raise alerts by an intrusion detection system. Finally, we
present the results and discuss on example cases on data from a public data set in Section 4.

2. Related Works

In this section, we discuss similar works in the area of attacker skill modeling with a focus on the
attackers’ capabilities. In terms of quantitative analysis, Paulauskas and Garsva [2] suggested using
the mean time to compromise within a normally-distributed interval as an evaluation of attacker’s skill.
Hu, Liu, Zhang and Zhang [3] used an absorbing Markov chain to extract various properties of attack
scenarios and attackers, such as the estimated probability of reaching each attack target and the estimated
occurrence number of each alert in the attack scenario. A risk estimation method that incorporates attackers’
capabilities in estimating the likelihood of threats as conditions for using means and opportunities is
presented by Othmane et al. [4]. They demonstrated the use of the proposed risk estimation method on
video conferencing systems and connected vehicles. Additionally, they focused on evaluating whether
incorporating attacker capabilities reduces the uncertainty in the experts’ opinions and showed that
changing attackers’ capabilities changes the risks of the threats.

Rensburg et al. [5] proposed a method of generating a set of attack graphs, parameterized by attacker
profiles. Vertices correspond to states of the network and an attacker, and edges correspond to actions
that the attacker can take. They defined profiles as collections of capabilities and generated complete
sets of profiles. This ensures analysis is not only about common types of attackers. An attacker model in
networked embedded systems is presented in [6], which is used to sense, actuate and control physical
processes. The authors defined an attacker framework with mapping 23 attacker profiles from related work
into that framework. They defined a distance metric that allows computing overlap and discrepancies
between attacker models in related work. GAMFIS [7] defines attacker types taking into account all of an
attacker’s attributes—motivation, skills and resources. Attacker models are further extended in [8] using
types of attacker manipulation with a node, monitoring capabilities and movement strategies. Within node
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manipulation, they distinguish (I) attackers who are able to extract a part of the key material from the
compromised node, (II) attackers who compromise the node, extracting all key material and installing their
malware and (III) attackers who compromise the node and actively influence the behavior of the node.
According to the attackers’ capabilities, they distinguish global and local attackers.

The behavior of attackers is considered in [9]. The authors strive for a more refined attacker model
introducing the attacker’s view of a system. This view drives the actions of the attacker, depending on the
knowledge and resources the attacker possesses. A Markov decision process models the behavior of the
attacker as the method for the selection of attack steps. In [10] the attacker’s skill level is classified based
on the level of unauthorized access that an attacker has reached in a network. Using a multilayer fuzzy
logic, attackers are divided into three categories (high, medium and low). Hassan and Guha deployed
deception to characterize further the relationship between an attacker and their target [11]. They aimed
to develop reliable capabilities. Their results demonstrate an association between average skill level and
overall effectiveness and success of deception in unique ways.

3. Methodology

3.1. Data Set

In this paper, we worked with the data set CSE-CIC-IDS2018 published by Sharafaldin, Lashkari
and Ghorbani [12]. The data set contains seven different attack scenarios: brute-force, heartbleed, botnet,
denial of service, distributed denial of service, Web attacks and infiltration of the network from the inside.
Infrastructure includes 50 machines belonging to the attackers, and the victim organization includes 420
machines and 30 servers. All the machines were hosted by Amazon Web Services. The data set includes
the captured network traffic and system logs of each machine from several days over the course of weeks
over February and March 2018.

The methodology that the authors of the data set present makes the data set suitable for various
research purposes. It was used in many research papers, most recently in comparative studies on machine
learning and deep learning methods for intrusion detection [13,14] or to verify the intrusion detection
method for the Internet of Things environment [15].

3.2. Processing Data and Identification of Attacks

In this section, we present the methodology on processing data into security alerts and a process of
attack identification. An overview of the full process is illustrated in Figure 1. Firstly, the raw data set
that is available as a network capture is processed through an intrusion detection system (IDS) which
generates alerts based on its available rules. Then, the alerts are input for our aggregation and correlation
rules, and we are left with the identified multi-stage attacks. Finally, we evaluate each hyper-alert with the
appropriate metric values and give a final evaluation of the attacker’s skill level.

For data set processing, we used the intrusion detection system (IDS) Suricata
(https://suricata-ids.org) with two sets of alert rules. The first rule set is one that is provided by
Suricata by default. Company Proofpoint provides the second open rule set called Emerging Threats
(https://rules.emergingthreats.net/). Rules from the first rule set are marked as “GPL” and rules from the
second rule set are marked as “ET”. The outputs from Suricata IDS were event logs, consisting of security
alerts, which were further processed.

Alert processing can be divided into three stages: alert pre-processing, alert aggregation and alert
correlation. At the end of the process, the results are grouped into hyper-alerts with some level of the
relation between them.

At first, we selected 8 days with multiple interesting attacks, in particular Wednesdays, Thursdays
and Fridays. Raw alerts from those days were normalized into the format expected by the next stages.
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From the original raw alert returned by Suricata, we kept only the parameters below. Further, we filtered
out noisy alerts and alerts with low severity, which we expect to be benign, and therefore, they represent
false positives. It is possible that not all false positives were removed from the data, but it significantly
reduced the number of noisy alerts. At this point, the alert pre-processing stage is finished.

• Date and time;
• Source and destination IP addresses;
• Source and destination network ports;
• Protocol;
• Identifier of the rule (sid);
• Rule name or message;
• Alert severity.

The second stage is alert aggregation. The network intrusion detection systems generate big amounts
of log data that might or might not be of interest for security-related purposes. Aggregation and therewith
the reduction of the number of the alerts are necessary steps. We split the data set into distinct days,
and for each day, we ran the aggregation process separately.

aggregation & correlation of IDS alerts

event processing

network capture

skill level evaluation of each hyper-alert

multi-stage attack

IDS alerts

Attack Vector

User Interaction

Privilege Required

Authentication

Exploit Code Maturity

skill level of attack

Figure 1. Overview of the processing and evaluation stages.

We use a sliding time window of size t, in which we aggregate alerts if they have the same alert sid,
the same source IP address and the same destination IP address. The aggregated alerts with the time
difference between the last seen alert and a new incoming alert of the same type larger than the size of the
aggregation time window are excluded from the aggregation window, and a new instance of hyper-alert is
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created. The appropriate size of a time window t is between 5 and 30 min. With a bigger size of the time
window, alerts which originate from different attack vectors may be aggregated together, and even more
importantly, the reduction of alerts is not as significant anymore.

At the end of this stage, we have aggregated hyper-alerts that share the same features. In the structure of
hyper-alerts, we left original alerts as a separate parameter, but in further processing, the whole aggregated
hyper-alerts are used. The individual parameters of the alerts are united into the sets of source IP addresses,
destination IP addresses and sids. The time parameter is represented in hyper-alerts as start time, which
represents an occurrence of the first alert, and end time, which represents an occurrence of the last alert
aggregated into the same hyper-alert. This is an example of output after the aggregation phase. In the
Results section, we present only the message for clarity.

• 2018-03-02 17:50:16.251431, 114.86.88.5, 172.31.69.26, 2010939
ET SCAN Suspicious inbound to PostgreSQL port 5432

In the third stage, the aggregated hyper-alerts were correlated according to predefined correlation
rules based on an alert similarity. Each of the six predefined rules uses its own similarity function.
The similarity functions take sid, source IP address and destination IP address as inputs and return a
value true if the appropriate rule is fulfilled, and else return false. The rules are applied in a defined order,
and two hyper-alerts are compared if they occurred in the same time window. For the size of the time
window, the same applies as for the aggregation window. The rules in exact order are:

1. Each of two compared hyper-alerts has at least one identical source IP address and at least one
identical destination IP address.

2. Each of two compared hyper-alerts has at least one identical sid and at least one identical destination
IP address.

3. Each of two compared hyper-alerts has at least one identical sid and at least one identical source
IP address.

4. Each of two compared hyper-alerts has at least one identical sid and at least one of the destination IP
addresses of the first alert; and one of the source IP addresses of the second alert is the same for both.

5. Each of two compared hyper-alerts has at least one source IP address in common with the other.
6. In each of two compared hyper-alerts, at least one of the destination IP addresses of the first alert and

one of the source IP addresses of the second alert are identical.

The correlation stage uses the same structure for alerts as the aggregation stage, so the alert outputs are
also called the hyper-alerts. Each rule represents some similarity between alerts. For example, the fourth
and the sixth rule represent a hopping of the attack from one IP address to another. The first rule represents
different kinds of alerts, but between the same IP addresses. All of those rules are applied within the
relatively short time window so that we can expect those individual alerts have some similarity. Therefore,
we assume that the correlated hyper-alerts are sequences of alerts that belong to the same attack.

3.3. Evaluation of Attacker Skill Level of the Hyper-Alert

In this section, we present a revised methodology from [1] on evaluating the necessary skill level of
an attacker from the detected alerts raised by intrusion detection systems (IDS). The methodology aims
to be a corresponding partner to determining a skill level needed to exploit a vulnerability as presented
in [16], so that both vulnerabilities and IDS alerts can be evaluated under the same framework. Reference
[16] presents the results of an expert survey on determining an attacker’s skill level needed to exploit a
vulnerability or a sequence of vulnerabilities successfully. Three skill levels were defined. Parts of their
definitions are also more concrete actions that attackers with said skill levels are capable of performing.
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These were then in the second round of survey mapped to individual values of metrics in the common
vulnerability scoring system (CVSS), as defined in [17,18]. In this paper, we are using the mappings
between the CVSS metric value and skill level category, as presented in the referenced paper.

The available skill level categories TM: Confirming the changes. are from least (minimal) to most
skilled (maximum): script kiddies, moderately skilled attackers and highly skilled attackers. The script
kiddie category represents attackers with basic IT knowledge, and their capabilities are limited to running
publicly available tools or exploits. Moderately skilled attackers can customize their toolbox to fit their
attack target better, and combine various components to perform an attack. Highly skilled attackers are
described as attackers with in-depth, often professional technical knowledge, and can create functional
exploitative codes, which are custom-fit towards their target networks.

That paper was adapted to reflect the skill level needed to raise an IDS alert in subsequent
paper [1]. Firstly, individual hyper-alerts were evaluated. In this paper, we present revised keywords and
observations of an IDS alert or the alert definition and the values of the individual CVSS metrics.

Equation (1) shows that to determine the skill level of an individual hyper-alert slalert, the maximum
skill level of five metrics is taken. The maximum of the evaluated skill level values for individual metrics
is suitable because an attacker must demonstrate a more mature level to trigger an IDS alarm successfully.

slalert = max(mAV , mUI , mPR, mAu, mEC) (1)

After each hyper-alert is evaluated individually, we can evaluate the entire correlated path of
hyper-alerts by choosing the maximum skill level of the present individual evaluations. We assign
the lowest possible skill level to the whole path— this represents the minimum level of skill to raise the
alerts detected by the IDS.

For each hyper-alert, we trace to the original alert rule according to the sid parameter, which is a
unique identifier of each rule. Rules might include a reference to a vulnerability’s identifier, in which
case the skill level needed to trigger the alert in the network is the same as the skill level needed to
exploit the originating vulnerability. IDS raise alerts based on observations of events, and they can be
arbitrarily written by security analysts and often do not correspond to any particular vulnerabilities at
all. A good example is reconnaissance scanning. Scanning tools such as nmap can, when configured, be
used to determine whether any known vulnerabilities are present in the target network. The values of
the individual metrics can be determined for a hyper-alert from the alert rules’ definitions, positions of
the source and destination IP addresses, how quickly the alerts are triggered and from analyst’s manual
determination. The values are then mapped to the skill level category, as shown in Table 1.

A hyper-alert’s evaluation of script kiddies means that the least skilled attackers are able to perform
the actions detected by the hyper-alert. Network hosts where such hyper-alerts are occurring in high
volumes should be prioritized for patching or selected for closer monitoring. On the other hand, the
occurrence of alerts evaluated with a highly skilled attacker should notify the security analysts to report
a security incident and execute a response plan. The skill level metric can provide further context for
the statistics reported by security teams to the stakeholders that are not familiar with the cybersecurity
domain.
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Table 1. Keywords or observations that distinguish skill level categories.

Keywords or Observations Corresponding Metric Value Skill Level

external source IP address mAV : Network script kiddies
internal source & external destination IP address mAV : Network script kiddies

internal source & destination IP address mAV : Adjacent moderately skilled

small time differences in timestamps or regularity mUI : None script kiddies
none - explicitly stated so references mUI : Required moderately skilled

default mPR: None/Low script kiddies
classtype “successful-admin” or “Admin” in message mPR: High moderately skilled

default mAu: None script kiddies
“Authentication Success” in message mAu: Single script kiddies

more alerts with “Authentication Success” mAu: Multiple moderately skilled

scanning or Metasploit in message or classtype mEC: High script kiddies
malware names in message or classtype mEC: High script kiddies

references in rule to ready-to-use payloads mEC: High script kiddies
tagged with SQL injection or Cross-site scripting mEC: High script kiddies

classtypes rootkit or backdoor (or in message) mEC: Functional/Proof of Concept moderately skilled
classtype Web-application-attack mEC: Functional/Proof of Concept moderately skilled

default mEC: Unproven highly skilled

The attack vector metric mAV defines the position of an attacker relative to the target or defended
network. It can distinguish between script kiddies and moderately skilled attackers, respectively, if an
attack can be performed from a remote network (e.g., Internet), or if a local connection is required.

It can be determined from hyper-alert by checking the source and destination IP addresses. If the alert
is originating from an external network, which is the definition for attack vector metric value network,
the skill level script kiddies is assigned. Commonly, the targeted host will respond, and this might also
cause IDS to raise an alert. In the response scenario, the source IP address is internal, and the destination
IP address is external. This is still within the understanding of the (mAV) value network definition, and so
the mapped skill level remains script kiddies. If the attack is originating from and is also targeting the
internal network, an attacker has previously gained access to an internal machine in some way, and we
assign the skill level moderately skilled. For the scope of this paper, we do not distinguish between an
insider attacker and a truly external attacker. Outside methodologies ought to be used to recognize an
insider, e.g., reference [19], and the skill level can be lowered or increased accordingly by an analyst. The
attack vector metric value “local” need not be considered, as it is assigned to vulnerable components that
do not have network connections [18]. Thus, no incoming or outgoing network traffic will be present for
IDS to monitor.

The user interaction metric mUI reflects whether a legitimate user’s interaction is necessary or not to
trigger the alert under evaluation. The determined value can be stored in the alert rule’s metadata, so it
can be adjusted if there are any changes to the alert rule conditions.

By default, the value none is taken for all alerts, thereby assuming the categorization of script kiddies.
This is because scanning, automated brute-force tools or further lateral movements are executed without
the need for a legitimate user’s action. If there is a very small time difference in the timestamps or when
we observe the alert occurring at regular intervals, this is very likely an automated tool that works on
its own.

However, many initial infiltration techniques, such as phishing or malware, do require it. By keeping
the skill level low by default and then searching for evidence that would support us in declaring that a
legitimate user interacts with the system before IDS triggers an alert with the particular message, we stay
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closer to reality with the skill level evaluation. Some work has been done on automatically determining
the value for the user interaction metric for vulnerabilities in [20,21]. Namely, [21] state that the word
“file” was an important factor in predicting the value “required” for user interaction. IDS alert messages,
however, are not as verbose as vulnerability descriptions from which the authors infer the metric value.
Such alerts where user interaction is required can be identified by the security analyst manually when
creating new rules, and adjusted accordingly for existing rules when the final evaluation of the skill level
for a hyper-alert or correlated path seems insufficient.

Another important feature to consider is whether two-factor authentication is set up for any parts
of the system monitored by the IDS. Two-factor authentication can help remedy many breaches of
personal accounts and is a recommended best practice. At this point, it is necessary to look also at
the human aspect of two-factor authentication and take into account the existence of the several issues
(e.g., the vulnerabilities of using a third-party authentication provider) [22]. Security analysts should
verify whether two-factor authentication is set up for the accounts and systems within their constituency.
In such a case, they can evaluate the user interaction metric mUI for the relevant rules with value required.
If two-factor authentication is not enforced in the system, mUI remains of the default value “none”.

The privilege required metric mPR aids in further evaluating the attacker’s skill level.
CVSS specification document defines this metric as “the level of privilege an attacker must possess before
successfully exploiting the vulnerability” [18]. We aim to answer whether the attacker needs admin privilege
to raise the observed IDS alerts. Possible research directions for integrating role-based/context-aware
access control solutions can be found in [23]. That must not be confused with alerts classified as attempting
to gain or successfully gaining user or administrator privilege.

The default value for this metric is considered none, meaning that the attacker can raise the alert
under evaluation without any user privileges. It maps to the lowest skill level—script kiddies. The
majority of scanning, malware and Web activities can be performed out of the box like this. A moderately
skilled attacker is able to obtain administrative privileges to the system. We, therefore, observe alerts
whose rule definitions contain the classtype “successful-admin” or keywords “admin access” in their
messages [24]. An example, although not directly present in the data set we worked on, is an alert
“ET MISC HP Web JetAdmin ExecuteFile admin access”.

In the context of evaluating IDS alerts, the privilege required metric can be adapted as the level of
privilege an attacker must possess to successfully execute the behavior leading an IDS to raise an alert.
The specification document distinguishes between no authorization needed, authorization for basic tasks
and authorization for significant control in the system. As such, it works with many access control models
and can sufficiently reflect the deployment of role-based or context-aware access control solutions in the
monitored network.

The authentication metric mAu can distinguish between script kiddies and the moderately skilled
category by counting the number of times any authentication takes place. By default an alert is assigned the
value none, giving the lowest category—script kiddie. If in the correlated path of hyper-alerts, we have one
alert containing the key phrase “authentication success” or similar, we will assign it with authentication
metric value “single”. It will still give us the script kiddies category. When we have two or more alerts
with this message, it means that the attacker passed two or more authentication gates, and we assign the
authentication metric to multiple. In such a case, the skill level raises to moderately skilled. An example
alert with such keyword would be “ET POLICY VNC Authentication Successful”. However, this alert
was not raised in the processing of the data set we worked on for this paper.

The exploit code maturity metric mEC, a temporal metric, is not part of the standard vulnerability
score evaluation by a vendor when a vulnerability is publicly disclosed. It is left to the analyst to determine
its value when needed and should be periodically checked. The metric has four possible values—high,
functional, proof of concept, unproven—each representing the likelihood of the vulnerability being
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attacked, and is typically based on the current state of exploit techniques, exploit code availability or active
“in-the-wild” exploitation [18].

In the context of the IDS alerts, we ought to determine whether the activity causing those alerts to be
raised is a result or part of a publicly well-known exploit, implementation of a published proof-of-concept
attack or evidence of an exploit for a vulnerability that was thought theoretical until now. There is common
agreement that the more technical details are available about how to exploit a vulnerability, the less skilled
of an attacker can successfully execute the exploit, and that increases the number of potential attackers.
It is also possible that the highly skilled attackers will perform their operations in such a way that their
attack steps will be obscured by legitimate traffic in the network or they will be spread throughout several
days or weeks; they will obscure their IP address, thereby avoiding any correlation between the raised
IDS alerts.

To evaluate the mEC metric for a hyper-alert, let us assume that by default, all activity is a result of a
theoretical exploit and assign the value unproven. This will yield us the highest skill level category—highly
skilled attackers. Then, we are searching for evidence that will support us in deciding that the skill level
category is objectively lower. The following sentences also reflect the order in which it should be executed,
and once we reach the lowest skill set, we stop and do not consider further factors. References in the alert
rule can link to websites describing attack steps and their detection, or explanation of the rule’s logic, or a
website providing the payloads which the detection rule is aiming for. They are evidence that we should
evaluate at most with value proof of concept, so we are lowering the category to moderately skilled. The
classtype of the IDS alerts can be useful here as well. Ready for use scanning tools, metasploit modules
or malicious software do not require any additional modification, and so their exploit code maturity is
high—mapping to the script kiddies category. Rootkits and backdoors might need to be compiled for the
target host or even programmed from scratch by following a published proof of concept, so this maps to
value functional or proof of concept and establishes the skill level as moderately skilled. Web application
attacks are a broad class, and we cannot determine just one value for all of them with a reasonable degree
of certainty. In general, any available tools to execute Web application attacks must be further modified
to the target specifics, which is beyond the capabilities of script kiddies as defined in [16]; therefore we
still are at the level of moderately skilled attackers. However, SQL or OS command injection attacks or
cross-site scripting attacks are attacks will well-documented execution steps and fully autonomous tools
are available, or a list of payloads to try is available. The value for mEC metric for alerts with SQL injection,
or cross site scripting (XSS) is high—which maps to the script kiddies level.

In any case, as it is a temporary metric, each alert with value unproven or proof of concept ought
to be regularly checked if there were any exploits created and made public since the initial evaluation.
The metric value should be changed accordingly.

4. Results and Discussion

In this section, we present the results of the correlation of alerts and the evaluation on four attacks
from the data set.

4.1. Denial of Service Attack

The GoldenEye denial of service attack is well visible in the processed data. It was detected five times
in a 30 min window from one external IP address targeting an internal machine. Data set description does
not provide further details on the attack execution.

1. 5x ET DOS Inbound GoldenEye DoS attack

Let us present the evaluation flow of the skill level for this alert. The attack vector metric gets
value network because the source IP address is external. There is a reference to the GitHub repository
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with the GoldenEye Python script; therefore, exploit code maturity is high. All other metrics assume
the default value none. They all map to the skill level script kiddies—the maximum of all values.
The mapping to the skill level is shown in Equation below. The skill level needed to raise the hyper-alert
ET DOS Inbound GoldenEye DoS attack is script kiddies.

slGoldenEye = max(mAV = Network, mUI = None, mPR = None, mAu = None, mEC = High)

= max(script_kiddies, script_kiddies, script_kiddies, script_kiddies, script_kiddies)

= script_kiddies

4.2. Brute-Force Attacks

The presence of two kinds of a brute-force attack is well visible in the correlated alerts: SSH and
cross-site scripting. SSH brute-force attack happened in 6 min and manifested with one occurrence of
a potential SSH scan alert and one occurrence suggesting a likely brute-force attack. Both these alerts
originated from the same external IP address and targeted the same internal machine.

1. ET SCAN Potential SSH Scan

2. ET SCAN LibSSH Based Frequent SSH Connections Likely BruteForce Attack

Skill level evaluation of the first alert follows the same as in the GoldenEye example. mEC is high
because of the keyword scan in the message. For the second alert, all the metrics apart from mEC are
the same as there are no indications in the alert’s message or the alert’s rule that a user interaction must
happen, or higher privileges are required, or any authentication was successful. However, there are no
references to exploit codes, so automatically it would be assigned the value unproven—meaning that only
a highly skilled attacker can execute such attack. This is, in fact, not so. There are SSH brute-force tools
readily available, and so we re-evaluated the metric with value high. As a result, both alerts can be raised
by script kiddies.

slSSHScan, slLibSSH = max(mAV = Network, mUI = None, mPR = None, mAu = None, mEC = High)

= max(script_kiddies, script_kiddies, script_kiddies, script_kiddies, script_kiddies)

= script_kiddies

A cross-site scripting brute-force attack was detected within a 40-min window with 3724 alerts, each
within milliseconds of each other, indicating nothing else but the execution of an automated script to check
a vulnerable website for the presence of a cross-site scripting vulnerability. The data set description of
the attack states they implemented script in selenium framework to attack the vulnerable application.
The attack was executed from one external IP address and targeted one internal IP address.

1. 3724x ET WEB_SERVER Script tag in URI Possible Cross Site Scripting Attempt

This is an interesting case for an evaluation of the cross-site scripting (XSS) attempt, especially in
terms of the determination of the exploit code maturity metric and user interaction metric. Let us start with
the values that are straightforward to assess: The attack vector is network because of the external source IP
address. It was a Web application attack, and there are no indications that a different privilege than none
was needed or that any authentication had to be successful before the alert was raised. For many types
of cross-site scripting, an interaction from a legitimate user in the form of clicking on a link is required.
However, here we observed such small differences in the times and the number of XSS attempts was so
high, that it could not be anything else but an automated brute-force attack. Therefore, user interaction
was set to none. Concerning the exploit code maturity metric, the alert’s rule included a reference to a list
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of XSS payloads, thereby providing evidence of a highly independent exploit code. The resulting skill
level required to raise this alert is, therefore, script kiddies.

slXSS = max(mAV = Network, mUI = None, mPR = None, mAu = None, mEC = High)

= max(script_kiddies, script_kiddies, script_kiddies, script_kiddies, script_kiddies)

= script_kiddies

4.3. SQL Injection Attack

Execution of an SQL injection attack was detected with altogether five different types of alerts within a
9-min window. The first alert came from an external IP address targeting an internal Web server. Responses
from the Web server were sent to the external IP address as well. The nature of the alert messages and the
execution in less than 10 min suggests usage of an automated tool, such as sqlmap. In the first steps, we
can see an attempt to get an error in the result to verify the possible presence of a vulnerability. Then there
were various SQL injection payloads tried again, resulting in an error response. In the end, we see a clear
success with the last of the payloads and retrieving data from the database.

1. 2x ET WEB_SERVER SQL Errors in HTTP 200 Response (error in your SQL syntax)

2. 4x ET WEB_SERVER Possible SQL Injection Attempt UNION SELECT

3. 2x ET WEB_SERVER Possible Attempt to Get SQL Server Version in URI using SELECT VERSION

4. 2x ET WEB_SERVER Possible SQL Injection Attempt UNION SELECT

5. 2x ET WEB_SERVER SQL Errors in HTTP 200 Response (error in your SQL syntax)

6. 8x ET WEB_SERVER Possible SQL Injection Attempt UNION SELECT

7. 2x ET WEB_SERVER Possible MySQL SQLi Attempt Information Schema Access

8. 2x ET WEB_SERVER Possible SQL Injection Attempt SELECT FROM

9. 2x ET WEB_SERVER SQL Errors in HTTP 200 Response (error in your SQL syntax)

10. 2x ET WEB_SERVER Possible SQL Injection Attempt UNION SELECT

11. 2x ET WEB_SERVER Possible MySQL SQLi Attempt Information Schema Access

12. 4x ET WEB_SERVER Possible SQL Injection Attempt UNION SELECT

13. 2x ET WEB_SERVER Possible MySQL SQLi Attempt Information Schema Access

14. 2x ET WEB_SERVER Possible SQL Injection Attempt SELECT FROM

15. 2x ET WEB_SERVER ATTACKER SQLi - SELECT and Schema Columns

All of these alerts have the same attributes when it comes to determining the values for the metrics.
They all are communications between an external IP address and an internal IP address, so there is no
need to choose differently than the attack vector value network. There is also no evidence showing that
a user interaction must take place, or that any user privilege must be acquired. The number of alerts
and the short time window and regularity with which they were observed supports nothing else but the
usage of an automated tool. As it is a Web application attack, we do not have enough evidence to support
that any authentication must have taken place before the attack was executed. Therefore, we keep the
default values for the metrics mUI , mPR and mAu, and set mEC to high to reflect that for SQL injections
there are publicly available lists of payloads to try and tools that automate these checks. The final skill
level evaluation needed to raise any of the observed SQL injection hyper-alerts is script kiddies.

slSQL = max(mAV = Network, mUI = None, mPR = None, mAu = None, mEC = High)

= max(script_kiddies, script_kiddies, script_kiddies, script_kiddies, script_kiddies)

= script_kiddies
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4.4. Infiltration Attacks

There were three different infiltration techniques detected in the data: usage of a file via Dropbox,
usage of Eternalblue exploit and usage of a trojan via Metasploit.

The first attack was detected within a 1-min window with two occurrences of the hyper-alert
ET POLICY Dropbox.com Offsite File Backup in Use. After the user downloaded a file via Dropbox
to their machine, alerts were detecting various types of scans from the infiltrated IP address, indicating that
an attacker scanned the network. This corresponds to the description of the executed attack. The infiltration
and scanning were detected within an 11-min window. Correlated alerts of infiltration attack 1 are:

1. 2x ET POLICY Dropbox.com Offsite File Backup in Use

2. ET TROJAN Windows dir Microsoft Windows DOS prompt command exit OUTBOUND

3. ET SCAN Behavioral Unusual Port 135 traffic Potential Scan or Infection

4. ET SCAN Behavioral Unusual Port 445 traffic Potential Scan or Infection

Alert #1 notifies that twice, a file was downloaded from a host in an external network subnet to an
internal machine via the Dropbox client. Thus, the attack vector metric was set to network. There is an
URL linked in references with a description of a proof of concept attack. Therefore, we can set exploit code
maturity metric to proof of concept (POC). In the alert, there are no keywords or elements that would
suggest choosing differently than default values for the privilege required and authentication metrics.
However, by extracting information from the referenced URL, it is understood that the circumstances
in which that alert was raised, were such that there had to be at-least-once authenticated access of a
legitimate user via the Dropbox client. The second alert was observed 19 s after the first one. This is a
wide enough gap that it probably was not done automatically, but rather that a legitimate user by their
actions triggered the synchronization of their Dropbox folder. That would suggest we should set the
user interaction metric to required. This and the proof of concept value for mEC introduce mappings to
moderately skilled attackers in the inputs for the maximum function. The overall skill level needed to
raise this policy violation alert is therefore moderately skilled.

Alert #2 notified us that from an internal IP address there was outgoing traffic with characteristics of
a trojan. As this is an autonomous malicious software activity, the exploit code maturity was set to high.
Other metrics take their default values because there is no evidence showing otherwise in the alert’s rule
or references. This alert can, therefore, be triggered by script kiddies.

Alerts #3 and #4 notified us of scanning behavior from an internal IP address; only the destination port
differed. This means that attack vector was set to adjacent. There was no user interaction, authentication
or higher required privilege, so these metrics assumed their default values of none. Due to the presence
of the keyword scan in the message, exploit code maturity was set to high. The maximum function will
return an overall skill level of moderately skilled needed to raise these two alerts.

slDropbox = max(mAV = Network, mUI = Requir., mPR = User, mAu = Single, mEC = POC)

= max(script_kiddies, moderate, script_kiddies, script_kiddies, moderate)

= moderate

slTrojanDOS = max(mAV = Network, mUI = None, mPR = None, mAu = None, mEC = High)

= max(script_kiddies, script_kiddies, script_kiddies, script_kiddies, script_kiddies)

= script_kiddies

slscan#2, slscan#3 = max(mAV = Adjacent, mUI = None, mPR = None, mAu = None, mEC = High)

= max(moderate, script_kiddies, script_kiddies, script_kiddies, script_kiddies)

= moderate
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The second attack shows exploitation of the Eternalblue vulnerability in Windows. The attack was
executed over 12 min from one external IP address and targeted 37 machines in the victim network
altogether. Eternalblue usage is not specified in the infiltration attack description in the data set.

1. 37x ET EXPLOIT ETERNALBLUE Exploit M2 MS17-010

The alert detecting usage of the Eternalblue exploit contains in its rule a reference to the vulnerability
CVE-2017-0143 that is targeted by this exploit code. Therefore, we will use the same values for our metrics
as are defined in the CVSS score for this vulnerability. We use the CVSS string vectors from the National
Vulnerability Database for this vulnerability, which are:

• CVSS:3.0/AV:N/AC:H/PR:N/UI:N/S:U/C:H/I:H/A:H
• AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C

From these vectors, we use emphasized metric values. The exploit code maturity metric is missing in
the base score, and we must evaluate it ourselves. Company Rapid7, which maintains the exploits in the
tool Metasploit, contains in their database an entry marked with the vulnerability’s CVE identification.
Therefore, there exists a functional exploit code, but there is no evidence that it is ready to use as-is;
rather, it must be configured with respect to the targeted network or hosts. We will set the mEC metric to
functional, which maps to moderately skilled attackers. As moderately skilled is a higher level than script
kiddies, the maximum function will return moderately skilled.

slEternalblue = max(mAV = Network, mUI = None, mPR = None, mAu = None, mEC = Functional)

= max(script_kiddies, script_kiddies, script_kiddies, script_kiddies, moderate)

= moderate

The third attack was detected by alerts that aggregate to just one hyper-alert. The data set’s description
does not provide further details on what type of exploit was executed with the Metasploit framework. We
also do not see whether the infiltration through this technique was successful. The same as after the first
attack, here we also see scans originating from the infiltrated internal IP address. The attack was detected
within a 10-min window. The infiltration payload originated from an external IP address. The infiltrated
IP address then became the source from which the attacker scanned the network.

1. ET TROJAN Possible Metasploit Payload Common Construct Bind_API (from server)

2. ET SCAN Behavioral Unusual Port 139 traffic Potential Scan or Infection

3. ET SCAN Behavioral Unusual Port 1434 traffic Potential Scan or Infection

Alert #1 suggests a possible trojan payload coming through Metasploit tool from an external IP
address. Due to the presence of that keyword in the message, the exploit code maturity was set to high.
Other metrics take their default values, because there is no evidence showing otherwise in the alert’s rule
or references. The skill level needed to trigger this alert is therefore script kiddies. Alerts #2 and #3 are the
same scanning alerts as in the first infiltration attack.

slTrojan = max(mAV = Network, mUI = None, mPR = None, mAu = None, mEC = High)

= max(script_kiddies, script_kiddies, script_kiddies, script_kiddies, script_kiddies)

= script_kiddies
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5. Conclusions

Security operation centers monitor the activity in an organization’s network and use correlation
methods to create attack paths providing more comprehensive information for situational awareness.
These multi-stage attacks are further evaluated and prioritized with respect to various properties.

In this paper, we presented a set of rules for correlating alerts from intrusion detection systems into
more meaningful attack steps to help reduce noisy alerts that take away the focus of security analysts.
Furthermore, we presented a revised methodology for evaluating the skill level of these IDS alerts. The
evaluation of an attacker’s skill level is a useful metric for prioritization and situational awareness.
In addition to the impact-based metrics, analysts can focus on “breaking points,” i.e., alerts with suddenly
higher skill level evaluations. The appearance of such an alert signals that the attacker demonstrated a
high-level skill set and analysts should focus their efforts on preparing appropriate countermeasures for
other possible targets. In this paper, we evaluated each hyper-alert individually with such use cases in
mind and did not summarize one skill level evaluation for the full correlated path.

There are open questions as to how to design the methodology for such a summation of skill level for
the entire correlated path. In a real-time scenario, the path is never fully complete, and it is more useful to
evaluate individual alerts as they come and reconsider potential targets of the attack based on the newly
detected actions. For example, in the example scenario where first an infiltration takes place, and then the
attacker uses the compromised machine to execute scans of the internal network, the scanning itself is not
inherently more complicated than the infiltration; therefore, it should not increase the skill level needed
for the whole attack.

The CSE-CIC-IDS2018 data set [12] was intended for verifying anomaly-based detection methods
and the executed attacks were single atomic attacks. Even though one or two show characteristics of
multi-stage attacks, they are only the early stages of such attacks. Therefore a more comprehensive data
set is needed for more robust verification of methods. It must be designed with the intention of capturing
multi-stage attacks that simulate advanced persistent threats in the network in a more realistic manner.
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Abstract: Today, Android accounts for more than 80% of the global market share. Such a high rate
makes Android applications an important topic that raises serious questions about its security, privacy,
misbehavior and correctness. Application code analysis is obviously the most appropriate and natural
means to address these issues. However, no analysis could be led with confidence in the absence
of a solid formal foundation. In this paper, we propose a full-fledged formal approach to build
the operational semantics of a given Android application by reverse-engineering its assembler-type
code, called Smali. We call the new formal language Smali+. Its semantics consist of two parts.
The first one models a single-threaded program, in which a set of main instructions is presented.
The second one presents the semantics of a multi-threaded program which is an important feature
in Android that has been glossed over in the-state-of-the-art works. All multi-threading essentials
such as scheduling, threads communication and synchronization are considered in these semantics.
The resulting semantics, forming Smali+, are intended to provide a formal basis for developing
security enforcement, analysis and misbehaving detection techniques for Android applications.

Keywords: Android applications; multi-threading; operational semantics; reverse engineering;
Smali+

1. Introduction

A few years ago, mobile phones were used to make calls or send messages. Today, they surpass
computers as the most commonly used digital device. They manage our agenda, emails, credit cards,
itineraries and business documents. Android is the most popular operating system for mobiles and
embedded devices, having the largest application market and 85% of all smartphones sold in 2019 were
equipped with an Android OS [1]. Android is an open nature platform, which means that applications
could be downloaded from sources other than the official Google play store. This is an important
feature that has contributed to its unquestionable success, given the breadth of the available application
that draws people to the platform, making it an ideal target for malicious application downloads.

Indeed, users are increasingly exposed to attacks targeting the Android environment via malicious
applications. They thus endanger privacy information, by disclosing sensitive data (FakeNetflix
malware [2]) or collecting sensitive banking information, especially with the increasing use of banking
applications (Anubis trojan [3]). Furthermore, the installation of apparently legitimate malicious
applications can lead to: clandestine eavesdropping on telephone conversations; tracking GPS position;
exploiting pay services to cause financial losses to the user for the benefit of the attacker by calling or
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sending SMS messages to premium-rate numbers without the user’s knowledge (SMS Trojan such as
FakePlayer, AsiaHitGroup and GGTracker [4–6].

To deal with this, automated tools for analyzing, verifying and enforcing the security of Android
applications are highly needed [7–10]. Nevertheless, they must be based on a formal specification of
the target platform to give solid results. In this paper, we propose formal operational semantics for a
subset of the low-level Android code, which we consider particularly relevant for modeling Android
applications and which we call Smali+. It includes the main bytecode instructions of Dalvik, and a
few important API methods related to Java concurrency. Smali+ is ultimately written from Smali with
some essential native methods that were replaced with macro-instructions for simplification. Smali+ is
intended to serve as a basis for further analysis of Android applications and security implementation
techniques. Android applications are mainly written in Java. The Java source code is first compiled
into a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) bytecode using a standard Java compiler called Javac. Following
this, the Java source files are converted into class files that store Java bytecode. The Java bytecode is
then translated to an optimized bytecode called Dalvik through a tool called dx. At this stage, all the
class files are converted and consolidated into a single DEX file called Dalvik EXecutable or simply a
DEX to save memory. An Android Package Kit (APK) is essentially a zip of the DEX file accompanied
by a Androidmanifest.xml file, a set of resources and potentially shared libraries. Figure 1 illustrates
these steps.

Figure 1. Compilation steps of an Android application.

In this work, we focus on the DEX format file, which contains the Dalvik binary code used even
by the successor of Dalvik (since Android 5.0) called Android Runtime (ART).

Formalizing a low-level code, rather than high-level Java source or intermediate level Java
bytecode, is our choice for many reasons. Firstly, Dalvik byte code is always available and it is
easily obtainable from any Android application. Secondly, Dalvik bytecode is the common executable
format for all Android applications and therefore the code is much closer to the code really executed.
Even though decompilation from Dalvik back to Java or to Java bytecode is possible using reverse
engineering tools (such as dex2jar and ded), there is no guarantee to recover the original source code
since there is not a 100% robust and correct Dalvik-to-Java reverse translation tool [11]. However, even
though that it is possible to retrieve source code or Java bytecode from Dalvik, editing or improving
code at this level requires the user to reconvert it back to Dalvik and running the application afterward
will often fail [9]. Focusing directly on Smali will avoid such problems. Hence, binary code obtained at
this level, in DEX file, is illegible and requires conversion into a more understandable format prior to
being analyzed, improved or edited. Reverse engineering in software makes it possible to convert a
machine-readable binary file into a human-readable file, which is the case with DEX files.

Apktool [12] is a reverse engineering tool that simplifies the entire process of assembling and
disassembling Android applications. It includes “Smali” and “bakSmali”, which are equivalent to
“assembler” and “disassembler”, respectively allowing the passage from and to the DEX format.
Apktool allows the user to disassemble applications to nearly original form. It uses BakSmali to
produce, from an APK, a human-readable format akin to assembly languages called Smali (Smali is
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both the name of a mnemonic language for the Dalvik bytecode and its assembler version.). This code
is nothing but a translation of the machine code generated by the DVM. In other words, it is a readable
representation of Dalvik bytecode in an assembly-like code, with mnemonic instructions. BakSmali
creates a Smali file for each class in the application preserving the original signature. The structure of
such a file is presented in Figure 2. In addition to the code contained in the classes.dex file, Apktool
generates the application decoded resources, as well as the AndroidManifest.xml file (in a readable
version. These reverse engineering analysis techniques are still effective with the newly introduced
ART environment [13].

1 .class modifiers Lsome/package/Someclass;
2 .super Lsome/package/Someclass;
3 .implements Lsome/package/Someinterface;
4 .source "someclass.Java"
5
6 .field modifiers fieldname : type;
7
8 .method modifiers methodname (type,...)type
9 .locals ...
10 instruction ...
11 instruction ...
12 instruction ...
13 ...
14 .end method

15 ...

Figure 2. Structure of a Smali file.

In this paper, we put forward formal semantics for Smali. Smali is an assembly-like language that
runs on Android’s DVM. It is obtained by ’bakSmaling’ the Dalvik executable file (.dex). A syntax
and semantics have been adopted to specify this low-level code. The resulting formal language is a
sub-language of Smali and a simpler language, called Smali+. A set of the most used Dalvik instructions
have been generalized into 12 semantically different instructions (see [11] for generalization process),
compared to more than 200 Dalvik original instructions in Smali. In addition to this set, our semantics
includes instructions related to multi-threading. We plan to use Smali+ in the near future to specify
security properties for Android applications and this in order to protect the user from security threats
that target the Android environment through downloaded applications.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present some related work with similar
ideas of bytecode formalization and we discuss their advantages as well as their drawbacks and
limitations. In Section 3, we give some essential preliminaries related to Smali (registers, some adopted
notations, types, etc.). In Section 4, we present the operational syntax and semantics of Smali+ for a
single-threaded application. In Section 5, we present the operational syntax and semantics of Smali+

for a multi-threaded application. In Section 8, we conclude and we introduce the future avenues of our
research.

2. Related Work

Mostly, the studies based on formal semantics of Android target a single well-defined goal.
This can be an analysis for certification, a detection of potential vulnerabilities or malicious behavior
of an application, or a verification of any aspect. It can also be a means to reveal security breaches of
Android applications [14]. We will see in the studies we are presenting hereafter that formalization
elements substantially differ from one objective to another. This being said, it is practically impossible
to evaluate the efficiency of analyzes that are not based on the formal specification of the targeted
platform.

In [15], Payet et al. define operational semantics for a subset of Dalvik opcodes that present
registers manipulation, arithmetic operations, object creation, access and method calls as well as
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Android activities. Semantics rules were relatively complex. An Android program was modeled as a
graph of blocks where each block has one or more instructions among the selected instructions. Blocks
are linked in a way that they express control flow passing from one block to another. They require
that invoke and return instructions only occur at the beginning and the end of a block, respectively.
Blocks of semantics integrate instruction semantics for those that are different from a call or a return.
Call instruction semantics allow passing from the caller method block to the callee method block.
Activity semantics depend on the activity state, method callback, activity life cycle and external events.
These semantics are defined to be the basis of static analyses that take into account the life-cycle of the
activities. Despite the importance of thread-activity connection in Android semantics, threading was
detached from activities semantics and concurrency was ignored in this work.

In [16,17], the authors propose a formal operational semantics for the Dalvik bytecode.
The formalization was accompanied by a control flow analysis to detect potential malicious actions.
Although the results highlight threading as the most often used language features with a (90.18%),
this feature was omitted in both analyses and semantics to focus, instead, on reflection, exceptions
and dynamic dispatch with 73.00% and 19.53%, respectively, which we find somewhat awkward.
This motivates us to pay a special attention to the mutli-threading aspect modeling for Android.

In [11], the authors present SymDroid as a Dalvik bytecode interpreter for eventual security
vulnerabilities detection. It is a symbolic execution for a simplified intermediate language of a fraction
of Dalvik opcodes, named μ-Dalvik. SymDroid receives the Dalvik bytecode (the .dex file) as input.
The opcode is first translated to μ-Dalvik, which one is based on 16 instructions considered as the most
relevant ones to perform code analysis. Then, it is processed by a symbolic execution core using the
SMT solver to generate traces as an intermediate result. Finally, the post-analyzer inspects the output
traces and determines the final result. Entry points and all possible events affecting the application’s
behavior were developed according to a client-oriented specification (it is up to the user to model it)
to drive the application under test as desired. Although this work’s models, in addition to modeling
bytecode instructions, the system libraries including Bundle and Intent, Android components life
cycle, services and views; it ignores the system’s concurrent nature, either in the selected bytecode
instructions or at the program symbolic execution level, which is considered as being sequential.

In the same vein, Julia presented in [18] is a static analyzer for Java bytecode based on abstract
interpretation. It was extended in [19] and adapted to analyze Dalvik bytecode and handle specific
features of Android such as event-driven nature, potentially concurrent entry points and dynamic
inflation of graphical views. It applies several static analyses for Android applications’ classcast,
nullness, dead code and termination analysis, but does not track information flow. Multi-threaded
applications were not included in this work and event handlers are executed by a single thread.

Gunadi et al. [20,21] propose an operational semantics of DEX bytecode for certifying
non-interference properties through type system. This study includes a translating process from
Java bytecode semantics developed in [22] to Dalvik bytecode, concluding that if the first type system
guarantees non-interference then its translation into Dalvik bytecode is also typable. Therefore existing
bytecode verifiers for Java could certify non-interference properties of Dalvik bytecode.

Multi-threading programming semantics in applications have lately drawn increasing attention.
Some combine it with event handling [23–25], others consider the main API methods relating to
it [26]. In [24], Kanade proposes a semantic of a combined concurrency model of threads and events.
All the focus in this work goes to the event-driven nature of Android and its relationship with the
application’s threads. As a consequence, all other states that semantics could reach, such as those
resulting from basic instruction execution (method call, jump, return instruction, etc.), have not been
treated. The semantics proposed in [26] were the closest to ours. They cover the main important
Dalvik instructions and handle multi-threading. This paper could be seen an extension of [27], with the
obviously major change of the semantics needed for the concurrent setting and exception handling.
However, thread scheduling was not discussed and thread spawning is left to the virtual machine to
execute in an unpredictable point in time.
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In the same stream of thought, in [28], Chaudhuri presents a formal security study on Android
using operational semantics and a system of types for specific Android constructs. However, semantics
ignore all Java constructs that may appear in Android applications (no class and method modeling), to
focus instead on Android components, intents and all Android-specific features related to it (binding
a service, sending an intent, etc.). This can be seen as a unified formal understanding of security for
users and developers of Android applications to deal with their security concerns.

Some works have focused on other issues of Android such as multi-tasking. For instance, ASM
presented in [29] is a formal model that formalizes all Android elements related to multi-tasking,
such as activities, back stacks and tasks. An Android application is somewhat seen as a collection of
activities with different types that interact with the user through a back stack. ASM has recently
been extended in [30] to capture all the core elements of the multi-tasking mechanism used in
inter-component communication.

Over time, formalization has included the permissions system as well [31–33]. For example,
Bagheri et al. propose in [31] a formal specification for Android application’s permission system
through an ad-hoc specification language called Alloy. It aims to formally specify the behavior
of Android applications, in particular, the mutual interaction between applications based on
permissions and security consequences caused by it or what authors call inter-app permission leakage
vulnerabilities. Almost all Android elements related to inter-app permissions were taken into account
in the formalism. Every application is modeled as a set of components, permissions, intent filters and
vulnerable paths. Similarly, in [33], a formal model of the Android’s permissions is specified in the
theorem prover Coq syntax.

Acteve++ [34] is an automated testing tool for Android Apps. It is based on Acteve [35] but
is improved to support input events and broadcast events in order to achieve higher coverage.
Authors use a non-standard operational semantics that describes the concolic execution of the program.
Semantics describe program execution in response to a sequence of events generated automatically
from an external environment. All other features and instructions that Android handles were neglected
to focus instead on the event-driven paradigm, which we found not expressive enough to model an
Android application. Our operational semantics consider, besides the concurrent feature, a variety
of instructions that models methods invocations, object creation and the whole tree structure of an
application (class, method and fields).

In [36], the authors focused on the low-level interactions with the operating system, by recording
the system calls (syscalls) invoked. To benefit from two levels, the analysis uses generic low-level
syscall traces to reconstruct the high-level semantics. While syscalls analysis offers more security
guarantees, it, in our opinion, complicates the task more. Especially, this information is extracted
from internal interfaces between the Android libraries and the kernel, which may change in the next
versions of Android without notice. In our work, we propose a rich semantics that covers all API calls
at a high level and we consider that it is sufficient to enforce security policies later.

Some studies like those conducted by Stowway [8] and Comdroid [37] for flow analysis directly
analyze the disassembled DEX file for a given application to identify potential component and/or
communication vulnerabilities. Despite the promising results of both tools in analyzing Dalvik
bytecode and Android’s API, proving its soundness and evaluating its efficiency or deficiency is
practically impossible in the absence of formal specification and proof.

Concurrent programming concepts and techniques are widely used in Android in order to
manage different tasks and threads. Our formalism Smali+ consider this important feature that was
neglected before given its complexity. Overall, none of the aforementioned studies, including those
considering multi-threading, offer complete semantics covering all the states that a thread can reach
nor representing all multi-threading essentials. Most of the studies formalizing Dalvik byte code and
handling multi-threading include only the two Dalvik instructions related to monitor use, monitor-enter
and monitor-exit, since Dalvik opcodes encompass only these two instructions with regard to threading.
However, a semantic for an Android program should not be limited to these instructions and must also
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consider instructions related to threads communication, signaling and scheduling. In this paper, we fill
this gap by proposing semantics that incorporate, in addition to Dalvik instructions, a wide range
of API methods covering multi-threading essentials formulated in macro instructions for the sake of
simplicity. In comparison with all test-based approaches, Smali+ is based on formal methods with
their foundation in mathematical logic, allowing us to achieve rigorous and unambiguous reasoning in
the system specification and proofs, ensuring the system proprieties, while test-based approaches can
only ensure that systems satisfy the requirements for test cases. In sum, the proposed formal language
is expressive enough to enforce security proprieties and to detect security critical APIs (i.e., those
related to sensitive data access such as camera, SMS, telephony and contact list). Its syntax includes
the class fully qualified name for each invoked method facilitating to localize such APIs.

3. Preliminaries

In this section, we present the most essential information for Smali. First, we present the DVM
architecture and how it affects Smali syntax. Then, we present method invocation and how it affects
Smali registers. Finally, we present Smali special notations for types.

3.1. Registers

Being optimized to run on devices on which resources and processor speed are scarce and the
DVM architecture is register-based. Local variables are assigned to any of the 212 available registers.
A register is used to hold any data value, except for double and long values where each one requires
two registers (64 bits). The Dalvik opcodes operate on the register’s content instead of operating
directly on values and accesses elements on a program stack such as stack-based virtual machines.
Hence, registers allow the DVM to keep track of program evolution while it executes bytecode [38].
Each method in Smali has its own set of registers for each method’s arguments, local variables and
a special register for its return value. We will see later that most of the instructions include source
and destination registers. Smali language denotes each set of registers differently, which allows us to
visually distinguish between the method’s local and argument registers.

The alternate .locals directive specifies the number of local registers used by the method
(non-parameter registers) which is statically known. Local registers in Smali are denoted with
v0, v1, v2, ..., vn, where v0 is the first local register, v1 the second and so on until the last register.
This includes a special register for a method return value that allows passing return values from the
callee back to the caller, which one is denoted by ret.

LocalRegisters = N∪ {ret}
Parameter registers in Smali are denoted by p0, p1, p2, ..., pn. The first parameter for non-static

methods is always the object that the method is being invoked on, in this case p0 holds the object
reference and p1 the second parameter register. For a static method invocation p1 is the first parameter
register. For more details, please see the Method invocation subsection.

The .registers directive specifies the total number of registers in the method. This includes the
registers needed to hold the method parameters, which are stored in the last registers in the method.

Registers = LocalRegisters ∪ ParameterRegisters

3.2. Method Invocation

The DVM conforms to the ARM’s calling convention which is used for low-level code where
parameters, return values, return addresses and scope links are placed in registers. It dictates how
these elements are shared between the caller and the callee. In fact, these two share a part of their
register array so that the caller passes arguments to the callee by setting its parameter registers in the
right order. As for class methods, a lookup procedure starts by searching in the list of all static methods
that belong to the named class, where classes have distinct names and locating the invoked method
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through its signature (i.e., name, argument types and number, and return type). Then, its parameter
registers array is set according to ARM’s calling convention, so that the first argument leads to the first
parameter register p1 and so on until the last argument which identifies the last register for arguments
(n arguments lead to n parameter registers).

In the dynamic invocation case, the class of the object whose method is being called (or recipient
object’s class) is statically unknown, so it is first retrieved from the heap through its reference (see
the semantics section for more details). Then, a lookup procedure searches among the class method
list upwards to its super-class chain, for a method matching the given method signature. Registers
comprise an additional register for the object reference called p0 in Smali code. Hence, the actual
number of parameter registers is p + 1.

Local register contents are initially undefined (registers are untyped in Dalvik), however, its
number is statically known.

3.3. Types in Smali

Smali code has two major classes of types, primitive types and reference types.
A primitive notation in Smali is particular where a single letter specifies each type, for example V

is used for a void type.
Reference types are objects (i.e., class type) and arrays. A class type takes the form

Lpackagename/ClassName; where the leading L indicates that it is a class type, packagename is the
package name path where class ClassName belongs to, whereas ClassName refers to the class name.
For example, a thread object in Smali has the following type: LJava/lang/Thread; which is equivalent to
Java.lang.Thread in Java. Arrays take the form [ Type ( Type which could obviously be a primitive or a
reference). Arrays with multiple dimensions are presented by corresponding number of "[" characters.
For example, a two-dimension arrays of int(s) is presented as follow [[I which is equivalent to int[][] in
Java. Table 1 summarizes different types in Smali.

Table 1. Types in Smali.

Primitive Types

B byte
C char
F float
I int
J long
S short
V void
Z boolean

Reference Types

Lpackagename/Classname; Object
[... Object or Primitives Array

4. Operational Semantics for a Single-Threaded Application

4.1. Notations

Throughout the paper, we use the following notations:

• A :: B :: C to designate a stack, where A is the top-most value of the stack, B is the underlying
element and C is the remaining portion of the stack. An empty stack is presented by ε.

• ⊥ to denote any undefined value.
• dom( f ) is domain of a function f . The notation dom[ f �→ x] expresses the domain dom where the

value of a function f is updated to x.
• f [x �→ y] expresses the function f where value x maps to y so f (x) = y.
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4.2. Syntax

Table 2 provides basic syntactic categories as well as the selected instructions syntax.
A package of a disassembled DEX bytecode format is specified by a name pck and sequences of

classes. In our formal model, we consider that a package consists only of classes that correspond to
.Smali files (Androidmanifest file and the rest of XML files are not considered in our formalization).

Table 2. Smali+: sequential execution.

(Package) Pckg ::= .package pck {Cl∗}

(Class definition) Cl ::= .class (Acc-flg∗) C f n .super Sc .implements Int f ∗ {Fld∗, Mtd∗}

(Super class ) Sc ::= C f n | 

(Interface definition) Int f ::= .interface (Acc-flg∗) In f .super Sin f ∗ {CstFld∗, MtdSign∗}

(Super interface ) Sin f ::= In f

(Field definition) Fld ::= .field (Acc-flg)∗ f : τ

(Constant Field definition) CstFld ::= .field public final static f : τ

(Method definition) Mtd ::= .method (Acc-flg)∗ MtdSign .locals loc {Label Inst∗}

(Method signature) MtdSign ::= m (τ1, ...τn) retτ

(Access flags) Acc-flg ::= public | private | protected | final | ...

(Labeled Instruction) LabeI Inst ::= i Inst

(Label) i ::= int

(Instructions) Inst ::= goto i (unconditional jump)

| move Des Src (move from source to destination)

| binop⊕ v v1 v2 (binary operation)

| unop� v v1 (unary operation)

| if <© v1 v2 i (conditional jump)

| new-instance v C f n (object creation)

| invoke-static C f n MtdSig v∗ (static method invocation)

| invoke-instance vre f MtdSig v∗ (instance method invocation)

| return v (retrun from non-void method )

| return-void (retrun from a void method )
(Destination register) Des ::= v (register name)

| vre f . f (instance field)

| C f n. f (static field)

(Source register) Src ::= Des | Cst (des or constant)

(Operators) ⊕ ::= + | - |... (binary operator)

� ::= ¬ |++|... (unary operator)

<© ::= <|>|... (comparison operator)

(Program counter) i ::= int

(Num. of loc. registers )loc ::= int

(Local registers name) v ::= string

(Parameter registers name) p ::= string

(Constant) Cst ::= Single (constant)

(Type) τ ::= Prim | Re f

Prim ::= Single | Double

Re f ::= C f n | ArrayType

ArrayType ::= ArrayTSingle | ArrayTDouble

ArrayTSingle ::= array (Single | Re f )

ArrayTDouble ::= array Double

Single ::= boolean | char | byte | short | int | float

Double ::= long | double

(ReturnType) retτ ::= τ | V

(Names) Cfn ::= Lpackagename/c (class full name)

Inf ::= Lpackagename/it f (interface full name)

pck, c, it f , f , m ::= String (package, class, interface, field and method names)
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A class Cl definition includes its access flags Acc-flg, which is a keyword defining the class
visibility, a fully qualified class name C f n that indicates the class package path name followed by
the class name c (we assume an unlimited supply of distinct names). This includes also its direct
super-class fully qualified name (a single inheritance). 
 is applied to classes without super-classes
such as the Object class and the Thread class, and finally a set of implemented interfaces Int f , fields
Fld and methods Mtd.

An interface is specified by its fully qualified name In f , access flags Acc-flg, a set of
super-interfaces Sin f , its abstract methods (which consist of their method signatures) and constant
fields. A field definition comprised its name f , its access flags and a type τ (which could be a primitive
for static fields or a class type for instance fields ). A method definition includes a set of access
flags that determines its scope, the method signature, the number of local registers it operates on
denoted by loc and a sequence of labeled instructions Inst that present the method body. A method
signature consists of the method name m, argument(s) type τ and a return type retτ which might be a
void, primitive or a class type. In Smali+, we consider a subset of Dalvik instructions being selected
based on results of a study of 1700 Android applications, carried out to determine what instructions
and language features are most often used in typical applications [16,17]. In fact, Dalvik bytecode
comprises 218 instructions [39]. We bring some modification to the selected instructions that does
not affect the expressive power of Dalvik language. In contrast, it simplifies the representation of our
semantics. For example, in Dalvik we find 13 variants of the move instruction that are semantically
similar, we model this group of instructions by only one move instruction.

In our formal model, we consider instructions expressing the unconditional and conditional jump
with, respectively, goto and if <© instructions. A move instruction to move values from source Src to
destination Des. A destination may be a register name v, an instance field vre f . f or a static field C f n. f ,
whereas a source Src may be any of these elements beside constants cst. We consider also instructions
expressing the creation of a new object of a class C f n, a return from a void and non-void method with
new-instance, return-void and return instructions, respectively. Method invocation refers to the method
name, argument types and number, return type and registers. For methods class that are dynamically
dispatched, it includes in addition to that a register holding the recipient object reference.

4.3. Semantics

Table 3 defines the domains used by our operational semantics. In fact, each application has at
least one thread that defines the code path of execution and all of the code will be processed along the
same code path if there is no other created thread. Hereafter, we suppose a single-threaded execution,
a simple programming model with deterministic execution order, which means that an instruction has
to wait for all preceding instructions to finish prior to being processed. We model such execution with a
local configuration denoted by σ. It models the full state of a single-threaded program. It includes a call
stack Cs, a heap H and a static heap S. A call stack allows keeping track of all information concerning
methods invoked in the program. It is initially empty and presented as a sequence of method frames.
A method frame Fm is a triplet consisting of a method name m, a program counter i for execution
progress, both determine the program point in the invoked method and finally a register array R
mapping register names (parameters, locals and return) to values. We adopt the same notations for
registers used in Smali, as explained in the Registers subsection. Therefore, we have a set of registers
for the method parameters and a set for the method local variables. Local registers content are initially
undefined denoted by ⊥. The top of the call stack represents the currently executing method’s frame.
Values can be either primitives or heap locations. A heap H map locations (we suppose an arbitrary
number of unique locations) to objects Obj or arrays Arr. Objects record their class and a mapping
from (class) fields to values, whereas arrays record the array type and its values. Finally, the static heap
S is a mapping from static (class) field names to their values. Fields are annotated with their type used
for initialization, to determine the default values of each primitive type (see Table 4). This annotation
is omitted when it is unneeded.
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The relation σ
m(i)−−→ σ′ models evolution of a starting configuration σ into a new σ′ as the result

of a computation step. m(i) represents the program point, which corresponds to the instruction at a
position i in a specified method m, always for the top-most method frame of the call stack in σ.

To illustrate the semantics, we present in Table 5 the semantic rules for instructions presented in
Table 2.

Table 3. Semantic domains.

(Local configuration) σ ::= < Cs, H, S >
(Call stack) Cs ::= ε | Fm | Cs :: Cs
(Method frame) Fm ::= < m, i, R >
(Registers array) R ::= (Rg → Val)∗
(Registers names) Rg ::= v∗ ∨ p∗ ∨ ret
(Heap) H ::= ε | (l → (Obj | Arr))∗
(Object) Obj ::= {|C f n; ( fτ → Val)∗|}
(Array) Arr ::= ArrayType [∗ Val
(Static Heap) S ::= ε | (C f n. fτ → Val)∗
(Values) Val ::= τ | l | ⊥
(Local register) v ::= string
(Parameter register) p ::= string
(Return register) ret ::= string
(location) l ::= heap locations | null

Table 4. Default values of primitive types.

int 0

long 0|
short 0
char ’\u0000’
byte (byte) 0
float 0.0f

double 0.0d
object null

boolean(int) false (0)
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These rules are as follows. The rule Rgoto updates the program counter to the specified one
unconditionally. Rules related to a move instruction from source to destination use an evaluation
function 〚-〛 that evaluates a destination or a source under the current configuration σ, except for
registers. In this case, for the sake of being simple, we use directly R(v) always from the top-most
method frame of the call stack in σ since 〚v〛 is equivalent to R(v). Constants are evaluated to themselves
whereas static and instance fields are evaluated based on static S and dynamic H heaps, respectively,
obviously under the current configuration σ. The rule Rmv-reg evaluates the source sub-expression
and then updates the destination register content in the register array. Rules Rmv-insf and Rmv-Sf
update instance and static field, respectively, by the content of the source register. Rule Rmv-cst is quite
straightforward. That is, after evaluating the source to constant, it updates the destination register
content by the constant value.

Rule Rnew-ins creates a new object in the heap by reserving a memory with a new fresh location
l, loading the class that is instantiated from and initialing its static fields, each by its default value
according to Table 4. Once created, it returns the newly allocated object by pushing its heap location in
a destination register v.

Rules Rb-op and Ru-op compute a binary or unary expression, respectively, and store the results in
the destination register. Rules Rif-true and Rif-false models conditional jump. If the guard is evaluated to
true, it branches to the targeted program counter (Rif-true), otherwise the program counter is advanced
to the next instruction (Rif-false). In rules Rinv-st and Rinv-dy, a lookup function is called to look up for the
appropriate method. In the dynamic case, the method class is retrieved from the heap through object
location l which is passed to the register vre f . In both rules, a new method frame structure is pushed
on the top of the call stack. It includes the method name, a count program set to 0 and a register array
R′ set as explained in the subsection Method invocation. Notice that here we increment the program
counter of the caller by one to restart from the correct instruction once the callee returns.

A lookup method searches for a method matching the given method signature (m(τ1, ...τn)
loc−→ τ)

in the given class full name and upwards to its super-class chain. Once located, it returns the method
signature with the number of its local registers. We assume that the identified class and method exist
in the package and class ancestry, respectively, with an array of local registers. Moreover, we admit
that all verification checks are performed by the DVM. For instance it is verified that the method can
be legally accessed by the class. Thus, the invoke instructions Rinv-st and Rinv-dy are safe to execute.

lookup(MtdSign, C f n) =

{
m(τ1, ...τn)retτ loc i f m ∈ C f n

lookup(MtdSign, C f n.Sc) else

Rules Rret-nv and Rret-v pop the top frame from the call stack and pass on the return value from
the callee back to the caller through its return register ret. Notice that, in the case of a void method, the
return value must be moved to ret by the callee before the return-void instruction.

5. Operational Semantics for a Multi-Threaded Program

Results shown in [17] have highlighted multi-threading as a widely used feature in Android
applications with 90.18% including a reference to Java/lang/Thread and 88% using monitors.
An important rate that motivates us to take this feature into account in our formalization in order to
develop a complete semantic.

5.1. Syntax

Here, we consider multi-threaded programs. Multi-threading semantics include single-threaded
semantics for each running thread separately. Threads in the same DVM interact and synchronize
using shared objects and monitors associated with these objects. In order to give a full account of
Java concurrency, we consider instructions related to this aspect. We define macro-instructions that
cover methods of the Java Thread API [40] which are start for thread spawning and join for joining a
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referenced thread. We also define macro-instructions that cover several methods of the Java Object
API [41] related to thread signaling such as notify, notifyAll and to synchronization such as wait. We
also give the semantics of Dalvik instructions related to threads synchronization and monitors with
the instructions monitor-enter and monitor-exit. All instructions syntax are illustrated in Table 6.

Table 6. Smali+: concurrent instructions.

Inst ::= start vre f (start the thread in vre f )
| monitor-enter vre f (acquire the monitor for object in v)
| monitor-exit vre f (release the monitor for object in v)

| join vre f (join the thread in vre f )
| wait vre f (release object’s monitor in vre f and suspend current thread)
| notify vre f (notify one thread from those waiting on object’s monitor in vre f )
| notifyAll vre f (notify all threads waiting on object’s monitor in vre f )

5.2. Semantics

An overall configuration Σ =< Cs, Srbl , H, S > models the full state of an Android application in
its low-level implementation. It presents a multi-threading program configuration including as first
attribute a running thread’s call stack Cs, a set of runnable threads Srbl , a heap H and a static heap S.

• Each thread in the program has a call stack Cs for methods being invoked, their arguments and
local variables, with the same syntax used in Table 3.

• Srbl is a set of pending threads. Each thread is presented by its call stack for method invoked
information, plus a special register p0 holding the thread reference. Threads in this set are in a
“runnable” state (i.e., waiting to be selected by the scheduler).

• H and S are dynamic and static heaps which are shared between all threads in the program and
have the same semantics domain used for the single-threaded program in Table 3.

A new semantic domain for multi-threaded program is provided in Table 7. Some changes are
applied to the object definition. It includes a new fields acq which indicates if the object’s monitor is
acquired by another thread. If this is the case, acq will contain this thread’s reference, otherwise it will
contain an undefined value ⊥ since an object cannot be reserved by more than one thread at once, at
a given time. Sblck is a set of blocked threads waiting for the object’s monitor to be released. Swait is
a set of threads pending notification (threads that executed the wait instruction). The initial state of
a new instance object, in a multi-threading context, will be initialized as seen in the single-threaded
environment (with default values). New attributes are initialized as follows:

- acq �→ ⊥ initialized to an undefined value, which means that initially the object is in a free state
and could be acquired by a given thread.

- Sblck �→ ∅, an empty set of blocked threads, which means that initially there is no thread waiting
for the monitor to be released.

- Swait �→ ∅, an empty set of waiting to be notified threads.

A class Cl is a Thread class if and only if it is an instance of a Thread class (⊥=Thread), which
means that its super class Sc is either the Thread top class path (C f n = LJava/lang/Thread) or another
class that it is extended from this class. Each thread object has a Boolean finished field indicating
whether the thread has completed its execution or not, a mapping from a group of threads to a set
of threads call stacks, it contains a set of threads waiting to join this thread and an attribute called
state indicating the current state of the thread. Each thread has a run method. Thread attributes are
initialized as follows:

- f inished �→ f alse.
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- Sjoin �→ ∅, an empty set of join threads, which means that initially there is no thread waiting to
join the current thread.

- state = ⊥.

Table 7. Semantic domains for a multi-threaded program.

(Global configuration) Σ ::= < Cs, Srbl , H, S >

(Set of runnable threads) Srbl ::= ∅ | Cs | {Srbl , Srbl}

(Object) Obj ::= {|C f n; ( fτ → Val)∗; acq �→ Val; Sblck �→ Sb; Swait �→ Sw|}
(A thread Object) th ::= {|C f n; ( fτ → Val)∗; f inished �→ booelan; Sjoin �→ Sj|}
(Set of blocked threads) Sb ::= ∅ | Cs | {Sb, Sb}

(Set of waiting threads) Sw ::= ∅ | Cs | {Sw, Sw}

(Set of join threads) Sj ::= ∅ | Cs | {Sj, Sj}

(Acquiring field) acq :: f (field name)

(finished field) f inished :: f (field name)

(Groups names) Swait, Sblck, Sjoin ::= String

Table 8 provides the semantics of spawning and scheduling threads. Rule Rstart starts a new
thread, which reference is stored in the register vre f . It internally calls the referenced thread’s run()
method that will be executed in this thread separately, once selected. Therefore, a lookup() procedure
for its run method is performed and a separate call stack for a new thread is created with one frame
comprising all information about the thread’s run() method returned by the lookup() function. This
thread moves to a "runnable" state in Srbl . When it gets a chance to execute, its target run() method
will be executed. The actual execution of the launched thread will be managed with the rule Rselect.
Notice that, as expressed by the rule Rstart, the reference of the launched thread is always stored in the
register p0 and we assume that it will remain there for all semantics rules and for all method’s frames
in the thread’s call stack.

Table 8. Multi-threaded semantics: scheduling.

Rstart

m(i) = start vre f

R(vre f ) = l H(l) = {|C f n; ( fτ → Val)∗; f inished �→ f alse; Sjoin �→ Sj|}
lookup(run()V, C f n) = run()V loc

R′ = {(vj)
j<loc �→ ⊥, p0 �→ l} Fm =< @run, 0, R′ >

<<<m,i,R>::Cs ,Srbl ,H,S>
m(i)−−→<<m,i+1,R>::Cs ,Srbl∪{Fm},H,S>

Rselect

selectFrom(Srbl) = [Fm :: Cs, ts] Fm =< m, i, R >

R(po) = l H(l) = {|C f n; ( fτ → Val)∗; f inished �→ f alse; state �→ − Sjoin �→ Sj|}
th′ = {|C f n; ( fτ → Val)∗; f inished �→ f alse; state �→ Running(ts) Sjoin �→ Sj|}

<ε,Srbl ,H,S>
τ−→<Fm ::Cs ,Srbl\{Fm ::Cs},H[l �→th′ ],S>

Rstop

R(po) = l H(l) = {|C f n; ( fτ → Val)∗; f inished �→ f alse; state �→ Running(ts) Sjoin �→ Sj|}
clock() > ts

<<m,i,R>::Cs ,Srbl ,H S>M
τ−→<ε,Srbl∪{Cs},H,S>M

Rules Rselect and Rstop manage threads scheduling. Rule Rselect selects from Srbl one thread
to be executed for a time slice ts. The selected thread’s state will be updated to a “Running(ts)”
state. The thread’s call stack will be removed from the runnable set and placed at the first position
of configuration Σ to start execution. The select(Srbl) function will be based on a CFS scheduler’s
algorithm for scheduling threads in Srbl . It takes into account the thread’s nice values and returns the
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selected thread’s local state presented in its current call stack as well as the time slice allocated to it
for execution.

Rule Rstop stops, in a monitoring mode (i.e., a mode that monitors the execution time given
to each thread), a thread whose allocated time slice to execute a task has expired. We model the
timing aspect in our formalism by the function clock() which represents the scheduler timer to control
running threads.

Synchronization in Dalvik is modeled by the use of monitors with instructions monitor-enter and
monitor-exit. That actually corresponds to the synchronized keyword in Java. A monitor is attached to
an object and could be acquired and released by threads.

The semantics of these two instructions must fulfill two conditions. The first is related to the
mutual exclusive access to shared objects in the heap by different threads. The second relates to the
cooperation between these threads. Cooperation is modeled by a set of threads waiting for notification
when the object is released by another thread. The sole thread running and owning the monitor is in a
critical section. Table 9 presents rules related to synchronization. Monitor-enter semantics represent
a thread trying to access the critical section by acquiring monitor for the object, whose reference is
stored in a register vre f . It first checks if the object is acquired by any other thread. If this is the case,
the current thread will be blocked (mutual exclusive access condition) and added to the object blocking
set Sblck to join other threads (if any) with the same situation (cooperation condition). This case is
modeled by the rule Rblock). Otherwise, the current thread can take ownership of the monitor. The acq
attribute is then updated with this thread’s reference. This thread could resume its execution in the
critical section. This case is modeled with the rule Racq−mnt.

Table 9. Multi-threaded semantics: synchronization.

RAcq−mntr

m(i) =monitor-enter vre f

R(vre f ) = l H(l) = {|C f n; ( fτ → Val)∗; acq �→ ⊥; Sblck �→ Sb; Swait �→ Sw|}
o′ = {|C f n; ( fτ → Val)∗; acq �→ R(p0); Sblck �→ Sb; Swait �→ Sw|}

<<m,i,R>::Cs ,Srbl ,H,S>
m(i)−−→<<m,i+1,R>::Cs ,Srbl ,H[l �→o′ ],S>

Rblock

m(i) =monitor-enter vre f

R(vre f ) = l H(l) = {|C f n; ( fτ → Val)∗; acq �→ l′; Sblck �→ Sb; Swait �→ Sw|}
o′ = {|C f n; ( fτ → Val)∗; acq �→ l′; S′

blck �→ Sb ∪ {< m, i, R >:: Cs}; Swait �→ Sw|}
<<m,i,R>::Cs ,Srbl ,H,S>

m(i)−−→<<m,i,R>::Cs ,Srbl ,H[l �→o′ ],S>

RRls−mntr

m(i) =monitor-exit vre f

R(p0) = l′ R(vre f ) = l H(l) = {|C f n; ( fτ → Val)∗; acq �→ l′; Sblck �→ Sb; Swait �→ Sw|}
o′ = {|C f n; ( fτ → Val)∗; acq �→ ⊥; S′

blck �→ ∅; Swait �→ Sw|}
<<m,i,R>::Cs ,Srbl ,H,S>

m(i)−−→<<m,i+1,R>::Cs ,Srbl∪Sb ,H[l �→o′ ],S>

Rwait

m(i) = wait vre f

R(p0) = l′ R(vre f ) = l H(l) == {|C f n; ( fτ → Val)∗; acq �→ l′; Sblck �→ Sb; Swait �→ Sw|}
o′ = {|C f n; ( fτ → Val)∗; acq �→ ⊥; Sblck �→ ∅; S′

wait �→ Sw ∪ {< m, i, R >:: Cs} |}
<m,i,R>::Cs ,Srbl ,H,S>

m(i)−−→<<m,i,R>::Cs ,Srbl∪Sb ,H[l �→o′ ],S>

Monitor-exit semantics represents a thread that reaches the end of the critical section by releasing
the owned monitor for another thread to take ownership, which perfectly fulfills the cooperation
condition. Rule RRls−mntr provides this semantics, the current thread must first own this object’s
monitor, once this condition is satisfied, the acq attribute is updated to an undefined value (object is
free). Then, all waiting threads in Sblck are removed to the runnable set Srbl . It is up to the scheduler to
select which thread to execute (there is no ordering among the blocked threads).

A thread could voluntarily give up ownership of the monitor before reaching the end of the
critical section by calling the wait() method or by executing the wait instruction. This thread releases
ownership of this monitor and remains in a waiting state (i.e., suspended or inactive until be notified
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by another thread). Rule Rwait provides the semantics of wait instruction. The calling thread must own
this object’s monitor (i.e., must executing wait from inside a synchronized block) then relinquish it.
Once the monitor associated with this object is released, the current thread is placed in the wait set for
this object.

Table 10 presents rules Rnoti f y and Rnoti f yAll expressing the signaling mechanism. Rule Rnoti f y
represents the semantics for waking up a single thread that is waiting for this object’s monitor in the
waiting set Swait. One thread among the set will be chosen randomly by the function random(). This
thread will be moved from the waiting set to the runnable set to be selected later on by the scheduler
and then processed. The rule Rnoti f yAll is similar to the rule Rnoti f y, with the exception that it wakes all
threads in the waiting set, which ones will be moved to the runnable set Srbl . Notice that, rules Rnoti f y
and Rnoti f yAll release in addition to waiting thread(s) set Swait all blocked threads in Sblck. The two sets
have the same privileges with regards to acquiring monitor. In other words, waiting threads have no
precedence over potentially blocked threads that also want to synchronize on this object.

Table 10. Multi-threaded semantics: signaling.

Rnotify

m(i) = notify vre f

R(p0) = l R(vre f ) = l′ H(l′) = {|C f n; ( fτ → Val)∗; acq �→ l; Sblck �→ Sb; Swait �→ Sw|}
random(Sw) = C′

s o′ = {|C f n; ( fτ → Val)∗; acq �→ ⊥; S′
blck �→ ∅; S′

wait �→ Sw \ {C′
s}|}

<<m,i,R>::Cs ,Srbl ,H,S>
m(i)−−→<<m,i+1,R>::Cs ,Srbl∪{C′

s}∪Sb ,H[l′ �→o′ ],S>

RnotifyAll

m(i) = notifyAll vre f

R(p0) = l R(vre f ) = l′ H(l′) = {|C f n; ( fτ → Val)∗; acq �→ l; Sblck �→ Sb; Swait �→ Sw|}
o′ = {|C f n; ( fτ → Val)∗; acq �→ ⊥; S′

blck �→ ∅; S′
wait �→ ∅|}}

<<m,i,R>:::Cs ,Srbl ,H,S>
m(i)−−→<<m,i+1,R>::Cs ,Srbl∪Sw∪Sb ,H[l′ �→o′ ],S>

Table 11 presents semantics of finishing thread and joining instructions. Rules RJoin-exec and
RJoin-wait check if the joined thread has finished its execution, if so, the current thread resumes execution
(RJoin-exec). Otherwise, the rule RJoin-wait is applied. The current running thread is removed into Sjoin
for threads waiting for the same thread to complete its execution (no release by the monitor of the
object is acquired by the running thread here). The rule R f inish ensures that when a thread completes
its execution (i.e., its run() method returns) and releases all waiting threads in Sjoin by moving them to
the runnable set Srbl .

Table 11. Multi-threaded semantics: join.

RJoin-exec

m(i) = join vre f

R(vre f ) = l H(l) = {|C f n; ( fτ → Val)∗; f inished �→ true; Sjoin �→ Sj|}
<<m,i,R>::Cs ,Srbl ,H,S>

m(i)−−→<<m,i+1,R>::Cs ,Srbl ,H,S>

Rjoin-wait

m(i) = join vre f

R(vre f ) = l H(l) = {|C f n; ( fτ → Val)∗; f inished �→ f alse; Sjoin �→ Sj|}
o′ = {| C f n; ( fτ → Val)∗; f inished �→ f alse; S′

join �→ Sj ∪ {< m, i, R >:: Cs} |}
<<m,i,R>::Cs ,Srbl ,H,S>

m(i)−−→<<m,i,R>::Cs ,Srbl ,H[l �→o′ ],S>

R f inish

@run(i) =return-void

R(p0) = l H(l) = {|C f n; ( fτ → Val)∗; f inished �→ f alse; Sjoin �→ Sj|}
o′ = {|C f n; ( fτ → Val)∗; f inished �→ true; S′

join �→ ∅|}
<<@run,i,R>::ε,Srbl ,H,S>

@run(i)−−−−→<ε,Srbl∪Sj ,H[l �→o′ ],S>

6. Practical Aspects

We give, hereafter, some practical aspects of Smali+ through an example. For the sake of simplicity
and due to the space limitation, we only present an illustration of a single-threaded program in Smali+

that includes various important instructions such as method call, return, static and instance field
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update, etc. As shown in Table 12, the program is sequential and consists of two classes c1 and c2
belonging to the same package called p. Figure 3 shows the initial configuration. We show in detail,
through this example, how the rules are applied and how the configuration evolves in every step. Each
rule is followed by the resulting configuration.

Table 12. Smali+ program.

.class public Lp/c2 .super c1 { .class public Lp/c1 .super ⊥ {

.field public x: int .field public a: LJava/lang/String

.field public y: char .field public b: int

.method public static m1()V .locals 3 { .field private final c: char
... .method public static m2(int,char)char .locals

2 {

5 move v1 30 ... ...
6 goto 10
... ...
10 invoke-static Lp/c1 m2(int, char)char v0, v1

11 move c2.x v0

12 new-instance v2 Lp/c1 ... ...
13 move v2.b v1 18 return v1

... ... }
}

Cs

< m1, 5, R >

H S

Lp/c2 public x 0
public y ’\u0000’

Lp/c1 public a null
private b 0
pv/final c ’\u0000’

R v0 v1 v2 ret
5 ⊥ ⊥ ⊥

R’ v0 v1 ret
⊥ ⊥ ⊥

Figure 3. Initial configuration.

The first table corresponds to the call stack Cs, which is the current method frame. The second
table corresponds to an empty heap H and the last two tables correspond to the register arrays for
methods m1 and m2, respectively.

The first Smali+ instruction to execute is the move instruction labeled with 5. It is a constant
displacement, so the rule Rmv-cst applies. Since constants are evaluated to themselves, the register v1

for m1 locals registers is updated by the constant value and the program counter is incremented.

Rmv-cst

m1(5) = move v1 30

〚30〛= 30

<<m1,5,R>::Cs ,H,S>
m1(5)−−−→<<m1,6,R[v1 �→30]>::Cs ,H,S>

Cs

< m1, 6, R >

H S

Lp/c2 public x 0
public y ’\u0000’

Lp/c1 public a null
private b 0
pv/final c ’\u0000’

R v0 v1 v2 ret
5 30 ⊥ ⊥

R′ v0 v1 ret
⊥ ⊥ ⊥

The next instruction corresponds to the unconditional jump goto. The rule Rgoto so applies to
update the program counter by the instruction labeled with 10.

Rgoto

m1(6) = goto 10

<<m1,6,R>::Cs ,H,S>
m1(6)−−−→<<m1,10,R>::Cs ,H,S>

m1(10) is an invocation of a static method. Rule Rinv-st so applies. A new frame for the called method
is pushed on top of Cs and the counter program in the caller method frame is incremented.
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Cs

< m1, 10, R >

H S

Lp/c2 public x 0
public y ’\u0000’

Lp/c1 public a null
private b 0
pv/final c ’\u0000’

R v0 v1 v2 ret
5 30 ⊥ ⊥

R′ v0 v1 ret
⊥ ⊥ ⊥

Rinv-st

m1(10) =invoke-static Lp/c1 m2(int, char)char v0, v1

lookup(m2(int, char)char, Lp/c1) = m2(int, char)char 2

R′ = {v0 �→ ⊥, v1 �→ ⊥, p1 �→ R(v0), p2 �→ R(v1)}

<<m1,10,R1>::Cs ,H,S>
m1(10)−−−−→<<m2,0,R′>::<m1,11,R>::Cs ,H,S>

Cs

< m2, 0, R′ >
< m1, 11, R >

H S

Lp/c2 public x 0
public y ’\u0000’

Lp/c1 public a null
private b 0
pv/final c ’\u0000’

R v0 v1 v2 ret
5 30 ⊥ ⊥

R′ v0 v1 p1 p2 ret
⊥ ⊥ 5 30 ⊥

After some execution steps, we suppose that the register v1 in m2 is updated by a new value "CA"
and the current instruction to execute is labeled with 18 in m2.

Cs

< m2, 18, R′ >
< m1, 11, R >

H S

Lp/c2 public x 0
public y ’\u0000’

Lp/c1 public a null
private b 0
pv/final c ’\u0000’

R v0 v1 v2 ret
5 30 ⊥ ⊥

R′ v0 v1 p1 p2 ret
⊥ CA 5 30 ⊥

The instruction m2(18) is a return from a non-void method m2, so the rule Rret-nv applies. The
top frame of Cs is popped and the return value is passed from the callee back to the caller through its
return register ret.

Rret-nv

m2(18) = return v1

<<m2,18,R′>::<m1,11,R>::Cs ,H,S>
m2(18)−−−−→<<m1,11,R[ret �→R′(v1)]>::Cs ,H,S>

Cs

< m1, 11, R >

H S

c2 public x 0
public y ’\u0000’

c1 public a null
private b 0
pv/final c ’\u0000’

R v0 v1 v2 ret
5 30 ⊥ CA

R′ v0 v1 p1 p2 ret
⊥ CA 5 30 ⊥

The instruction m1(11) is a static field update. So the rule Rmv-sttf so applies to update the indicated
field in the static heap S by the register v0 content.

Rmv-sttf

m1(11) = move Lp/c2.x v0

R(v0) = 5 〚Lp/c2.x 〛=S(Lp/c2.x)

<<m1,11,R>::Cs ,H,S>
m1(11)−−−−→<<m1,12,R>::Cs ,H,S[Lp/c2.x �→5]>

Cs

< m1, 12, R >

H S

Lp/c2 public x 5
public y ’\u0000’

Lp/c1 public a null
private b 0
pv/final c ’\u0000’

R v0 v1 v2 ret
5 30 ⊥ CA

R′ v0 v1 p1 p2 ret
⊥ ⊥ 5 30 ⊥

The instruction m1(12) corresponds to an object creation. The rule Rnew-instance so applies to create
a new instance from the class c1 in the heap H and all fields are initialized according to their types.

Rnew-ins

m1(12) =new-instance v2 Lp/c1

o′ = {|Lp/c1; (a �→ null, b �→ \u0000′ , c �→ \u0000′)} l′ /∈ dom(H)

<<m1,12,R>::Cs ,H,S>
m1(12)−−−−→<<m1,13,R[v2 �→l′ ]>::Cs ,H[l′ �→o′ ],S>

The instruction m1(13) is an instance field update. So the rule Rmv-instf applies. The register
v2 holds the instance location o′ in H. The instance field in o′ is updated with the source register
v1 content.
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Cs

< m1, 13, R >

H

l′ o’
Lp/c1 a null

b 0
c ’\u0000’

S

Lp/c2 public x 5
public y ’\u0000’

Lp/c1 public a null
private b 0
pv/final c ’\u0000’

R v0 v1 v2 ret
5 30 l’ ⊥

R′ v0 v1 p1 p2 ret
⊥ ⊥ 5 30 ⊥

Rmv-instf

m1(13) = move v2.b v1

R(v2) = l′ R(v1) = 30 H(l′) = o′

<<m1,13,i,R>::Cs ,H,S>
m1(13)−−−−→<<m,14,R>::Cs ,H[l′ �→o′ [b �→30],S>

Cs

< m1, 13, R >

H

l′ o’
Lp/c1 a null

b 30
c ’\u0000’

S

c2 public x 5
public y ’\u0000’

c1 public a null
private b 0
pv/final c ’\u0000’

R v0 v1 v2 ret
5 30 l’ ⊥

R′ v0 v1 p1 p2 ret
⊥ ⊥ 5 30 ⊥

7. Discussion

So far, we have proposed a formal language for Android programs called Smali+. Presented in a
BNF notation, Smali+ is a simple language that remains faithful to the original Smali notations and
the .Smali file structure. It contains 12 generalized instructions from 218 Dalvik instructions [39] and
some macros instructions modeling concurrency aspect. These 12 instructions were selected carefully
to highlight Dalvik’s characteristics, such as register-based architecture, assembly-like code for Smali,
methods invocations, monitors, etc. Macro instructions were used for the sake of simplification as well
as to model multi-threading in Android. All the important API methods that affect a thread life-cycle
were considered in Smali+ semantics.

Another important feature that lacks so far in Android application semantics is thread scheduling.
This important aspect, in general, consists in picking a thread for execution and allocating an execution
time to it, depending on its priority, before selecting a new thread to execute and switching the context.
Android applications including their threads adhere to the Linux execution environment. So, threads
are scheduled using the standard scheduler of the Linux kernel, known as a completely fair scheduler
(CFS). On Linux, the thread priority is called a “nice value”. A low nice value corresponds to a high
priority and vice versa. In Android, a Linux thread has niceness values in the range of −20 (most
prioritized) to 19 (least prioritized), with a default niceness of 0 [42]. We exhibited in this work two
rules related to scheduling feature in Android, Rselect and Rstop. In the first rule, we presented a
function select() that plays the same role as the CFS, meaning it selects from runnable threads the most
prioritized thread based on nice values comparison and allocates to it an amount of time for execution.
The second rule stops a thread when the allocated time expires, prior to picking a new one through
Rselect. We mean by “monitoring mode” mentioned in threads scheduling, a monitor that is based on
the CFS algorithm that monitors each thread for each task executed, and we suppose that each rule in
the concurrent context is executing under a monitoring mode. This mode was presented just for Rstop

and omitted in other rules for simplification reasons.
The operational semantics are mainly created to secure Android applications. In fact, we intend

to use these semantics in an upcoming work to check a number of security proprieties to protect
users from rogue applications. Our ultimate goal is to formally reinforce security policies on Android
applications. That is to say, starting from a Smali+ program and a formal specification of a security
policy, we automatically generate a new equivalent secure version of the original program that
respects the security policy. Formally, the approach takes, as input, a Smali+ program P and a formal
specification of a security policy φ and generates, as output, a new version P′ that respects φ. The new
version of the program preserves all the behavior of the original version, except in cases where the
security policy is on the verge of being violated. This is equivalent to saying that the traces of P′ are
the intersection of traces accepted by φ and traces of P. It is formally modeled by (1).

P′ = P ∩ φ (1)
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Security policies will be enforced through a program-rewriting approach that combines static
and dynamic approaches. It rewrites the program statically, according to a given security property,
then generates a new executable version that satisfies this property. Security modifications or tests are
added at well-calculated points in the program to force the latter to conform to the security property
during execution. In other words, the untrusted code will be transformed into a self-monitoring code
that will be exploded at specific points in the program. The rewritten version should be equivalent
but more restrictive than the original so that it will be able to avoid potentially dangerous operations
before they occur.

Reinforced security properties will obviously be specific to malware and attacks threatening
Android applications, such as sensitive information leakage, which could be SMS contents, call logs,
contact information or geographical location or Android financial malware, which exploit the premium
services to incur financial loss to the user for the benefit of the attacker, for example, by calling or
texting to premium-rate numbers without the user’s consent and privilege escalation attacks [43].
Therefore, all mediums that could be exploited for this kind of malware, such as Internet access,
system services access including SMS, contact, telephony, Bluetooth, Global Positioning System (GPS)
as well as APIs resulted from inter-application communication, will be checked through security
policies. Such APIs will be easily located in Smali+, since it provides for each invocation the class fully
qualified name.

8. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a formal operational semantics for Smali, an assembly-like
code generated form reverse engineering Android applications. We called the new formal language
Smali+. Smali+ covers the semantics of a large subset of the main Dalvik instructions as well as
many important aspects related to multi-threading programming which are rarely considered in the
state-of-the-art works of Android applications. This formal model is meant to be an environment to
run formal verification of applications. Broader work consisting in techniques to reinforce the security
of Android applications using this formalism is currently underway. We are deeply convinced that
this will be of great help in analyzing the security of Android applications and verifying their hidden
functions affecting users’ privacy as well as protecting users from malicious actions.
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Abstract: This paper shows a Novel Low Processing Time System focused on criminal activities
detection based on real-time video analysis applied to Command and Control Citizen Security Centers.
This system was applied to the detection and classification of criminal events in a real-time video
surveillance subsystem in the Command and Control Citizen Security Center of the Colombian
National Police. It was developed using a novel application of Deep Learning, specifically a Faster
Region-Based Convolutional Network (R-CNN) for the detection of criminal activities treated as
“objects” to be detected in real-time video. In order to maximize the system efficiency and reduce the
processing time of each video frame, the pretrained CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) model
AlexNet was used and the fine training was carried out with a dataset built for this project, formed by
objects commonly used in criminal activities such as short firearms and bladed weapons. In addition,
the system was trained for street theft detection. The system can generate alarms when detecting
street theft, short firearms and bladed weapons, improving situational awareness and facilitating
strategic decision making in the Command and Control Citizen Security Center of the Colombian
National Police.

Keywords: Command and Control Citizen Security Center; Command and Control Information
System (C2IS); crime detection; homeland security

1. Introduction

Colombia is a country with approximately 49 million inhabitants, 77% of which live in cities [1],
and as in many Latin American countries, some Colombian cities suffer from insecurity. To face this
situation and guarantee the country’s sovereignty, the Colombian government has public security
forces formed by the National Army, the National Navy and the Air Force, which have the responsibility
to secure the borders of the country as well as ensure its sovereignty. Additionally, the Colombian
National Police has the responsibility of security in the cities and of fighting against crime.

To ensure citizen security, the Colombian National Police has a force of 180,000 police officers,
deployed across the national territory and several technological tools, such as Command and Control
Information Systems (C2IS) [2,3] that centralize all the strategic information in real time, improving
situational awareness [2,3] for making strategic decisions [3,4], such as the location of police officers and
mobility of motorized units.

The C2IS centralizes the information in a physical place called the Command and Control Citizen
Security Center (in Spanish: Centro de Comando y Control de Seguridad Ciudadana), where under
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a strict command line, the information is received by the C2IS operators and transmitted to the
commanders of the National Police to make the most relevant operative decisions in the shortest time
possible (Figure 1).

 

Figure 1. Command and Control Citizen Security Center, Colombian National Police.

The C2IS shows georeferenced information using a Geographic Information System (GIS) of
several subsystems [5], such as crime cases reported by emergency calls, the position of the police
officers in the streets and real-time video from the video surveillance system [6].

However, this technological system has a weakness in the Video Surveillance Subsystem because
of the discrepancy between the number of security cameras in the Colombian cities and the system
operators, which hinders the detection of criminal events. In other words, there are many more cameras
than system operators can handle, meaning that the video information arrives at the Command and
Control Citizen Security Center but it cannot be processed fast enough by the police commanders, and
as such, they cannot take the necessary tactical decisions.

Bearing this in mind, this paper shows a Low Processing Time System focused on criminal
activities detection based on real-time video analysis applied to a Command and Control Citizen
Security Center. This system uses a novel method for detecting criminal actions, which applies an
object detector based on Faster Region-Based Convolutional Network (R-CNN) as a detector of criminal
actions. This innovative application of Faster R-CNN as a criminal action detector was achieved
by training and adjusting the system for criminal activities detection using data extracted from the
Command and Control Center of the Colombian National Police.

This novel method automates the detection of criminal events captured by the video surveillance
subsystem, generating alarms that will be analyzed by the C2IS operators, improving situational
awareness of the police commanders present at the Command and Control Citizen Security Center.

2. Related Work in Crime Events Video Detection

In computer vision, there are many techniques and applications which could be relevant for the
operators of the C2IS of the National Police, for instance, the detection of pedestrians, the detection of
trajectories, background and shadow removing [7], and facial biometrics.

There are already several approaches to detect crimes and violence in video analysis, as shown
by [8–11]. However, the Colombian National Police does not implement any method for the specific
case of the detection of criminal events. The available solutions are not applicable because most of
the cameras of the video surveillance system installed in Colombian cities are mobile (Pan–Tilt–Zoom
Dome), which makes it difficult to use conventional video analysis techniques focused on human action
recognition because most of these methods are based on trajectory [12–15] or movement analysis [16–18]
and camera movements interfere with these kinds of studies.
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Owing to this, we decided to explore innovative techniques independent of the abrupt movement of
video cameras, which perform a frame-by-frame analysis without independence between video frames.

Bearing this in mind, we discarded all the techniques based on trajectory detection and used
prediction filters or metadata included in the video files, focusing on techniques that could take
advantage of hardware’s capabilities for parallel processing. As such, the criminal events detection
system was developed using Deep Learning techniques.

Taking into account the technological developments of recent years, Deep Learning has become
the most relevant technology for video analysis and has an advantage over the other technologies
analyzed for this project: each video frame is analyzed and processed independently of all the others
without temporary interdependence, which makes Deep Learning perfect for video analysis from
mobile cameras such as those used in this project.

To choose the Deep Learning Models, we studied factors such as the processing time of each
video frame, accuracy and model robustness. Therefore, several detection techniques were studied,
such as R-CNN (Region-Based Convolutional Network) [19], YOLO (You Only Look Once) [20], Fast
R-CNN (Fast Region-Based Convolutional Network) [21,22] and Faster R-CNN (Faster Region-Based
Convolutional Network) [23,24] (Table 1). After analyzing the advantages and disadvantages of each
technique, Faster R-CNN was chosen to implement the system for criminal events detection in the
system for the C2IS of the National Colombian Police due to the fact that it has an average timeout
that was 250 times faster than R-CNN and 25 times faster than Fast R-CNN [22,25,26]. Furthermore, in
recent work, models based on two stages like Faster R-CNN have had better accuracy and stability
than models based on regression like YOLO [27,28] and SSD, which is of great importance because in
this work, a novel application focused in action detection was given to an object detector model.

Table 1. Deep Learning object detection models relative comparison.

Object Detector Model Average Accuracy
Average Processing

Time

Model Deployment
Level (Number of

Works Related)

R-CNN High High Medium
Fast R-CNN High Medium Medium

Faster R-CNN Very High Very Low Very High
SSD Very High Very Low Very High

YOLO Very High Very Low Very High

Analyzing real-time video frame-by-frame is a task with a very high computational cost. This is
considerable taking into account the sheer amount of video cameras surveillance systems available in
Colombian cities. Therefore, it is necessary that each video frame has a low computational cost and
processing time to secure a future large-scale implementation.

With this in mind, several previous studies have been studied where real-time video is analyzed
with security applications. Among these studies, one stands out [29], in which the authors performed
video analysis from a video surveillance system using the Caffe Framework [30] and Nvidia cuDNN [31]
without using a supercomputer. Another study that demonstrated the high performance of Faster
R-CNN for video analysis in real time is [32], in which the video was processed at a rate of 110 frames
per second. Another interesting study is [33], in which the authors made a system based on Faster
R-CNN for the real-time detection of evidence in crime scenes. One last study to highlight is [34],
in which the authors created an augmented reality based on Faster R-CNN implementation using a
gaming laptop.

Other authors have carried out related relevant research, such as [35], in which fire smoke
was detected from video sources; [36], which showed a fire detection system based on artificial
intelligence; [37], which detected terrorist actions on videos; [38,39], that showed novel applications to
object detection; [40,41], that showed an excellent tracking applications; [42] in which a Real-Time video
analysis was made from several sources with interesting results in object tracking; [43] which proposed
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a secure framework for IoT Systems Using Probabilistic Image Encryption; [44] which showed an
Edge-Computing Video Analytics system deployed in Liverpool, Australia; [45] where GPUs and
Deep Learning were used for traffic prediction; [46] where a video monitor and a radiation detector in
nuclear accidents were shown; [47] where an Efficient IoT-based Sensor Big Data system was detailed.

In addition to these, recently, interesting applications of Faster R-CNN have also been published,
for example in [48], a novel application of visual questions answering by parameter prediction using
Faster R-CNN was presented, [49] showed a modification of Faster R-CNN for vehicles detection
which improves detection performance, in [50], a face detection application was presented in low light
conditions using two-step Faster R-CNN processing, first detecting bodies and then detecting faces, [51]
showed an application to detect illicit objects such as fire weapons and knives, analyzing terahertz
imaging using Faster R-CNN as an object detector and [52] showed a Faster R-CNN application for the
detection of insulators in high-power electrical transmission networks.

As shown previously, Deep Learning includes a variety of techniques in computer vision, which
are suitable for the development of this work.

3. Novel Low Computational Cost Method for Criminal Activities Detection Using One-Frame
Processing Object Detector

In many cases, the detection and recognition of human actions (like criminal actions) is done by
analysis of movement [16–18,53,54] or trajectories [12–15], which implies the processing of several
video frames. Nevertheless, when the video camera is mobile, it is very difficult to carry out the
trajectory or movement analysis because camera movements may introduce noise to the trajectories or
movements to be analyzed. In addition, in a Smart City application, the number of cameras could be
hundreds or thousands, so motion or trajectories analysis involves processing several video frames for
each detection, which would multiply the computational cost of a possible solution. It is necessary to
analyze mobile cameras with the minimum computational cost possible because, in the Command and
Control Citizen Security Center, thousands of cameras are pan–tilt–zoom domes and this makes it very
difficult to perform a motion or trajectory analysis to detect criminal activities. On the other hand,
since there are thousands of cameras, the computational cost becomes an extreme relevant factor.

For this reason, hours of video of criminal activities were studied and it was noted that all criminal
activities have a characteristic gesture, such as threatening someone; therefore, we set out to analyze this
characteristic gesture as an “object” so that it could be detected using techniques that are independent
of camera movements and process only one video frame.

With this in mind, we propose a novel system called “Video Detection and Classification System
(VD&CS)” in which Faster R-CNN is used in a hybrid way to detect objects used in criminal actions
and criminal characteristic gestures treated as “objects”. Considering that criminal actions always
have fixed gestures such as threatening the victim, it is possible to consider that this criminal action
can be understood by the system as an “object”. This novel application has the potential to reduce
the computational cost because only one video frame will be processed, compared to other action
detection methods that must analyze several video frames [12–18,53,54]. With this novel method in
mind, we proceeded with the system design and training.

3.1. Video Detection and Classification System (VD&CS)

The system proposed is based on a Faster Region-Based Convolutional Network (Faster R-CNN),
involves two main parts: a region proposal network (RPN) and a Fast R-CNN [23] and it was developed
using Matlab.

3.1.1. Region Proposal Network

The RPN is composed of a classifier and a regressor, and its aim is to predict whether, in a certain
image region, a detectable object will exist or will be part of the background, as is shown in [23].
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Regions of interest comprise short firearms, bladed weapons and street thefts, which are criminal
actions but will be treated as objects in the training process.

In this case, the pre-trained CNN model AlexNet [55] was used as the core of the RPN. This CNN
model is made up of Convolution layers, ReLU, Cross Channel Normalization layers, Max Pool layers,
Fully Connected layers and Softmax layers, as shown in Figure 2.

 

Figure 2. AlexNet Convolutional Neural Network Layers [55].

Figure 3 shows AlexNet used as RPN core. It has less layers than models like VGG16 [56],
VGG19 [56], GoogleNet [57] or ResNet [58]. Hence, AlexNet has a lower computational cost and
requires less processing time per video frame [22] (further implementation details are provided in
Section 5).

 

Figure 3. Video Detection and Classification System (VD&CS): Region Proposal Network (RPN).

3.1.2. Fast Region-Based Convolutional Network

Fast R-CNN acts as a detector that uses the region proposals made by the RPN and also uses
AlexNet (Figure 2) as the CNN of the core model to detect regions of interest for the system, which are
short firearms, bladed weapons and street thefts (Figure 4).

 

Figure 4. VD&CS: fast R-CNN.
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3.1.3. Faster Region-Based Convolutional Network

Finally, RPN and Fast R-CNN are joined, forming a Faster R-CNN system (Figure 5) with the
capacity of real-time video processing using AlexNet (Figure 2) as core.

 

Figure 5. VD&CS: faster R-CNN.

3.2. VD&CS: Training Process

The system proposed based on Faster R-CNN, was trained using Matlab in a four-stage process,
as outlined below.

3.2.1. Train RPN Initialized with AlexNet Using a New Dataset

At this stage, AlexNet, shown in Figure 2, is retrained inside the RPN, using transfer learning
with a new dataset of 1124 images specially created to train the VD&CS (Figure 6). This dataset was
created by manually analyzing several hours of video taken from the Command and Control Citizen
Security Center and finding criminal actions to extract. The dataset has three classes of interest: short
firearm, bladed weapons and street theft (action as object), and its bound boxes were manually marked
for each image.

 

Figure 6. First stage: RPN training.

To improve the system performance, the training process data argumentation methods were used
and as a result of the training procedure, in this stage, we obtained a feature map of the three classes
mentioned above, from which the RPN is able to make proposals of possible regions of interest.
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3.2.2. Train Fast R-CNN as a Detector Initialized with AlexNet Using the Region Proposal Extracted
from the First Stage

In the second stage, a Fast R-CNN detector was trained using the initialized AlexNet as a starting
point (Figure 7). The region proposals obtained by the RPN in the first stage were used as input to the
Fast R-CNN to detect the three classes of interest.

 

Figure 7. Second stage: Fast R-CNN training.

3.2.3. RPN Fine Training Using Weights Obtained with Fast R-CNN Trained in the Second Stage

With the objective of increasing the RPN success rate, in the third stage, fine training of the RPN
that was trained in the first stage is carried out (Figure 8). In this case, weights obtained from the
training procedure of the Fast R-CNN during the second stage were used as initial values.

Figure 8. Third stage: RPN fine training.

3.2.4. Fast R-CNN Fine Training Using Updated RPN

To improve the accuracy of the Fast R-CNN trained in the second stage, in this last stage, fine
training was carried out using the results of the third stage, as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Fourth stage: Fast R-CNN fine training.

Finally, Figure 10 shows a system capable at generating alarms detecting short weapons, blade
weapons and street theft by analyzing just one video frame, which would reduce the computational
cost compared to models based on analysis of movement or trajectories.

 

Figure 10. VD&CS: criminal activities detection.

3.3. VD&CS: Testing

Once VD&CS was trained, its image processing time and accuracy were measured in order to
evaluate its applicability to real scenarios of real-time video analysis. Two series of 500 images that
were not used for training were used for testing using the same Hardware: MSI GT62VR-7RE with
an Intel Core I7 7700HQ, 16 GB of DDR4 RAM, with a GPU NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 with 8 GB
DDR5 VRAM). Table 2 shows the obtained results. The used performance indicators were the average
processing time per frame, accuracy, undetected event rate, false positive rate and frame rate per
second (FPS).
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Table 2. VD&CS 500 image tests.

Item Tested Results Test 1 Results Test 2

Crime Event Detections 355 367
Failures 145 133

Undetected 87 80
False positive 58 53

Average processing time 0.03 s 0.03 s
FPS (Frames per second) 33 FPS 33 FPS

Undetected event rate 17.4% 16%
False positive rate 11.6% 10.6%

Accuracy 71% 73.4%

According to previous results, the Confusion Matrix (Table 3) shows that VD&CS is useful for
detecting criminal events in real-time video; its accuracy is within the parameters expected of a Faster
R-CNN [23], taking into account that criminal actions were handled as objects within VD&CS, it
confirms that VD&CS can be used for Criminal Activities Detection Applied to Command and Control
Citizen Security Centers.

Table 3. VD&CS confusion matrix.

Predictions

Observations
49.6% (True Positive) 11.6% (False Positive)

17.4% (False Negative) 21.4% (True Negative)

3.3.1. Real-Time Video Testing

Training and tests with real-time video were performed on a laptop MSI GT62VR-7RE with an
Intel Core I7 7700HQ, 16 GB of DDR4 RAM, with a GPU NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 with 8 GB
DDR5 VRAM.

Real-time video testing consisted of two main video sources; the first source contained pre-recorded
videos obtained from the Colombian National Police video surveillance system and the second source
was a set of videos captured in real time by a laptop camera.

In these two scenarios, excellent results were obtained with respect to the processing time of each
image, ranging from 0.03 to 0.05 s. This allows real-time video processing at a rate of 20 to 33 FPS,
which is adequate considering the video sources of the C2IS of Colombian National Police.

Regarding the system accuracy, we checked that it is free of overtraining as the tests done on the
system were performed with images not used in the training process and their results were confirmed
in the confusion matrix and the system accuracy it is within the range expected for a Faster R-CNN;
however, the system is designed to be used in public safety applications, so it always requires human
monitoring because the detections depend on the lighting conditions and the distance of the cameras
to the object, in addition to the success rate of the Faster R-CNN; additionally, in previous studies [22],
authors evaluated other CNN models of a greater depth by choosing AlexNet for its performance
and simplicity.

However, it achieves excellent results in terms of triggering alarms when it detects criminal events,
improving situational awareness in the Command and Control Citizen Security Center of Colombian
National Police.

3.3.2. Computational Cost Comparation

As previously stated, several detection and recognition of human actions techniques consist of
movement or trajectories analysis. These techniques must analyze several video frames to be able to
recognize actions, for example, in [59–61], sets of six to eight images are analyzed to identify actions.
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In order to have computational cost low enough to be deployed in thousands of cameras, VD&CS
just processes one video frame to detect criminal actions, which achieves a low computational cost that
could be deployed in embedded systems or in cloud architecture, reducing high deployment costs.

To analyze the computational cost, different CNN models in the VD&CS core were compared
with another action detection technique proposed in [59]. The results are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. VD&CS computational cost comparation.

Model
Average

Processing Time
GPU

GPU Performance
(Float 32)

Resolution
(Pixels)

VD&CS (AlexNET) 0.03 s Nvidia GTX 1070 MXM 6.738 TFLOPS 704 × 544
VD&CS (VGG-16) 0.23 s Nvidia GTX 1070 MXM 6.738 TFLOPS 704 × 544
VD&CS (VGG-19) 0.28 s Nvidia GTX 1070 MXM 6.738 TFLOPS 704 × 544

T-CNN 0.9 s Nvidia GTX Titan X 6.691 TFLOPS 300 × 400

Therefore, assuming that GPUs have an equivalent performance and scaling the resolution of the
video frames used in the tests, we consider deployments in cities like Bogotá where there are about
2880 Pan–Tilt–Zoom cameras (as of June 2019).

First, we analyzed computational cost measured TeraFlops and depict the variation of
computational costs for processing of 2880 cameras (Figure 11).

Figure 11. VD&CS low processing time system: computational cost comparation.

We also analyzed the Hardware cost and power consumption, assuming a deployment using
Nvidia embedded systems [62] (Figures 12 and 13).
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Figure 12. VD&CS Low Processing Time System: Economical Cost Comparation.

Figure 13. VD&CS Low Processing Time System: Power Consumption Comparation.

As Figures 11–13 show, having thousands of video sources in a Low Processing Time System,
the computational cost is a factor of extreme relevance, since the economic and energy costs could
make the implementation not feasible, and for this reason VD&CS proves be appropriate in a Low
Cost System.

3.4. VD&CS: Final System

Once the process of training and testing are completed, we propose the system shown in Figure 14
to be applied in a larger city architecture.
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Figure 14. VD&CS: System.

In this approach, the VD&CS runs in an environment independent of the operating system because
it can be implemented using any framework or library that supports Faster R-CNN, such as Caffe [30],
cuDNN [31], TensorFlow [63], TensorRT [64], Nvidia DeepStream SDK [65], which uses real-time video
coming from the security cameras and uses GPU computational power to run. Finally, the VD&CS uses
network interfaces to send the generated alarms to the Command and Control Citizen Security Center.

This system is expected to be applied in different scenarios based on cloud architectures or
embedded systems compatible with IoT (Internet of Things) solutions [66,67].

4. Low Processing Time System Applied to Colombian National Police Command and Control
Citizen Security Center

To propose a Low Processing Time System to detect criminal activities based on a real-time video
analysis applied to National Police of Command and Control Citizen Security Center, we must consider
the Colombian Police Command and Control objectives, as detailed below:

Situational awareness: Police commanders must know in detail and real-time the situation of
citizen security in the field, supported by technological tools to make the best tactical decisions and
guarantee the success of police operations that ensure citizen security.

Situation understanding: Improving situational awareness by improving crime detection, allows
police commanders to gain a better understanding of the situation, helping to detect more complex
behaviors of criminal gangs.

Decision making-improvement: Decisions made in the Command and Control Citizen Security
Center can be life or death because many criminal acts involve firearms and violent acts; therefore,
the proposed system will improve decision making because it will provide real-time information to
commanders, improving the effectiveness of police operations.

Agility and efficiency improvement: As mentioned above, decisions made by the police can
mean life or death. Therefore, the improvement offered by the proposed prototype to the agility and
efficiency of police operations relies on information that is unknown by commanders, impeding the
deployment of police officers in critical situations.

4.1. Decentralized Low Processing Time System for Criminal Activities Detection based on Real-time Video
Analysis Applied to the Colombian National Police Command and Control Citizen Security Center

The Command and Control Citizen Security Center is formed of subsystems such as the emergency
call attention system (123), Police Cases Monitoring and Control Information System (SECAD), Video
Surveillance Subsystem and the crisis and command room. Command and Control Citizen Security is
supported by telecom networks that can be owned by the National Police or belong to the local ISP
(Internet Service Provider).
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These subsystems have different types of operators which are in charge of specific tasks such as
monitoring the citizen security video (Operators Video Surveillance system), answering emergency
calls (123 Operators) and assigning and monitoring field cop to police cases (Dispatchers).

Another important part of the Command and Control Citizen Security Center is the crisis and
command room, in which the police commanders make strategic decisions according to their situational
awareness and situation understanding [2].

In this decentralized system, the VD&CS will be implemented in embedded systems with GPU
capability such as Nvidia Jetson [62] or AMD Embedded Radeon™ [68]. Then, it will be installed in
each citizen video surveillance camera, detecting criminal activities locally (Figure 15).

Figure 15. Decentralized Low Processing Time System for criminal activities detection.

After each detection, alarms will be generated and will be sent by a network to the Video
Surveillance Subsystem where operators can take actions to prevent and respond to criminal actions.

4.2. Centralized Low Processing Time System to Criminal Activities Detection Based on Real-Time Video
Analysis Applied to Colombian National Police Command and Control Citizen Security Center

In contrast to the previously decentralized system shown before, in this case, the video will
be processed in a centralized infrastructure with high computational power and GPU capabilities
(Figure 16).
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Figure 16. Centralized Low Processing Time System to criminal activities detection.

The datacenter runs the VD&CS individually for each video signal coming from each of the city
video surveillance cameras, generating alarms when criminal activities are detected, and sends it back
to the Video Surveillance Subsystem through the network, where operators can take actions to prevent
and respond to criminal actions.

5. Possible Implementation and Limitations

Considering that the development of VD&CS was performed on a laptop using Matlab and
Windows 10 and that an image processing rate of 20 to 30 frames per second was obtained, it is feasible
to migrate the VD&CS to an environment with greater efficiency using the libraries optimized for Deep
Learning, such as cuDNN [31], TensorFlow [63], TensorRT [64], Nvidia DeepStream SDK [65], further
reducing the computational cost.

With this reduction in the computational cost, it would be possible to implement VD&CS in
embedded systems, such as the Nvidia Jetson [62] and optimize the implementation using Nvidia
DeepStream [65], to be installed directly in citizen security cameras and subsequently generate alerts
upon the occurrence of criminal events which would be reported to the Command and Control
Citizen Security Center of the Colombian National Police, like in the decentralized Low Processing
Time System.

Currently, in June 2019 in Bogotá D.C., there are about 2880 Pan–Tilt–Zoom cameras that are
monitored in the Citizen Security Control Center, and these domes generate around 22.4 Gbps of
real-time video traffic. Given that currently, in Colombia, there is no cloud provider that has datacenters
in the country, it would not be applicable to use cloud solutions with datacenters in the United States
or Brazil because the international channel cost would be very high; therefore, in June 2019, the best
solution is to use embedded systems, at least until a cloud provider provides a datacenter with GPU
capability in Colombia.

The VD&CS limitations must be considered in future implementations because, like all systems
based on Deep Learning, it is not 100% reliable and its precision is linked to critical factors such as
lighting and partial obstructions, meaning that human supervision is necessary.

However, the implementation of this Low Processing Time System in a large-scale environment
depends on the budget availability of the Government of Colombia.
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6. Discussion and Future Application

VD&CS have proven to be effective in a hybrid operation as an object detector and the treatment
of criminal actions as objects. If the characteristic gestures are identified in certain actions, it should be
possible to use object detectors based on Deep Learning in various applications such as the detection
of suspicious activities, fights, riots and more.

As shown above, several recent applications of Faster R-CNN have shown great performance as
object detector [48–52], however, this work demonstrated that applying object detection techniques
based on Deep Learning like Faster R-CNN in actions detection could be an alternative to action
recognition based on analysis of trajectories or movements and could be applied more easily in highly
mobile video environments, such as military operations, transportation, citizen security, and national
security to name only a few, nevertheless, human supervision is always required, because after a while,
the quantity of False Negatives and False Positive could drastically reduce the system effectiveness,
which is very serious in safety applications.

In future research, we could identify human actions that could be recognized using object detectors
based on Deep Learning.

These actions should have characteristic gestures like in the case of criminal activities, which
always have recognizable gestures such as threatening the victim.

Although the system’s accuracy is around 70%, this percentage can be considered acceptable
because the system is tolerant to the sudden movements of the Pan–Tilt–Zoom cameras of the Colombian
National Police. It also shows that it is possible to use an object detector to detect criminal actions and
in future applications, the system’s accuracy could be improved.

Further future research work consists of maximizing the recognition of human actions using an
objects classifier, minimizing system failures. This can be achieved by building more complete datasets
and experimenting with diverse Deep Learning techniques such as YOLO, and several CNN models
such as ResNet, GoogleNet.

7. Conclusions

By applying the secure city architectures in command and control systems, situational awareness
and situation understanding of police commanders will improve, as well as their agility and efficiency
in decision making, thus improving the effectiveness of police operations and directly increasing
citizen security.

During the development of the VD&CS, it has been proven that it is possible to improve situational
awareness in the Command and Control Citizen Security Center of the Colombian National Police,
triggering alarms of criminal events captured by the video surveillance system.

Reducing the computational cost for using Deep Learning or any other technique in citizen
security applications is fundamental for achieving real-time performance and feasible implementation
costs, especially given the amount of information generated by surveillance systems. The processing
time is vital to achieve a real improvement of situational awareness.

The Low Processing Time System to Criminal Activities Detection Applied to a Command and
Control Citizen Security Center could be deployed in Colombia because the VD&CS showed that it
is possible to detect criminal actions using a Deep Learning Object Detector as long as the system
is trained to detect actions (these actions must have characteristic gestures such as threatening the
victim). Deep Learning can be a powerful tool in citizen security systems because it can automate
the detection of situations of interest which can escape from system operator view in Command and
Control Information System of a security agency such as the Colombian National Police.
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